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NOTE ON PRONUNCIATION

The system of transliteration is that approved by the International Oriental

Congress of 1894. Familiar spellings, however, are retained in the case of Vishnu

{Vtsnu), Krishna {Krma) and a few other names. The following hints on pro-

nunciation may be useful. The vowels generally are to be pronounced as in

Italian. Note especially that a has the sound of a in America, a the sound of a in

father, 0 is always long, as in note, e is long (as a in nave) in Sanskrit and usually

long in Hindi, while the vowel r resembles ri or ru ; ai has the sound of i in bite, au

the sound of ow in co7u. Every consonant is distinctly pronounced, not excluding r

:

c has the sound of ch in church, y oi n m pink, while s and s have nearly the

sound of sh in shut : f as a consonant (e. g. in Pahdri) is distinct from the vowel r,

and has a sound between English r and d, but may be read as an r if the proper

sound cannot be reproduced. Aspirates are also distinctly heard : ch, for example,

is sounded like chh in church-house, and th like th in ant-hill. The accent falls on

the first syllable or the third, rarely the second.

The inscriptions quoted from Rajput paintings are exactly reproduced, without

emendation.
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INTRODUCTION

Rajput painting, the subject of this work, is the Hindu painting of Rajputana and the Panjab

Himalayas. Its period may be taken as from about the beginning of the 13th century a. d.—when the

Rajputs, dispossessed of capital cities such as Delhi, where classic Indian art and literature was still

preserved, began to adjust their life to changed political conditions—to the middle of the 19th century.

The term Rajput is employed because all the works discussed have been produced under the patronage

of Rajput princes ; it conveniently summarizes the fact of broad distinction from Mughal ; and is

preferable to any sectarian name such as Hindu, because that would have too wide a geographical

application. Rajput painting is the counterpart of the vernacular literature of Hindustan,

Rajput painting, needless to say, does not stand alone as the only school of Indian painting of

its day. It is but one, though the most important, of several continuations and descendants of the

old classic art of Buddhism and early Hinduism, adapted to changed demands; and at the same

time it is to a considerable extent contemporary with a fresh and eclectic development, well known

under the name of ' Indo-Persian', Mughal, or ' Indo-Taimuria' painting. The general relationship

of all these schools will be most conveniently summarized in the accompanying table.

SCHOOLS OF INDIAN PAINTING FROM A. D. 1500 TO 1850

1500 1550 1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850

Hindu

;

RAJPUT

Rajasthani

Pahari
ammu0

,Kar)gra, Garhwal

Sikh

Bengal and Orissa

DRAVIDIAN (Tanjore, Travancore, &c.

Mysore ? Vijayanagaram ?)

fNEPALESE (also Indian Tibet)

Buddhist

:

(SINHALESE (Kandy)

Jaina

:

(Gujarat, Kathiawar,

Sravana Belgola)

((Lahore, Agra, Delhi)

(Oudh and Patna)



2 RAJPUT PAINTING

Rajput art stands to the classic art of India in the same relation as the contemporary vernaculars

of Hindustan stand to Sanskrit. We are well acquainted with classic Sanskrit literature, typically

of the period a.d. 300 to 800; this literature was written in the spoken language of the courts,

and of all literati and savants. Less exalted personages used the dialects of the home and of the

provinces, called Prakrits, and we are acquainted with the nature of these Prakrits through the

quotations given in the Sanskrit plays, and through the literature written wholly in Prakrit. We
know also the plastic arts of the classic age in their most aristocratic and accomplished forms, for

example, the sculptures of Elephanta and Elura, and the brilliant paintings of Ajanta and Sigiri.

We do not know the contemporary folk or ' Prakrit' plastic art in the same way. However, there

can be no doubt that such an art existed, as it has existed everywhere until destroyed by Industrialism.

Folk-art of the present day is a tradition handed down directly from the past ; in Rajput painting,

just as in the vernacular poetry of Hindustan, it is this folk-art, fused with hieratic and classic

literary tradition, that emerges as the culture of the whole race, equally shared by kings and

peasants.

The great cycles of classic Sanskrit literature and sastriya plastic art had passed their zenith

before the end of the 9th century. The vernaculars of Hindustan, particularly the various dialects

of Hindi, with Panjabi and Bengali, began to develop from the secondary Prakrits about the

iith century.^ This development was not merely an accidental change, but a movement of con-

structive evolution under the great spiritual impulse of the Pauranic renaissance,—the emergence

of the ultimate phases of Indian religion in the cults of Vishnu and §iva.^ Another factor in the

development of the vernaculars appears in the sense of national pride which inspired such bardic

chronicles as the Prithvirdj Rdsdu and the Hammir Rdsdu. The greater part of the literature,

however, and almost all of the plastic art has a directly religious inspiration.

Neglecting for the present the cult of Siva, we may call attention to the fact that the development

of the two great phases of popular Vaisnavism—the cult of Rama,^ and the cult of Gopala-Krishna ^

—

takes place contemporaneously with that of the vernaculars, the Tertiary Prakrits ; and the literature

of these cults has remained until recently the dominant factor in the development of the languages

and the essential theme of their poetry. The central inspiration of Rajput painting is also Vaisnava.

Vernacular poetry and painting, music and popular drama,^ are the various expressions of a common
inspiration.

To reconstruct the vernacular culture history of Hindustan is not yet easy. It is, however,

a matter of moment for our study to determine its main outlines; and in doing this we shall find

our best guide in the history of literature. The early Vaisnava literature is still the work of Sanskrit

writers (Ramanuja, Madhva, Nimbarka) : the supreme expression of its first movement appears in the

immortal Gltd Govinda of Jayadeva (13th century). These are followed by the great teachers

and vernacular poets of the 14th, 15th, and i6th centuries. Ramananda belongs to the close of the

14th and beginning of the 15th century: his great disciple Kabir flourished in the 15th century,

and died in 15 18. Vidyapati, Umapati, and Candi Dasa lived through the first half of the 15th

century. Vallabha, who established the cult of Sri Natha-ji (but wrote in Sanskrit) was born in

A.D. 1479. The Padumdvatl of Malik Muhammad was completed in a.d. 1540. The life of Caitanya

extended from a.d. 1485 to 1533, and that of Tulasi Dasa from a.d. 1532 to 1623. These are

followed by critics and analysts, of whom the most authoritative and poetical are Kesava Dasa

(fl. a.d. 1580 to 1610), Bihari Lai (17th century), and Jasvant Sirjgh (d. a.d. 1815). Thus the classic

period of the vernacular poetry—its age of Dante and Chaucer—falls within the limits of the 1 5th

' L. D. Barnett, Antiquities of India, p. 33.

^ Not, of course, the first appearance of these gods, but the

substitution of the loving worship of some manifestation ot

Vishnu or of ^iva for the orthodox worship of these or other

gods in their Vedic aspect and according to Vedic ritual.

' Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism, Saivism, dr'c., p. 47.

* Bhandarkar, loo. cit., p. 66, Nimbarka died ' about

1162 '.

^ 'It seems likely that the Indian drama was developed

in connexion with the cult of Vishnu-Krishna '—(Macdonell,

Sanskrit Literature, p. 347), referring, of course, to a much

earlier period than that at present under discussion, but the

relation persisted unchanged, as is seen in the rasas and

V&trds of the latter days. The oldest dramas mentioned by

name—of the 2nd century b. c, but no longer extant—are

Krishna mysteries.



INTRODUCTION

and 1 6th centuries. Perhaps we cannot at present determine its limits more closely; but we may
take the year a.d. 1500 provisionally as its central point.

Such evidence as is afforded by the Rajput paintings at present accessible tends to prove

that the greatest achievements of the school must likewise antedate the close of the 16th century.

It is true, that having regard to their profound accomplishment, tenderness, and passionate intensity,

I should formerly have been inclined to rank highest the best work of the late 18th-century painters

of Karjgra; and very fine drawing was still being done in Jaipur at the same time. But since then

there have come to light a number of works, mainly 1 7th century, of the school of Jammu, and others

closely related to these, but of the i6th century and from Rajasthan. The Jammu works have little

of the delicacy and refinement so conspicuous in those of Karjgra; they are far more grandiose in

their conception, broader in their detail, and forcible rather than tender. At the same time their

reliance upon well-established formulas is generally carried so far as to make it clear that even

in this relatively primitive art we have not discovered the best of its kind. In the same way
there are certain Rajasthani works of the 1 7th century, notably the Ragmald of the British Museum
MS. Or. 2821, of considerable dignity, which it is easy to see could have been still better than they

are ; and the same applies to the two examples reproduced on our Plates v and vi. And we are not

mistaken, for in almost exactly the same style, but actually far more sensitive is the one rdginl

reproduced on Plate iv ; and this is most likely a work of the latter part of the i6th century. Yet

more naive and passionate, of warmer colour and more splendid draughtsmanship are the four examples

reproduced on Plates i-iir.

It has been pointed out that Rajput art in its own peculiar forms, like Hindi poetry, is the

product of a special inspiration (I had almost said a special revelation) ; but the discussion of its

origins must be carried further. For the roots of it, like those of the cults of Vishnu and Siva,

and the sources of the Tertiary Prakrits, go much further back than the 13th or the nth century.

This is true both as regards style, and also as regards some of the particular compositions and general

conventions. For, in the first place, to speak of style : both in composition and technique the Rajput

paintings, notwithstanding their generally small size, are clearly derived from and related to an

art of wall-painting. Especially is this true of the scale of the design. The small pictures are

miniature only in measurement ; when they are enlarged by photographic projection to many times

their original size they gain in grandeur, and it would be difficult to guess that they had not been

designed originally on the large scale. We must not forget also that a fair proportion of the Rajput

painting was designed for or executed on actual walls. The Jaipur cartoons of Radha and Krishna

dancing are almost life size (Plates ix, x) ; the Jammu Rdmdyana pictures (Plates xxi-xxiv) measure

33 by 23I inches, an inconvenient size for portfolio pictures, and the paper used for the pasteboard

of the portfolio in which they are preserved includes a portion of a much larger cartoon of

a ' Mahisamardim ' design, pierced for pouncing.

Wall-paintings are still preserved at Udaipur (the island palaces) and Bikaner (the old palace)

;

the latter are of the 17th century, and include a good deal of decoration in the style of the excerpt

reproduced on Plate viii. Painted walls, indoor and out, may still be commonly met with in Hindu

towns, such as Jaipur, Amritsar, and Hoshiarpur. And in this connexion it is interesting to note

that the Ndradapancardtra, a work on the enfanccs of Krishna, ascribed to the beginning of the i6th

century,^ refers to the gates of diva's palace Kailasa as decorated with pictures and sculptures of such

subjects as the ' Stealing of Clothes ' and the ' Raising of Mt. Govardhan ', indicating that pictures of

the sort were commonly to be seen at the gates and on the walls of earthly palaces.

On the other hand, Rajput painting has no connexion with book illustration, and indeed, there

never was a genuine Indian art of that kind. In the rare examples of illustrated Indian manuscripts,

whether they be Nepalese palm leaves,^ or Gujarat! Jaina works,^ or Sanskrit or Hindi manuscripts

from Hindustan, the illustration takes the shape of a painted panel laid across the text, without any

organic relation to the rest of the page. Nor was there any such intimate relation between the

* Bhandarkar, Vaisnavtsm, ^awtsm, &^c., p. 40. ' For a typical example see my Noks on Jaina Ar/,

^ Or paper manuscripts, e.g. Getty, T/ie Gods 0/ Northern 'Journal of Indian Art', July, 1914, Plate i.

Buddhism, 1914, Plate lxi.

B 2



4 RAJPUT PAINTING

painter and the calligrapher, as obtained in Persia and China. The fine Sanskrit manuscript is

a thing of great, but austere beauty ; but this beauty owes nothing to the painter or the decorator, it

subsists in the form of the characters and the arrangement of the words and lines. Whenever Indian

painters desired to illustrate a particular story, as often happened, they prepared a series of portfolio

pictures ^ consecutively numbered, and either without any text, or with the appropriate text inscribed

behind, or sometimes above or below. Such series are not to be described as illuminated manuscripts,

but are like the wall-paintings, for example, at Degaldoruwa in Ceylon,^ if we imagine these transferred

to paper and cut up into separate panels.

The same relationships will be made evident if we examine the technique of Rajput painting.

We shall find that it is essentially an art of outline, and illustrates, as clearly as the Greek vases

or the Minoan frescoes, how drawing and painting can be one and the same thing. The outline, with

exception of a few large cartoons apparently in charcoal, is invariably drawn with a brush ; this is

equally true of the largest and the smallest drawings. The first sketch is freely drawn in red ; over

this is spread a white priming, through which the red outline shows more or less distinctly. A
second outline is then drawn over this with a finer brush, often freely modifying the original sketch.

This second outline is highly finished, and contains everything that will appear in the coloured picture.

When this outline is complete, the background is coloured, first the sky and buildings, and afterwards

the trees. Many extremely interesting drawings are to be met with, that have not been carried

beyond this stage (e. g. Plates lii and liv, b). Finally the figures are coloured, and again outlined.

In the case of copies made by pouncing, the pounced dotted outline, of course, takes the place of

the first drawing in red. The white priming gives great luminosity; it also provides an almost

polished surface, like that of fine plaster, for the second outline. But it may be omitted in some
of the more popular or provincial work (e.g. Plate lvii). The first outline stains the paper, the

second only when the priming is omitted ; the colouring forms a thin skin on the surface of

the paper, and readily flakes away when the paper is rubbed or bent, revealing the under-

drawing beneath.

It is noteworthy that the net result of these methods can be precisely summarized in words used

to describe the Ajanta frescoes :

' The technique adopted, with perhaps some few exceptions, is a bold, red line-drawing. . . .

Sometimes nothing else is left. This drawing gives all the essentials with force or delicacy as may be

required, and with knowledge and intention. Next comes a thinnish terra-verde monochrome, showing

some of the red through it ; then the local colour ; then a strengthening of the outlines with blacks

and browns, giving great decision, but also a certain flatness ; last a little shading if necessary. . . .

Nearly all the painting has for its foundation definite outlines.'^

We now see clearly what is the ancestry of Rajput painting. A vigorous archaic outline is the

basis of its language. Uncompromising as the golden rule of art and life desired by Blake, sensitive,

reticent, and tender, it perfectly reflects the self-control and sweet serenity of Indian life, and the

definite theocratic and aristocratic organization of Indian society. It lends itself to the utterance

of serene passion and the expression of unmixed emotions. But such an outline is not only Indian;

it leads us back not merely straight to Ajanta,* but in its affinities, if not also in historical descent, to

Early Asiatic and Aegean, It is paralleled in Egypt, in pre- Hellenic and Mykenean drawing, and in

Assyrian sculpture. This Rajput art, is, in effect, the last phase of a now long-lost style, a style that

rises up before us, and awakens in us, as Okakura suggests, an ineffaceable regret.^ It is an art nearly

' Examples from such series are illustrated on Plates

XXI-XXIV, LXII, LXIJI.

* Mediaeval Sinhalese Art, pp. 42, 319 and Plate i,

' C. J.
Herringham, 'Burlington Magazine', June, 19 10,

and Guide-Book, Festival of Empire, Indian Court, 191 1.

* Vincent Smith {^History of Fine Art in India and

Ceylon, p. 307) suggests plausibly that Taranatha's ' School

of the Ancient West ' originated in Rajputana during the 7th

century, and became the model of the earliest Buddhist art in

Nepal. In this view I entirely concur, and would add that

as everywhere Buddhist art became gradually Hindu, so in

Rajputana itself, the later Hindu schools are directly de-

scended from old Buddhist art such as we see at Ajanta, and

the proof of this appears in the stylistic characters of the

surviving Rajput paintings, for which we could infer an ancient

and mural ancestry, even had we no other than internal

evidence as our source of information.

" Okakura Kakuzo, Ideals of the East, ed. 2, p. 53.
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related to that wonderful school of folk-drama

—

the yd^ras of Bengal and the rasas of Upper India

—

that ' without scenery, without the artistic display of costumes, could arouse emotions which nowadays

we scarcely experience'.^ It is not a new discovery, but descends from very early Asiatic

sources.

Rajput painting is not an isolated example of Indian Prakrit art. Most closely related to it

in subject-matter and style are the beautiful paintings sometimes met with on Orissan Vaisnava book-

covers ;
^ and probably these ought to be definitely classed as an Eastern phase of the Rajput school.

South of Rajputana we have the interesting Gujarat! school of Jaina hieratic art^ represented in the

15th and 1 6th century illustrated manuscripts and occasional paintings on cotton: this is a 'secondary

Prakrit ' art, descended like Rajput painting from the old tradition, but without change of subject or

fresh inspiration. Parallel with Jaina painting is mediaeval Nepalese, and Western Tibetan, which we
can trace back to the nth century, and onwards to the present day, and also the mediaeval Buddhist

painting of Ceylon,* which is best known to us in 1 8th century examples, though it is not yet extinct.

It may also be noted that Indian religious and poetical literature of all periods, both Sanskrit and

vernacular, contains incidental references to paintings, citra-idlds, See, sufficient by themselves to prove

the continuity of the art, were it in any doubt.

It is thus perfectly evident that although painting has not remained, and perhaps never was

—

as were poetry and music—among the most universal of Indian arts, nevertheless the old Indian

school has survived in considerable vigour almost to the present day ; and it is only now finally

disappearing wherever Western influences are most felt.''

It is no longer necessary to argue the distinction of Rajput from Mughal painting; for every

addition to our knowledge makes it only more evident that there could scarcely exist two contemporary

schools more diverse in temper. That the few Rajput paintings which formerly came to light were

confused with Mughal or ' I ndo-Persian ' works was due partly to their comparative rarity, partly

to the fact that the two schools are nearly contemporary, partly to the fact that a majority of works in

both cases are portfolio pictures of moderate size, and finally to the fact that certain Rajput paintings

show some traces of Mughal influence, while on the other hand many Mughal works are based

directly on Rajput originals.^

It may, nevertheless, be convenient to resume here the broad distinctions of Rajput from

Mughal.'

Mughal art is one of miniature painting, as Persian is an art of illumination. In the rare cases

where Mughal work is executed on palace walls it has the character of miniature enlarged. Mughal

art is at home in the portfolios of princely connoisseurs, but the Hindu paintings have stepped from

the walls of shrines and palaces and public buildings, where their traces linger still. Mughal art

^ Dinesh Chandra Sen, History of Bengali Language and

Literature, p. 730.

^ Dinesh Chandra Stx\,loc.cit. (facing pp. 220, 224, 528;

not the frontispiece, which is quite modern).

* Notes on Jaina Art, 'Journal of Indian Art', July, 191 4.

* Mediaeval Sinhalese Art, pp. 164 fF. and Plates i, xiv-xix.

^ The new Bengali school of painting, in so far as it is

a revival, is based more on Mughal than on Rajput inspiration.

* Three-fourths of the Mughal painters were Hindus,

that is to say, Rajput painters attracted by Mugljal patronage.

That the Mughals were not unaware of the qualities of Indian,

as distinct from Persian art, appears from the remark of Abul

Fazl, who, after referring to the Persian painters at Akbar's

court, remarks of the Hindus :
' Their pictures surpass our

conception of things. Few indeed in the whole world are

equal to them.'

Mughal art is well represented in English and other

European collections, and many examples have been published.

At the British Museum, MS. Add, 18801 is typical for

portraiture, and there is a splendid fragment of a Taimuria

dynastic group in the Print Room. At South Kensington

the i6lh century illustrations to the Romance of Amir

Hamzah are of high interest. At the India Office are

several albums, including one that formerly belonged to Dara

Shukoh. At the Bodleian there are many examples, especially

in MSS. Ouseley Add. 166, 167, 173, and 171; the latter

contains the 'Dying Man', perhaps the finest Mughal work ex-

tant, as well as the ' Haram Scene' here reproduced on Plate xx.

There are important collections abroad and in America (Boston).

Of Indian collections may be mentioned that of the Calcutta Art

Gallery formed by Mr. Havell ; the collections of the Tagores,

Babu Sitaram Lai, the Maharaja of Benares, the Museum at

Delhi, and my own collection (at present in England).

Published examples will be found in Martin, The Miniature

Painters 0/ Persia, India, atid Turkey; Havell, Indian Sculp-

ture and Painting (1908) ;
Sarre, Die Ausstellutig von Meister-

•VDerktnmuhammedanischer Kunst, Miinchen, 1910(1912); and

in magazines such as the ' Orientalisches Archiv ',
' Burlington

Magazine', ' L'Art ddcoratif, and 'Journal of Indian Art'.

Also in my two volumes of Indian Drawings (19 10, 191 2).
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is secular, intent upon the present moment, and profoundly interested in individuality. It is not an

idealization of life, but a refined and accomplished representation of a very magnificent phase of it. It

is dramatic rather than static
;
young, fond of experiment, and ready to assimilate. It is splendid

and attractive, but it rarely touches the deep springs of life. Its greatest successes are achieved

in portraiture,^ and in the representation of courtly pomp and pageantry. All its themes are worldly,

and though sheer intensity of observation—passionate delineation—sometimes raises individual works,

such as the 'Dying Man' of Bodleian MS. Ouseley, Add. 171, fol. 12,2 to the highest possible rank,

yet the subject matter of Mughal art, as such, is of purely aristocratic interest : while that of the

Rajput painters is universal. The distinction of Mughal from Rajput painting is indeed nowhere

more apparent than in the fact that the former is aristocratic and professional, while the latter is

at once hieratic and popular, and often essentially mystic in its suggestion of the infinite significance of

the most homely events. Mughal courtiers would not have been interested in an art about herdsmen

and milkmaids, nor Vaisnavas in pictures of elephant fights. The fact that Mughal art is essentially

a product of court patronage explains why it could not outlast the period of Mughal supremacy :

it begins with Akbar (a.d. 1556 to 1606), and is practically finished with the death of Aurarjgzeb

in 1 706. Nothing survives of it but the modern Delhi miniatures on ivory, the work of tradesmen

catering for tourists. These are of no interest to the man of the bazaar: in Hindu shops

and houses you will find, not the portraits of the great Mughals, but mythological pictures

that are either crude survivals of Rajput tradition, or German oleographs after genuine earlier

drawings.^ I need not refer to the pseudo-Indian art of Ravi Varma.

The academic character of Mughal painting also appears in the fact that the painters' names

are often known, and their pictures signed. There is, too, a very definitely and rapidly moving

stylistic development, a rise and decline, of which the crisis occupies less than fifty years. It is thus

possible to make of the study of Mughal art an affair of names and dates, after the approved European

fashion. This will never be possible with Rajput art, which, like all ancient Indian art, is typically

anonymous and conservative. Mughal art, however magnificent its brief achievement, was but an

episode in the long history of Indian painting : Rajput painting, with the other Prakrit arts, belongs

to the main stream.

No separate work on Rajput painting has yet been published, and no contributions to its study

have been made by other investigators ; this is, therefore, a pioneer work, and as such may fairly

claim the indulgence of later students, who will discover many errors of commission and omission.

The justification of the historian of art is to be found in his ability to bring the reader into contact

with his theme, and I have attempted no more than this. The student of European and Antique art

is accustomed to an elaborate apparatus of names and dates, while he takes the subject-matter for

granted. Here, for many reasons, I have followed an opposite course. It would not be possible

with the information at present available to write a detailed history after the catalogue manner, and in

any case the connexion of the art with the sources of its inspiration is far more important. On the

other hand, the subject-matter of Rajput painting is unfamiliar to most European, and to many
English-speaking Indian students of the present day ; and while it is true that aesthetic beauty does

* The Rajput painters also made some excellent portraits,

but this is an incidental aspect of their art. And even in

portraiture there is a distinction : the Mughal draughtsman tells

you very handsomely just what such and such a man was like,

the Rajput shapes the likeness to a preconceived ideal. It

may be noted that reaHstic portraiture is foreign to truly

Asiatic art : it reached India through Samarqand, and is

ultimately of European origin, perhaps in the last resort,

English.

* Reproduced, 'Burlington Magazine', April, 191 5.

' It is pathetic to reflect that German tradesmen were the

first 'discoverers' of Rajput painting.

That Rajput paintings have been entirely overlooked by

Anglo-Indian writers may perhaps be explained by the remark

of B. H. Baden-Powell :
' In a country like this we must not

expect to find anything that appeals to mind or to deep feeling
'

{Punjab Manu/ac(tires, 1872, II. iii). This is the normal

standpoint of the Anglo-Indian writer : Fergusson, for example,

lays it down that ' it cannot, of course, be for one moment

contended that India ever reached the intellectual supremacy

of Greece or the moral greatness of Rome'. Whether or

not these are true judgements may be left to time to decide

;

here I only call attention to the, to say the least of it, un-

scientific attitude implied in the words ' we must not expect
',

and ' it cannot, 0/ course, for one moment be contended '.

On this principle, the only object of research would be to

confirm our a priori judgements

!
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not depend directly on the subject of a work—and expert critics may be content to look for aesthetic

qualities alone, without asking what these works are about—nevertheless such beauty as they have

has only arisen from the necessity which has been felt to express their subject-matter. Rajput

painters, like all other Primitives, aimed at giving clear and edifying expression to certain intuitions

which every one desired should be thus clearly and frequently expressed
;
they did not aim at making

beautiful pictures. Notwithstanding that Indian aesthetic affords an excellent basis for the criticism

of paintings/ these paintings in actual life were not regarded from the standpoint of the connoisseur,

habitual to the modern collector
;
they formed a part of popular religion, in just the same way as the

sculptures or the painted windows of a Gothic church. We need not, then, disdain to study in some

detail^ the subject-matter of Rajput painting, since all the virtue it possesses arose from the painters'

passionate belief in the grandeur of their themes. At the same time, I do not wish to introduce

any confusion of edification and art, and, as to this, the reader can judge for himself; while, on the

other hand, it is evident that a positive lack of sympathy with Hindu thought must seriously handicap

any student of Hindu art.

Finally, it may be observed that it is perfectly legitimate to consider works of art from

other than aesthetic standpoints, if we are quite clear that in so doing we are not contributing

to aesthetic criticism. The Rajput drawings provide the Indianist with an encyclopedia of

information on customs, costumes, architecture, and above all, religion ; and they are well

deserving of study from these standpoints alone. On many matters they are our only source of

intormation. In especial, no study of Vaisnavism and Saivism can be complete without reference

to the paintings, in which these systems are set forth as logically and as deliberately as in the

corresponding literature.

There is also the question of technique. It is to be feared that the details of the Rajput painters'

methods have been lost, though it is hardly to be doubted that a good deal could still be recovered

;

in any case, the quality of their colour and the brilliancy of their brush-work must always remain an

inspiration to those who make research of accomplished craftsmanship.

Many will be drawn to Rajput art as much by sympathetic and ethical, as by aesthetic considera-

tions. Such paintings must always intimately appeal to those who are already attracted by Indian

life and thought, and above all to those who realize that they form the last visual records of an order

that is rapidly passing away, never to return. In any case, their rjdos is unique: what Chinese art

achieved for landscape, is here accomplished for human love. Here if never and nowhere else in the

world, the Western Gates are opened wide. The arms of lovers are about each other's necks, eye

meets eye, the whispering sakhis speak of nothing else but the course of Krishna's courtship, the very

animals are spell-bound by the sound of Krishna's flute, and the elements stand still to hear the

ragas and raghiis. This art is only concerned with the realities of life ; above all, with passionate

love-service, conceived as the means and symbol of all Union. If Rajput art at first sight appears to

lack the material charm of Persian pastorals, or the historic significance of Mughal portraiture,

it more than compensates in tenderness and depth of feeling, in gravity and reverence. Rajput art

creates a magic world where all men are heroic, all women are beautiful and passionate and shy,

beasts both wild and tame are the friends of man, and trees and flowers are conscious of the footsteps

of the Bridegroom as he passes by. This magic world is not unreal or fanciful, but a world of

imagination and eternity, visible to all who do not refuse to see with the transfiguring eyes

of love.

Rajput art, however, is not always lyrical and tender, but dealing with certain subjects from the

' See The Hindu View of Art, 'The Quest', April, 1915,

and That Beauty is a State, ' Burlington IMagazine
',
April, 19 15.

^ Really very briefly. To embrace fully the subject-

matter of Rajput paintings requires a wide range of reading.

The following works available to English readers may be

mentioned :

The Ramdyana, trans. M. N. Dutt, Calcutta, 1891 ; The

Mahdbharaia, trans. P. C. Ray, Calcutta, 1893-6; the Gitd

Govinda, trans. Arnold (Indian Poetry)
;
Mdrkandeya Purdna,

trans. M. N. Dutt, Calcutta, 1897 ; the Prema Sdgara, trans.

Pincott, London, 1897; Vidydpati, trans. Coomaraswamy and

Sen, London, 191 5; 07ie Hundred Poems of Kahlr, trans.

Tagcre and Underbill, London, 19 14; Bhandarkar, Vaisna-

vism, Saivism, Strassburg, 1913; Coomaraswamy and

Nivedita, Myths of the Hindus and Buddhists, London, 191 3 ;

D. C. Sen, Bengali Language and Literature, Calcutta, 1 9 1 o ;

Grierson, The Satsdiyd of Bihdri, Calcutta, 1896; Avalon,

Principles of Tanira, London, 1914.
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epics, such as the Death of Bhisma, or the Mahdbhdrata Gambling Scene—in representing Bhisma

upon the bed of arrows, ' like a fire about to go out ', or in representing the five Pandavas staring

each at the other, while Duh^asana seeks to tear the clothes from the body of Draupadi, 'whom
scarcely the sun had seen, nor winds kissed', so had she been guarded from curious eyes—dealing

with such problems it attains to a dignity and grandeur not surpassed in any epic painting in the

world. Nor is the Rajput painting merely concerned with Vaisnava theology : it is also Saiva and

^akta. The representations of Siva and Parvati are indeed often tender and homely
;
they wander

like any lovers through the Himalayan forests, accompanied by Durga's tiger or Siva's bull, and

often with their children Karttikeya and Ganesa. But again we find them dancing in the burial

ground, or Parvati seated with Mahadeva, stringing for him a garland of the heads of the Brahmas of

successive aeons—as a girl might thread a daisy-chain. It is Devi who fights the battles of the devas

against the asiiras, and slays the demon-bull Mahisa, over whom she stands like a terrible Minerva

;

or in the form of Kali she laps up the asiiras in myriads with her fiery tongue ;
^ and she is the death

of kings, time all-devouring, sparing none.^ And yet she is the loving mother of men, and the devoted

servant of her lord, the pattern of a Hindu wife, and cries to him that she desires not Paradise itself,

' if thou art not satisfied with me !

'

Finally, the Rajput paintings comprise a certain element of portraiture ; and here also, though

this portraiture is but a small part of the whole art, the characterization is heroic and epic, very rarely

so meticulously representative or so courtier-like as Mughal.

We shall also find a group of pictures, mainly late PaharT, illustrating romance and ballad. A
very exquisite series of drawings illustrates the story of Nala and Damayanti. A very frequent

subject is drawn from the folk-tale of SohnT and Mahiiival ; it represents a girl swimming across

a river at night, to visit her lover, a keeper of buffaloes. Several series of drawings have been made

to illustrate the Hammlr Hath ; one of these, at Patyala, has in turn inspired a poet to create a new

version of the ballad itself.^ It is perhaps worth mentioning that I have never met with any old

illustration to the Padumdvatl,'^ or to the Prithvirdj Rdsdu.

In these paintings also are reflected all the Hindu woman-ideals, both physical and spiritual.

The heroine's eyes are large as any lotus flowers, her tresses fall in heavy plaits, her breasts are firm

and high, her thighs are full and smooth, her hands like rosy flowers, her gait as dignified as

any elephant's, and her demeanour utterly demure. When Radha hears the messages of Krishna,

the drawing recalls an Annunciation ; when she meets his eye, her own are dropped and veiled ; when

she meets himself, the power of movement leaves her limbs, she stands ' like a painted picture ', or

a golden statue, and she knows the whole of life in one day. She is altogether human and feminine,

and rails against her own gentleness, and bitterly complains of Krishna's infidelities ; but in the

end she gives herself without reserve, and asks for nothing in return.

The typical examples of Rajput painting, like every other expression of mystical intuition, have

for us this lesson, that what we cannot discover at home and in familiar events, we cannot discover

anywhere. The Holy Land is the land of our own experience. All is in all : and if beauty is not

apparent to us in the well-known, we shall not find it in things that are strange and far-away. Typical

of this sort is the painting of Krishna Dudhdddri, reproduced on Plate xlv; this is a prophecy in

every way as clear as Kabir's, when he says :

' I laugh when I hear that the fish in the water is thirsty

!

You do not see that the Real is in your home, and you wander from forest to forest restlessly

:

Here is the truth ! Go where you will, to Benares or to Mathura ; if you do not find your soul,

the world is unreal to you ... In the home is reality.'

Those that represented the Krishna Ltld understood the union of love and renunciation in life,

and the secret of limitless life in this world. It needs not to say, that just as village life afforded

the sufficient material for the imagery of the Krishna Ltld, so in respect of the epics, when these

' Indian Drawings, ii, Plates xvi, i and xvii.

Plate Lxix.

' Vide in/ra, p. 67.

* There is, however, a comparatively modern manuscript

of the Padumavati at the India Office (Sanskrit Catalogue,

no. 2471), profusely illustrated.
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were represented, it was not by students of archaeology acquainted with what might have been

the costume and manners of pre-Buddhist India, but by men who pictured to themselves the epic

heroes in terms of their own experience ; there was nothing romantic in their conception of the

past, just as there was nothing romantic in their conception of heaven. Time and space were faint:

and all ages and all conditions alike seemed to pass before their eyes in terms of the present moment.

If Indian painting for nearly eight centuries, roughly from a.d. 650 to 1427,—the latest date of

Ajanta to that of the earliest illustrated Jaina text so far available—is nearly a blank, apart from

Nepal, it is certain that much of the greatest value has been lost. But I am inclined to think that we
may take consolation in the reflection that we have preserved to us sufficient to afford a good idea of

Indian painting in its two supreme periods. The intervening ages exhibit no one great religious

inspiration comparable either with that of Mahayana Buddhism or that of mediaeval Vaisnavism. To
a certain extent the intervening art may have corresponded in style to the later Sanskrit and Prakrit

poems, ' artificial productions, written in the closet by learned men for learned men '. But the Neo-

Gaurian poets, continues the same writer, ' wrote for unsparing critics, the people . . . they have

remained living voices in the people's hearts, because they appealed to the sense of the true and the

beautiful '.^ The same is true of the Rajput painters, whose work is immediate, unique, and unforget-

table, and in time to come will be given an honourable place amongst the great arts of the world.

^ Grierson, Modern Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, Calcutta, 1889, preface.

C
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PART I. THE RAJPUT SCHOOLS

CHAPTER I

RAjASTHANi

The Rajput paintings may be classified in three ways : according to their subjects, their sources,

or their age. To classify them according to subject, the easiest way, is not illuminating ; for although

the Vaisnava inspiration predominates, yet Rajput art cannot be called sectarian in the sense that

each class of matter is dealt with in a separate way. To classify Rajput paintings on a geographical

basis is also fairly easy, except in particular instances ; but this method by itself could not exhibit the

development. The only classification which can properly do this is the classification by age, which

should always be adopted in catalogues—supplemented, of course, by geographical and subject data.

It is only an historical treatment that can represent the whole movement as a cycle, or enable us

to speak of a rise, progress, and decline. In the present incomplete state of our knowledge (which

is never likely to become exhaustive) it is most convenient to approach the matter at the same time

from the historical and from the geographical standpoint ; and this will be no disadvantage, for the

geographical treatment, like the study of dialects, throws considerable light on evolution.

Rajput paintings may be broadly divided into two groups, the Rajasthani and the Paharl, with

possibly an Eastern extension to include the i yth century Orissan book-covers.^ The term Rajput

is here practically equivalent to the ' Indo-Aryan ' of ethnologists, which designation covers the

Rajputs, Khattris, and Jats of Rajputana, the Panjab, and the Western Himalayas, i. e. all the old

Hindu elements in North-Western India, east of the Indus. The term Rajasthani has the same

geographical connotation as when used linguistically. But Paharl is used in the local PanjabT sense,

to mean belonging to the hills, from Jammu to Almora ; which corresponds to Pahjdbi in part, and to

the Western Paharl, of the Linguistic Survey.^

Rajasthani paintings are those works which have been executed in Rajputana, from Bikaner

to the border of Gujarat, and from Jodhpur to Gwalior and Ujjain. We either know, or may infer

that the great centres of Rajasthani painting have been Jaipur, Orcha, and Bikaner, and presumably

Udaipur and Ujjain
;
possibly also Mathura at an earlier date. It was once a matter of course that

every raja had his court painters, as well as court musicians, dancers, and, of course, the poets and

pandits. It has been pointed out that Rajasthan, or Rajputana, for more than a thousand years

continuously in the possession of the Rajput clans, is one of the most conservative areas of India.

The great majority of the people are still Hindus, 'whose caste customs and prejudices have tended

to differentiate them from their Muhammadan neighbours, and to preserve, with the utmost tenacity,

their ancient beliefs and practices '. Further, ' the inaccessibility and remoteness from the seat of

empire of many parts of this large tract of country, have strongly confirmed local prejudices, especially

' These are not, as I once suggested, of a Dravidian

type, but closely connected with Rajput art. Fine examples

are reproduced in Dinesh Chandra Sen's History of Bengali

Language and Literature, 191 1, facing pp. 220, 224, 528 (the

Frontispiece is of course modern, and of no merit) ; and in

the same author's Typical Selections from Old Bengali Litera-

ture, Plates VI, VIII, XIII. The art of these 1 7th century book-

covers of Vaisnava MSS. is almost beyond praise, and quite

comparable with that of the early Rajasthani raginis. Glimpses

such as this afford an idea of all that must have been lost.

' Cf. Imperial Gazetteer of India, i, pp. 293, 322, 367,

and especially 368 ; also the Rajasthani, Pafijabi, and Western

Pahari volumes of the Linguistic Survey of India.

C 2
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as regards dress and ornament, and, in such matters as fashion, have increased the power of resistance

of the people to outside influences. ... In Rajputana we find even now in power the representatives

of the oldest families in India, and most of them rule in or near the places which were conquered by
their ancestors, many centuries ago.' The same writer nevertheless adds, ' I have been disappointed

in not finding very ancient examples of art of any kind, even amongst the treasures of old Rajput

families.' ^

This must not be taken to prove that important and ancient paintings may never be found. It

is, however, perfectly true, and for a variety of reasons, that apart from architecture and sculpture,

it is extremely rare to meet with examples of any sort of Indian art older than the 17th century.

When a family prospered, it was the tendency to renew the family possessions, and to patronize and

enjoy the art and craftsmanship of the day, older treasures being discarded. On the other hand,

if the family fell into poor circumstances, its possessions were sold or lost.

Many valuable treasures have likewise been lost or destroyed in the course of the constant internal

warfare which marks the history of Rajasthan. Even in the case of manuscripts it is very rare to

meet with copies of Hindi works made before the i6th century.^ Yet, since illustrated Jaina books

of the early 15th century are known, it may well be that fresh discoveries of older Rajastham paintings

may also be made. Of examples available to the present writer, none can be claimed as older than

the series of twenty-three raginis from which four examples are reproduced on Plates i-iii (the full

number should be thirty-six). These are the nearest that we have to the unknown primitives of

Rajput painting. There is not as yet the least tendency to treat the raginis as pictorial material ; the

painter is occupied entirely with expression. I do not say that these works are absolutely better than

certain others of a later period, such as the Krishna Dudhddd7'i of Plate xlv (to take only one of

several Pahan examples) ; but the excellence of the later Pahari works depends very largely on the

genius of individual painters, and they occur amidst a mass of commonplace production. As I take

it, the twenty-three raginis proceed from a period of general achievement when not merely individual

artists, but the majority of painter-craftsmen, attained to a relatively high standard of creative art,

and all to high accomplishment. In any case these raginis take us back nearer to such a period than

any other works of Rajput art with which I am acquainted.

They form a series in many respects unique in its combination of impeccable draughtsmanship

and constant invention with savage vitality and strange formulae. A characteristic feature is the

representation of floating drapery, and of flesh or of coloured garments clearly seen through coats or

skirts of perfectly transparent muslin, yellow or white. A special peculiarity, apparent in no later

Rajput works, is the representation of shadow across the armpits wherever the upper part of a male

figure is covered only by transparent muslin (see Plate i). I mention this, because it is a feature that

reappears, together with a predilection for effects of colour seen through muslin, in Mughal portraits

of the school of Akbar and Jaharjgir, an excellent example being the portrait^ of Man Sir)gh in

British Museum MS. Add, 18801 (Man Siqgh's costume is practically identical with that of several

male figures amongst the twenty-three pictures of raginis).

A typical motif in Rajput art is the water and lotus foreground which constantly reappears in

this series, and in other works, both Rajastham and Pahari. The tree types, however, are very

peculiar, and occur nowhere else, with exception of one picture in the same style obtained from

Jaipur. The borders of the rdgini pictures are pink, with yellow bands above and below, and the

subject often overlaps the border. The horizons are high, but leave room for a band of dark sky,*

* T. H. Hendley, 'Journal of Indian Art', vol. xii,

pp. 17, 19.

^ As justly remarked by Tod :
' After eight centuries of

galling subjection to conquerors totally ignorant of the classical

language of the Hindus; after almost every capital city had

been repeatedly stormed and sacked by barbarous, bigoted,

and exasperated foes; it is too much to expect that the

literature of the country should not have sustained, in common

with other important interests, irretrievable losses.' {Annals of

Rajasthan^ Introduction.) What applies to literary works

must be even more true of paintings.

' Published by me in the ' Orientalisches Archiv ', iii. i.

Figure 1 2. Cf. also my portrait of Malik 'Ambar in the same

journal, Figure 11 ; and again, a portrait reproduced by

Havell, Indian Sculpture and Painting, PI. lx.

* It is an old convention of Indian poetry and painting

that the sky is dark. In old Indian usage, and generally, the

word nilam means blue-black, indigo : true sky-blue (dsmdnt)
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passing into a strip of ragged cloud at the upper margin ; sometimes there are also represented snaky-

red gold lightning and falling rain, recalling the Bikaner wall decoration reproduced on Plate viii.

The architecture is of an unique and ancient type, antedating most of the Rajput civil building

now extant, and on the whole of a simple character ; the interiors are coloured plain red or green, the

walls are without decoration. The colouring is extremely rich, and much play is made with notes of

black, particularly in the form of tassels ; the use of gold and silver is very restricted.

It will be seen subsequently that many of these peculiarities connect these works very closely

with those of Jammu.^ The significance of this will be clearly expressed if we point out that the

mannerisms of Rajasthani and Hill Rajput painting cannot have been much differentiated previously to

the consolidation of the Mughal Empire, which divided the Rajputs of Rajasthan from those of the

hills by the wide strip of the Panjab plains, where now runs the railway from Delhi to Lahore. The
local peculiarity of the i8th century Karjgra style is to be explained as a post-Mughal local develop-

ment, while the common and archaic features of Jammu and early Rajasthani paintings point to their

early date, when free intercourse between the Rajputs of Rajasthan and of the Hills was not yet

interrupted.

The subject of night scenes may also be referred to here, as a good example occurs amongst the

twenty-three raginis (Plate 1). The representation of such scenes, where brightly illuminated figures

are set against a dark background is most likely a very old motif in Indian art, for some such

indications are essential to the representation of certain ndyakds [Utkd and Abhisdrika) and certain

rdginis ; and such representations are vividly suggested in the visual character of many of the

poetical descriptions. Mughal painters, on the other hand—possibly affected by European sug-

gestions—developed night scenes in a more picturesque and realistic manner, often representing

firelight and cast shadow ;
^ and this method again reacted on the later schools of Rajput painting,

as exemplified in Plate lxx, b.

Another beautiful work of the latter part of the i6th century is the Gaurakari Rdgini, reproduced

on Plate iv. Many of the same motifs are repeated, but the conventions are less violent and the

drawing more refined. This work is closely related to the two rdginis reproduced on Plates v and vi,

and these again with all those of the British Museum MS. Or. 2821, which may be as late as the

middle of the 1 7th century. They seem to form a local group, but there is nothing to indicate their

exact source. It may be mentioned that at this time Orcha, as well as Amber, was a great centre of

Rajput culture and art patronage ; and the architecture in these pictures strongly recalls that of the

early 17th century palaces at Orcha and Datiya. In all these works the architecture is represented

with unusual care, paralleled only in some of the later Karjgra works, where, however, it is of a very

different and more feminine character.

Two other Rajasthani works of the late i6th century are reproduced: the delicate fragment of

Plate XVII, A, too much damaged for much remark ; and the larger example of Plate vii, a fine work

of a hieratic character.

Rajput mural painting of the early 17th century is preserved in the old palace at Bikaner, but I

am not able to reproduce anything more than the excerpt given on Plate viii ; this is a copy admirably

executed for me by a modern Bikaner craftsman, commissioned by the Maharaja. This is a remarkable

only appears in the later Paharl paintings, and this word

dsmdiii occurs in association with other colour-names of

Persian origin. The narrow strip of dark sky filled with

ragged cloud is characteristic of Rajasthani and Paharl works

alike, and may be regarded as archaic, for it occurs also in

Jaina art of the 15th century [Notes on Jaina Art, 'Journal of

Indian Art', Oct. 1914, Figures i, 7, 13, 29, &c. ; also Plate

Lxxvii, D, of the present work), and in Ceylon (Mediaeval

Sinhalese Art, Plate xix).

^ It would be difficult to prove absolutely that these

rdginis may not actually be of Jammu origin. But the

presumption is against any such attribution
;

thus, there is

no Takri script ; the pictures were bought in Delhi, where

Paharl works are practically unknown, and I have another in

the same manner brought direct from Jaipur; they resemble

British Museum MS. Or. 2821 in several respects, and that

work is almost certainly of Rajasthani origin. To this I may

add my strong subjective impression of their Rajasthani source

;

for in the course of handling attentively many thousand pictures

of any school the student inevitably acquires a certain power

of accurate judgement which it may not always be possible to

account for by logical reasons.

^ Havell, Lidian Sculpture and Painting, Plates lxv,

Lxvi ;
Coomaraswamy, Selected Examples of Indian Art,

Plate V.
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representation ; but notwithstanding its more or less Chinese appearance, it differs from the clouds
and lightning of the picture reproduced on Plate iv only in the stronger convention appropriate

to mural art; there also the lightning is a red and gold snake. The falling rain is also repeated
in many other works, conspicuously, for example, in the late Karjgra example of Plate lviii. The
lightning of most of the late Karjgra paintings (Plates lviii, lxxi, b, lxxiii, a) is, however, much more
realistic, and so with the clouds (Plate lv).

The suggestion of Far-Eastern art in the Bikaner mural fragment is one that occasionally

becomes conspicuous in Rajastham art,^ particularly at Bikaner, where true Chinese clouds are

painted on the lacquered shields, and at Udaipur, where the wall-painting of the island palaces,

perhaps by an i8th century hand, evidently repeats a Chinese model. Amongst Pahari drawings,

also, one occasionally meets with a copy of some Chinese motif. The Chinese element in Rajput
art, however, is purely sporadic, and cannot be traced as an integral factor, as it became in Persian

painting, and to a smaller extent also in Mughal. In Rajput art I am inclined to trace the Chinese

motifs to the sea-borne commerce. There has long existed an extensive importation of Chinese

embroidery into Gujarat, and this is still continued, while fragments of Chinese embroidery several

centuries old are often to be met with in Western India, associated with purely Indian work.

The most familiar Rajastham painting is that of Jaipur in the i8th century.^ Its most

impressive examples are the large cartoons represented on Plates ix and x, which are selected from

a number of the working drawings (mostly pricked for reproduction by pouncing) designed for two

large paintings on cloth now preserved in the library of the Maharaja of Jaipur, and probably

executed in the latter part of the i8th century. In these works, and another large picture reproduced

on Plate xi, we see the persistence of ancient art, not merely in a miniature adaptation, but on its

true scale.^ These large works are in the purest idiom of Hindu art, handed down from century

to century, with a certainty and loyalty which is only paralleled in the transmission of the sacred

texts. We wonder at the persistence of tradition in the art of Egypt ; it is scarcely less remarkable

that the Hindus, through centuries of religious evolution and of warfare should have been able to

preserve almost to our own time so much of the grandeur that belongs to the art of the period of

their supreme achievement.* These works alone are sufficient proof of the authentic and autochthonous

character of Rajput painting.

These works are an immediate expression of the Hindu view of life. Here is that distinct,

sharp and wiry bounding line which Blake, most Indian of modern Western minds, regarded as the

golden rule of art and life. A line so deliberate, so self-confident, so full of wonder at the beauty

of the world, especially the beauty of women, and at the same time so austere, could not be a sudden

achievement, nor depend on the brilliance of a single personality. It is the product of a whole

civilization, and of aristocratic traditions protected by hieratic sanctions. In this work there is no

room for cleverness ; too haughty to admire ingenuity, too distinguished to affect a calligraphic

elegance, or to feel the smallest interest in any attempt to create an illusion of modelling, it is an art

both proud and passionate and very reserved. It is sometimes said that the Indians have left no

history ; but what else than history is any work of traditional art ? Of such art we can at least

say that it is not a product of chance, but is determined by antecedent racial karma, and cannot

* These Chinese motifs are referred to by Sir George

Watt, Indian Art at Delhi, 1904, pp. 170, 180, &c.

^ This art continued to flourish during the 19th century,

and is scarcely yet extinguished, notwithstanding that pupils

in the local 'School of Art' may now be seen laboriously

studying from mural diagrams of English farm animals.

' See also Indian Drawings, ii. Plates i-v, and the

'Burlington Magazine', March, 191 2, Plate iv. Very slightly

Mughalized versions of this type also occur ; an example from

Bodleian MS. Ouseley Add. 167, f. 2 is reproduced in Indian

Drawings, i, PI. xv. See also Plate xx of the present work

(small in scale, but like in physiognomy).

* ' Asia has been called the cradle of mankind. What

confirms this tide of honour is that the old civilizations in the

heart of Asia, with wonderful self-reliance, have remained true

to a primitive art which is linear, decorative, and founded in

handicraft. We Westerns have greatly prided ourselves on

a " progress " from stiff and primitive art to an art of realism
;

we have wearily pursued nature ; and to-day we are face to

face with an aesthetic bankruptcy which regards a Bocklin

or a Klinger '—as who should say, the type of the Royal

Academy— ' as rather to be approved than condemned. And

laboriously we are feeling our way back to those sources of

art from which the more fortunate Asiatics have scarcely

departed.' H. Hieber, Die Miniaturen desfrUhen Mittelalters,

Munchen, 191 2, p. 72.
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be detached from the life it expresses. These drawings answer for us a whole series of questions

as to what manner of men so spoke and what manner of life they sought to praise. From these

heads, so serene, so confidently poised, from these sensitive expressive hands, these white and gold

and coloured muslins we can reconstruct, as it were from the buried fragments of an ancient textile,

the whole pattern of the Rajput civilization—simple, aristocratic, generous, and self-sufficient. No
other evidence than this is needed to establish the magnificence of that old Hindu world that is

vanishing before our eyes at the present day in a tornado of education and reform.

It will be noticed that most of these cartoons are pricked, and have been used as stencils. The
same is true of very many of the smaller drawings, which in this way have been multiplied again

and again. We may well say of Rajput art that ' there are a thousand proofs that the old masters

. . . executed their frescoes from cartoons and their little easel pictures from more or less finished

drawings'. (Ingres.)

The smaller examples of i8th century Jaipur painting, which are much more abundant, are well

represented by the four rdginis reproduced on Plates xii and xiii.^ This is a very polished and very

charming art, delicate and jewelled, but it will be found a little hard when compared with the raginl

of Plate IV, and something lacking in passion when compared with those of Plates i-iii. The great

formality of some of these late Jaipur raginis (e. g. Plate xiii, a) has its own charm ; even the goldfish

swimming round the little fountains are careful to arrange themselves in patterns. A conspicuous

feature is the strongly zigzagged margin of the water, which is characteristic of Rajput art throughout.^

It will be noticed that the curious form of the padmdsana in Plate xii, a closely follows that already

seen in Plate iv. The beautiful carpet of Plate xiii, b is delineated with the same care that is devoted

to the flowery gardens ; and these gardens themselves, now walled, now water-side, show what
attention—partly under Mughal influence—had been given to garden-planning.

Another phase of i8th and 19th century Jaipur painting is represented by a considerable school

of portraiture, varying from small black and white miniatures to coloured works nearly life size. The
small drawings at any rate are clearly related to Mughal art, and copies of Mughal works are

sometimes found. But the great majority are the likenesses of the Rajput Maharajas and of local

worthies ;
^ they are clearly differentiated from Mughal works by a more monumental and idealistic

treatment, and less relief. Occasional portraits are of admirable quality, but few attain such insight

into character and personality as the best Mughal art reveals. But even the works that are formal

and uninteresting as portraits are a storehouse of information on costume and jewellery. Most
remarkable are the great white accordion-pleated skirts of rajas and courtiers, and some of the

elaborate turbans, particularly the enormous erections of the rajas of Jodhpur. Jaipur art of the

19th century, apart from these portraits, is fairly abundant, in rather crude popular forms repre-

senting the continuation of older traditions. The prevailing subjects are Vaisnava and musical.

An excellent example is reproduced by Havell, Indian Sadpture atid Paititing, Plate lii.

I have already referred to the distinction of Rajput from Mughal painting, and the considerable

dependence of the latter on the former. In a work on Mughal painting this dependence would require

detailed discussion. Here I have reproduced only a very few examples of works that must be

called Mughal, but in which the Rajput element—subject or convention— is predominant. Thus the

Krishna's Dance of Plate xviii, a,* an illustration to the Rasikapriyd of Kesava Dasa, dateable about

A. D. 1600, while its subject-matter is entirely Hindu, and the cloud convention and other details are

distinctively Rajput, is nevertheless Mughal in draughtsmanship. Another Rajput subject (Plate xix).

' Other pictures in the same style are the Jodh Bal

reproduced in my Selected Examples of Indian Art, Plate iii,

and the ' Girl returning from Worship ', which forms the first

illustration in Vidydpati (translated by myself and Arun Sen,

1915).

" In many of the Paharl works there will also be remarked

a white foam-line at the water's edge (e.g. Plate xlviii, b). This

may be a very ancient motif in Indian painting, for it vividly

recalls the beautiful passage in the Buddhacarita of Asvaghosa

(xii, 107), where Nandabala, the daughter of the chief of the

herdsmen, is described as wearing a dark blue woollen cloth

and a white shell armlet, ' like the river Jamuna, with its dark

blue water and its wreath of foam '.

' Reproductions of these portraits are given in Indian

Drawings, ii. Plates xviii, xix, and xx, r, 3 ; there is a large

series in my own collection, vol. iv, and there are a few in the

British Museum, and at South Kensington.

* Properly, the Lalita-hava (graceful posing) of the

Nayaka : Rasikapriya, Bhava Lahsana, v. 24.
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Women Bathing (overlooked by a young man hidden in the trees) is treated to some extent in a

Mughal manner, and the same applies to the Haram Scene of Plate xx. The Mughal treatment

is a little more material and romantic, which finds expression in the more pronounced modelling

and relief, and the use of mixed colours. This is seen also in the rdginl of Plate xvii, b ; while the

beautiful example of Plate xviii, b remains almost pure Rajput.^

All these are mentioned here as being closely related to typical Rajasthani work of the 1 7th and

1 8th centuries. Mughal art does not in the same way mould itself on 18th-century Pahan painting,

for by that time true Mughal art was almost ended ; but a good deal of work was produced in the

1 8th century, in Oudh and elsewhere, which may be called late Mughal, and has a mixed character,

the subjects being very frequently purely Hindu, but represented chiefly for their picturesque

qualities, and without reference to their meaning. This art, which I have not thought it necessary

to discuss at length, is referred to by Mr. Vincent Smith (who does not mention Rajput painting

proper) as ' Eighteenth Century Painting, chiefly mythological '.^

^ Further examples of Rajput subjects made into Mughal

pictures are found in Plates i, v, vi of my Selected Examples

of Indian Art. I should not now classify these as Rajput,

but as based on Rajput originals ; the first, for example, on

a Bhairain Rdginl. Another Rajput subject rendered by a

Mughal hand is the ^iva Puja by Muhammad FakiruUah

Khan, reproduced by Vincent Smith {History of Fine Art in

India and Ceylon, Plate cxxviii); this should be compared

with the first subject reproduced in Vidydpati (trans. A. K.

Coomaraswamy and Arun Sen, 19 15). All large collections

of Mughal paintings include many renderings of Hindu sub-

jects, with more or less of Rajput detail or convention.

^ History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, ch. v,

section 5.
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CHAPTER II

PAH ARI

A. JAMMU

We turn now to the consideration of the Pahari or Hill schools. The area referred to extends

from Jammu to Almora, including- in particular Jammu itself, and the district of Karjgra, now
a part of the Panjab. These are the hill tracts which have at more than one period been occupied

by Rajput chiefs forced by Mughal invasions to retire from the plains.

Most of the Hill Rajputs are of low-country origin : thus, at the fall of Delhi, Ajmere, and

Mahoba at the close of the 1 2th century, the Chauhans and Chandels were scattered over the face of

Northern India. They established petty principalities in the Himalayas from Jammu to Almora;^

this is exactly where local schools of Rajput painting have been maintained up to the beginning

of the 19th century. This painting is not in anyway to be regarded as an indigenous creation of

the hill races; its character is properly defined by the term ' Rajput'.

The Pahari paintings can be classified in two groups : a northern series, the school of Jammu,
which may also be called Dogra, and a southern series, called the school of Karjgra, but extending to

Garhwal.2

The district of Jammu, of which the capital town of the same name is now the winter head-

quarters of the Kashmir court, is little accessible to foreign influences. ' Lying off the high roads

of India, and away from the fertile plains of the Panjab, the barren hills of the Dogras had not

attracted the notice of the Mughal invaders of India. Here lived a number of petty Rajas, and

it appears that from very early times the kingdom of Jammu was locally of some importance.

To the East, at Basoli and Kishtwar, were independent Rajput chiefs.' ^ To the north-west were

the Muhammadan rulers of Bhimbar and Rajaori, descendants of Rajputs, and up the Jhelam valley

other Muhammadan chiefs whose title of Raja also suggests a Hindu origin. Raja Ranjit Deo ruled

in Jammu in the third quarter of the i8th century, dying about a. d. 1780. Thereafter Jammu
remained tributary to the Sikhs until a.d. 1846,

There can be very little doubt that the large Ramayana pictures reproduced on Plates xxi-xxiv

are due to the court artists of Jammu. Notwithstanding that their details are a little lacking in

feeling, these pictures are in a grand style : and their unique size (33x23^ in.), as well as the probable

large extent of the series,* are an indication of the status of the patron for whom they must have

been executed. Many of the leaves are handsomely endorsed (doubtless by a pandit, not by the

painter) with Devanagari texts (Figure 12) from the Valmiki Ramayana, but the original sketches

for the series have the names of the heroes written in, evidently by the artist himself, in the usual

Takri character, and examples of these legends are given here in Nos. 7-9 of Figure i. A drawing

from another series in almost the same style is reproduced on Plate xxv.

* Imperial Gazetteer ofIndia, vol. i, p. 368 ; vol. ii, p. 318. and several drawings, as well as the pasteboard covers of the

' Communication between Karjgra and Garhwal, via original portfolio, bound in red cloth. The paper used for

Mandi and Rampur, is easy, and probably we must regard the the covers is written over with old accounts ; but one sheet

whole belt of hill territory extending to Garhwal, rather than is part of a huge Mahisamardini cartoon, pricked for

Karjgra alone, as the source of the southern Pahari paintings
;

pouncing. The latest serial number on the pictures is 39.

this Kar)gra-Garhwal area possesses a stylistic unity distinct I do not know what has become of the rest of the series,

from that of the less polished Jammu Dogras. except that a few more of the uncoloured sketches are still

Imperial Gazetteer of India, s.v. Jammu. obtainable in Amritsar (19 15).
3

* From the whole series I have six coloured examples

D
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A splendid work in a nearly related style is reproduced on Plate xxvi, a representing Durga
slaying an asura ; the goddess is seated on the side of a towering gloomy mountain, which stands

out (in the original) against the deep red background, on which is silhouetted the figure of the demon,
consumed in the flames of a bomb cast by the goddess. Such examples are even more dramatic

than the best of the Karjgra paintings of Durga-Mahisamardim.

Other examples of the school of Jammu are reproduced on Plates xxvi-xxxiii. Amongst the

more conspicuous technical peculiarities of these works may be mentioned the very high horizon,

leaving only the narrowest margin of sky, occupied by stormy cloud (Plates xxvi, xxviii). In night

scenes there are also snaky flashes of crimson lightning, and drops of falling rain (Plate xxvii, b).

The colouring is hot. Silver is used as well as gold. A remarkable feature is the occasional use

of fragments of beetles' wings to represent jewellery ; this is paralleled by the introduction of fragments

of actual pearl in some of the later Rajasthani examples. The architecture is bold and massive

(Plates XXI, xxix), and, so far as it can be correlated with Rajasthani and Mughal, evidently of a

1 6th and early 1 7th century character. Trees are represented by many extraordinary formulae

;

amongst the more recognizable varieties, the 'weeping willow' is characteristic (Plates xxxi, xxxii, b).

Transparent floating drapery, a feature of the oldest Indian art, is here also conspicuous (Plate

xxxii, a). Most of the pictures have red borders, on which a legend may be written in white ; not

infrequently a part of the picture projects across the border.

The Jammu pictures are well and vigorously designed, often with a decorative simplicity very

suggestive of large scale mural art (Plates xxvi, b, xxviii, b, xxix). In several examples there

reappears that savage vitality which has been already remarked in the early Rajasthani rdginls,

but it is here associated with more exaggeration ^ and with a stranger physical type (Plates xxx,

xxxii, b) ; the peculiar sloping forehead and very large eyes are especially characteristic of some
of the portraits (Plate xxxiv). Less often the conspicuous qualities are serenity and sweetness

(Plate xxvi, b). The caricature reproduced on Plate xxxv, b is an extraordinary delineation of

vacuous satisfaction, smug cunning, bombast, and attenuated pessimism
;
although the matter of this

work is repulsive—for the Saints maligned were men of genius and piety—one cannot but concede

its great ability, nor deny to it a place in the first rank of Paharl drawing. It rarely happens that

a caricature of any age or country attains such caustic success.'-

The Jammu works include a fair number of portraits, of which examples are reproduced on

Plates xxxiii-xxxv. These are often grand and simple in design (Plate xxxiii). The figure drawing,

however, tends to the curious wildness already referred to ; the eyes are often very large, and the

pupil central, even when the eye is seen in profile
;
very generally associated with these peculiarities

is a markedly receding forehead (Plates xxxiv, b, xxxv, a). The rajas affect white or flowered

costumes, the white often delicately relieved by the black dots of a rosary (Plate xxxiii) ; almost

all wear in their turbans a flower or a peacock feather, a custom still prevailing in the inner hills, but

not in the plains or in Karjgra. The influence of Mughal fashions can also be recognized.

Many of the Jammu pictures reproduced may be assigned to the early part of the 17th century,

but some may belong to the i8th, when, however, it seems that Karjgra had become a more important

centre of production.

The Jammu pictures are often provided with inscribed texts. In some cases these are Sanskrit

extracts written in Nagari characters, as in the case of the texts behind the pictures reproduced

on Plates xxi, xxii, and xxvi, a ; but the most characteristic inscriptions are short labels in the local

dialect, written in the very illegible Dogra Takri character. Quotations in Hindi, written in Nagari

characters, such as are very common on Karjgra pictures, do not appear here. Examples of the

Takri texts will be remarked on Plates xxviii and xxxiii ; the latter I have not been able to decipher.

* Some of the more peculiar works may derive from the

most provincial of Dogra Rajput courts. But for all their

strangeness (and some are even more bizarre than any here

reproduced) these are powerful and authentic examples of

ancient tradition, and are genuine primitives in the sense that

intense conviction guides expression, indifferent alike to repre-

sentation or elegance.

" Indian Drawings, ii, p. 28. The Takri script in which

the names of the Saints are inscribed associates this work

with others of the school of Jammu, where it takes its natural

place, and does not stand altogether alone. I do not now
think it necessary to assume any Central Asian influence.
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Eleven other examples are here printed, traced from the originals, and these are provided with

transliteration and translation. These texts show the PanjabI genitive in dd and dl, and also that the

word bhdryyd (wife) is presented in the form bhdrajd} I need not here enter into a discussion

of the peculiarities of the Takri character as written in the Dogra hills ^ ; the chief importance of

the matter, from our standpoint, apart from a desire to read the actual labels (a difficult matter

in every case), lies in the fact that the common presence of these characteristic inscriptions confirms

I ?t^^^2? 2 ^^W^lf-^

10

Figure i. Eleven texts copied from Dogra paintings: transliteration and explanation

—

I. Jf^dma Bhairava. 2. CUra darasana, 'Looking at the Picture' {ndyakd and sakhi with a portrait of the 7idyaka).

3. Rdgirii Gujari Dlpahedi bhdrajd, ' Ragini Gujari, wife of Dipak '. 4. J?dga Bhamardnanda Mdlakosedd putra, ' Raga

Bhamarananda, son of Malkos'. 5. Mahd Lakhami, 'The Great Laksmi'. 6. Mldh Ghanasedm, 'Mian Ghanasyama

7. Indrajil. 8. ^rl Rdmacandra. 9, I W/7ja«a (the three last from drawings of the Ramayana series, like Plate xxiv). 10. Sri

Klsane kadha Sudamd ayd, ' Sri Krishna rises on the arrival of Sudama' (Plate xxix).

well-known PafijabI romance).

II. Sohant Mahivdl {2jn. illustration to the

the view otherwise held regarding the place of origin of the group of pictures now under discussion,

a point which at first I found very difficult to determine.*

Another isolated district is represented in Chamba, which maintained its independence, with

a nominal allegiance to Kashmir, until the Mughal conquest; it became tributary to the Mughal

Empire, but its internal administration was not interfered with, and it escaped Sikh aggression at

a later period. ' Whereas ', says Dr. Vogel, ' in other and more exposed parts of India one dynasty

was quickly ousted by another, new creeds and customs came to supplant the old ones, and successive

has gradually become a caste-name for Hill Rajputs in

general' Vogel, The Rdnds of the Panjdb Hills, J.R.A.S.

1908.

^ Chiefly because they were originally described to me by

' A form comparable with suraja, from suryya.

' ^arada and Takri alphabets will be found in full in the

Panjdht and Weslern Pahdri volumes of the Linguistic Survey

of India.

^ ' Mian, i. e. Miyah, is the title given to the Rajputs of

the Panjab Hills. It dates apparently back to the time when

the sons of hill chiefs used to stay at the Mughal court, and

was, so it seems, originally applied to them exclusively. It

certain dealers as 'Tibati' pictures, a term which even now

I do not understand ;
perhaps Tibet is regarded as extending

westward up to the Panjab plains.

D 2
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waves of foreign invasion swept away all remembrance of the past, Chamba, engirdled by her snow-
clad mountain barriers, has, century after century, retained ancient traditions and institutions which
are only now giving way to the irresistible onslaught of Western civilisation.' ^

I regret, however, that I cannot speak with authority about the painting of Chamba, It may
be inferred from various considerations that it is intermediate in character between the Jammu Dogra
styles and the more polished schools of Karjgra. A portrait in the Lahore Museum, in a manner
closely resembling that of Plate xxxiv, a, is inscribed in Nagari, Cambevaleka vazir. The portrait

of Plate XXXIV, a, is inscribed Raja Hataf Bandrdl, indicating an origin in Ramnagar, before Ranjit

Sirjgh dispossessed the Rajput chiefs of Bandralta, of which Ramnagar was the capital.

Figure 2. Malakosedi Ragim Dhandsri 5. From a Jammu drawing of the 17th century in the collection of

Mr. W. Rothenstein. x i.

Of Kulu I can say less ; it is a valley even more remote, its culture even more local. All that

I have seen consists of certain photographs, bought in Sultanpur (one with an undeciphered inscription

in Dogri or Kului), purporting to be copies of pictures of the late Kulii rajas : these are in the style

of Plate XXXV, a.

^ Vogel, Antiquities of Chamba, 191 1, p, ii. Figure 23

of this monograph shows a portrait painter at work in the

State Kothi at Brahmor. It is worth mentioning that the

wood-carving on the ceiling of the Mirkula temple of Kali,

Udaypur, Chamba (Vincent Smith, History of Fine Art in

India and Ceylon, Plate lxxx), is in a style related to that

of the Pahari paintings, and that the characteristic Hindu

crown, so common in the Rajput paintings, is found also

in the carving ; the earliest estimate of its date is the 7th

century, but it is probably much later. In any case, the

representation of crowns in Rajput paintings is a survival from

early times, for the Rajput princes rarely wore crowns, even

in the i6th century. The representation of crowns also

becomes much rarer in the later works of the Kaqgra district,

where there is a general tendency to the relaxation of older

conventions.
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B. KANGRA

It is by examples of the Kaqgra school that the Pahari schools of painting were first made
known.^ It is certain that Kot Karjgra has been a great centre of production, but the term Karjgra

must be understood in this work in a wide sense as covering the work of a whole district : and though

the Kot Karjgra type is fairly well defined (e. g. in the Nala-Damayantl series, from which a specimen

is reproduced on Plate lxii), still I do not know how to place the many dialects of this style, nor how
to distinguish the work of other Pahari states, such as Mandi, Suket, Rampur, and Patyala, extending

eastwards to Garhwal. Practically nothing is now produced, and of Kot Karjgra art nothing remains

in situ. I have seen the ruins of houses formerly occupied by painters, but it is generally agreed

that their last traces were wiped out by the earthquake of 1907 ; and probably all the pictures

formerly extant in this fairly accessible district have now been removed and sold. I am informed,

however, by Babu Samarendranath Gupta, that painters still practise at Guler.

Hiouen Tsang found the old Jalandhar dynasty undivided in the 7th century. Subsequently the

Jalandhar rajas were driven into the hills and made Karjgra (Nagar Kot, the modern Kot Karjgra)

their chief fortress. They long resisted Muhammadan power, but the temple of Nagarkot was

plundered by Mahmud in a.d. 1009. The Karjgra rajas also yielded to Firoz Tughlak in 1360, and

the temple was again plundered, but they were left in possession of the State. In 1556 Akbar

permanently occupied Karjgra, and the chiefs retired to the hills and resisted until 1620; soon after

this they became tributaries of the Mughal Empire under Shah Jahan, being trusted and employed as

loyal allies. Karjgra was held by the Rajputs until 1806, with a Sikh interval from 1774 to 1785.

The Sikhs prevailed from 1806 to 1846, when Karjgra became a part of British India. Ninety-four

per cent, of the population remains Hindu to the present day.^

The history of Mandi is very similar : it remained under Rajput rule until 1805 (being subject to

Karjgra from 1729), and then, after four years submission to the Gurkhas, it became a Sikh dependence.

Ninety-eight per cent, of the population remains Hindu.

^

The conservatism of ancient manners in Karjgra is illustrated by the fact that the ' Bull and

Horseman' coin type of the Brahman kings of Ohind {c. a.d. 860 to 950) was adopted (amongst

others) by the rajas of Karjgra, and survived in Karjgra until the beginning of the 17th century.*

It is not very easy to arrange the examples of Karjgra painting historically. I have seen

nothing that seems likely to antedate the troublous period which came to an end with the first

quarter of the 1 7th century ; but comparatively early works—perhaps about 1 700—are to be

recognized in the two magnificent and epic renderings of the Mahabharata gambling scene, reproduced

on Plates xxxvi and xxxvii, a. These are evidently by one hand, and in a style which I am a little

inclined to associate with Maiidi.

In some way related to these is the remarkable picture of the dying Bhisma reproduced on

Plate XXXVII, b. But I have some doubts about the source of this unique and beautiful work, which

may even be Rajastham.

Another early work—possibly of Mandi origin—is the Devi picture reproduced on Plate l ; this

is one of a series illustrating the Candi Parva of the Mdrkandeya Purdna, and has a red border and

inscription in white.

A second group of works which we shall provisionally class with the last as 'Early Karjgra'

—

meaning that all these are certainly older than 1750—is represented by the reproductions on Plates

xxxviii-XLii. These are temperamentally as well as technically closely connected, and some of

these may be by one and the same hand. Amongst their more conspicuous characteristics are their

impressionistic treatment of foliage, the long sprays of the white flowering creepers hanging down

from the dark trees ; their unstudied and impulsive movement, which becomes a more conscious

convention in later works ; the summary character of the outline ; the straight upper lids of the eyes ;

and a peculiarly tender, veiled and almost powdery colouring, greys, mauve, browns and sage-greens

being more conspicuous than the brilliant colours of later examples. These are, so to say, the

^ E.g. Burlington Magazine, March, 191 2. ^ Ibid., s.v. Mandi.
^ Imperial Gazetteer of India, s.v. Karjgra. * Cunningham, Coins ofMediaeval India, p. 108.
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primitives of the typical Kaqgra works of the latter i8th century; with much of their refinement, but

greater naivetd and passion. They are far removed in spirit from the wild works of Jammu.
A third group that must also for the present be classed as 'Early Kaijgra' is represented in

Plates XLiii-XLix, and includes more than one example of unsurpassed beauty. Its special characters

are to be recognized in a much more glowing, but still tender colour, gayer than the last mentioned,

but not enamelled like the typical works of the late 1 8th century ; in the more deliberate representa-

tion of more gracious movement ; and greater self-possession, contrasting with the naive impulsiveness

of the Rdmdyan subject of Plate xlii, b, and on the other hand with the agitation so well

expressed in the Nala-Damayanti drawings, and the Kdliya Damana of Plate liii. The physical

type is robust, the eyes not very large or long. The picture borders are plain red, sometimes

yellow
;

occasionally the picture overlaps the border (Plate xlviii, b) ; in this respect, and in

the occasionally narrow stormy sky there seems to be recognizable a reminiscence of Jammu
or Early Rajasthani mannerisms.

We have now to speak of the Karjgra style of the last half of the iSth century; this is well

represented in Plates li-lxxv, a, the last two or three of these being perhaps as late as the 19th

century. On the whole the Karjgra style is picturesque and romantic. The figures are now more

animated, the line more nervous and fluent ; the research of physical charm is deliberate, women
are willowy and slender, their eyes very long and curved (not round like those of the third Early

Karjgra group above referred to), and the deep-dyed fingers are delicate and tapering. Colour

attains to a wonderful glowing brilliancy, preserved from hardness by its depth and luminosity. The
brushwork exhibits a remarkable facility and felicity, many examples (e. g. Plate liv, b) recalling

Ajanta, yet it is not always infallible, and the latest works (after 1800) show that it is soon to lose its

sensitiveness. Trees are represented by rather summary formulae ; the architecture is very ornate

and much refined, and very definitely post-Shah-J ahan, one of several features attributable to the

close relations maintained between Karjgra and the Mughal court in the latter part of the 17th century.

There is a varied and picturesque treatment of clouds and of sunset effects
;
very often the figures of

gods and angels appear in the sky, travelling in their ' flying machines ' (an old motif in Indian art,

but not often noticed in Early Rajput); and finally, the borders of the 18th-century Karjgra pictures

are often decorated in various ways, commonly with a frame like that of the pictures reproduced

on Plates lvi, lxviii, often also with dark pink hatching on a lighter pink ground, and sometimes

with elaborate flower-spray designs, or inset partridges {cakor),—niceties not to be met with in the

earlier less ornate productions. Many pictures are designed in oval frames, the spandrels decorated

with arabesques (Plate lxxi, a). The late date of the Nala-Damayanti series is indicated, amongst

other marks, by the introduction of a figure dressed apparently in a military costume of Georgian cut,

and also by the very modern aspect of the architecture
;
nevertheless, the draughtsmanship is often

superb, and individual groups are magnificently designed.^ The lyrical sentiment is flawless ;
^ and

if any criticism is to be passed upon these late Karjgra works, it must be that the sentiment is

too constantly sweet—and yet it is a great thing to maintain this constant tenderness without ever

verging on the sentimental. And even the latest Karjgra painters did not fail in strength when
dealing with the deeds of DevL^

In many cases works of the Karjgra school are accompanied by the texts which they illustrate.

Thus, the frequent sets of the Eight Nayakas are in several cases inscribed with the appropriate

verses from the Rasikapriyd of Kesava Dasa, which seems to have been very well known ; such

inscriptions are always in Nagari characters, a pleasing contrast to the almost illegible TakrI of

Jammu. Amongst other Hindi poets whose verses are quoted, I have observed Mati Rama,
Kalidasa, Barnsidhara, Ramagum, and Garjg.* Amongst the vernacular poems illustrated must be

mentioned the Rdmdyana in some version not that of Tulasi Dasa ; the romance of Nala-Damayanti,

^ E. g. Indian Drawings, ii, Plates vi, vii, x, 1-3.

* E. g. ibid., Plate x, 3.

^ E. g. ibid., Plates xvi, i and xvii.

* Mati Rama Tripathi of Tikavapur, fl. c. a. d. 1650-

82 (Grierson, Vernacular Literature of Hindustan, p. 62);

Kalidasa (?Tribedi of Banpura in the Doab, b. c. a.d. 1693);

Barnsidhara of Udaipur, fl. a. d. 1735; and probably Gaqga

Parsad of Supaull, b. 1833 (on a loose leaf, doubtless detached

from a very modern work).

It may be mentioned here that I have no reason to think
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in some recension other than the original Sanskrit ; the Hammir Hath, and others referred to in

Part II, Chapter VI. Occasionally it happens that the Hindi quotations are supplemented by a few

words of Panjabi prose. Sanskrit quotations are also common, as in Jammu, where the acquaint-

ance with Hindi poetry seems much slighter. It is interesting to note that amongst the works

illustrated is the Glta Govinda of Jayadeva.

Scarcely to be differentiated from late Karjgra art, and probably that of intermediate States, such

as Patyala, is the local school of Garhwal, which happens to be rather well known owing to the fact

that there have come into the market a number of paintings by or attributed to Mola Rama, together

with a miscellaneous collection of earlier and later drawings. These paintings included more than

one set of ndyakds, a Rukmini-maygala, the three examples here produced on Plates liv, a, lxv,

Lxxiv, B, and other characteristic Pahari works, as well as a number of typical Mughal drawings,^

several of the middle 17th century. This painter—and poet—attains a rather fictitious importance

owing to the fact that his is almost the only name of a Pahan painter yet known.-

Here, beside the three works which we are obliged to call Garhwali, we may include as Karjgra-

Garhwal one or two others very nearly related, and of uncertain origin (though obtained in Amritsar,

where it is very rare to find any but Jammu and Kar)gra works). The differences are slight as

regards actual formulae, but the Garhwal works on the whole are ' late ' in all senses of the word,

and distinctly past the zenith of the Karjgra style. It will be seen, for example, in the reproductions

on Plate lxxiv, b, that the outline is little felt, and the general effect is rather theatrical, and the

sentiment is insincere. In the ^aiva subject of Plate lxv, however, the feeling is both tender and

genuine. Incidentally it is worth noting that nearly all very late examples from Karjgra or Garhwal

are alike in the drawing of the hands, of which the fingers are sharply pointed and drawn with

little feeling ; this appears even in the beautiful Kdliya Daniana of Plate lii, and also in Plates lxv

and Lxxii, a, a marked contrast, for example, with Plate xliil

The court painters of Kaijgra and the neighbouring Pahari states in the i8th and early

19th centuries were also occupied with portraiture. One finds inscribed on these portraits the names

of the Rajas of Guler, Sukhet, Mancli, Patyala, &c. Much of this art belongs to the 19th century,

and it is well represented in the Lahore Museum, Exceptional works only, such as the Young

Warrior of Indian Drawings, /, Plate xiii, are of high rank, but several other examples have dignity

and character. The group of goldsmiths here reproduced on Plate lxxv, a, is a good example of

more facile and less reflective, but still very interesting drawing. Wherever Sikh power prevailed,

the Pahari school of portraiture develops into Sikh with little change.

the Maithili poet Vidyapati (y?. first half of the 1 5th century)

was known in Kaqgra; but inasmuch as the Pahari painters

and all the Vaisnava poets are concerned with a single group

of ideas, I have found it very appropriate to illustrate an

edition of Vidyapati in English {Vidydpali, translated by

A. Coomaraswamy and Arun Sen, 1915) with reproductions

of Rajput paintings, chiefly Kar)gra, and in some cases to

explain the subject-matter of the paintings here reproduced,

by reference to Vidyapati's songs.

' Some of these are reproduced in Lidtatt Drawings, ii,

Plates XX, 2 and xxiv; all in my collection are preserved in

volume V of mounted originals.

^ The following facts are available about Mola Rama

(recorded by Mukandi Lai, of Garhwal, in the ' Modern

Review' for October, 1909, and from private information).

Mola Rama was the fifth in descent of a family of Delhi

(originally Rajasthani) Rajput artists, who fled with Prince

Salem, nephew of Aurangzib, to seek shelter with the then

chief of Garhwal, Fateh Sirjgh. The latter surrendered Prince

Salem, but retained the artists as court painters, giving them

a jagir of sixty villages and a fee of Rs 5 daily ; their names

were Shamdas and Kehardas. Mola Rama was born a.d. i 760,

and died in 1833. From the following text inscribed on

a picture (a girl on a terrace, with a peacock) he appears to

have composed poetry already at 1 5

:

Doha: Kahd hazdra kahd lakha haih arba kharba dhana

grama :

Samjhai Mola Rama io sarada (= su/irda) sudeha indma.

Samvai 1832 sdia Phdlgiina siid'i 5 : Subhamaslu.

' What are thousands and lakhs, or millions of gold and

villages? IVIola Rama finds his reward in good-will and well-

being. Samvat, 1832 (a.d. 1775), the fifth day of the bright

fortnight of Phalgun : well be it
!

'

Mola Rama was followed by his son Jvala Rama and his

grandson Atma Rama, who both painted. The jaglr was

continued by the Gurkha rulers of Garhwal, but discontinued

under the British regime. The great-grandson Balak Rama

Sah, without encouragement or patronage (the fate of most

artists in British India and many in Native States), being in

poor circumstances, has disposed of many of the family

drawings. These include those above referred to, and some

older, 17th century Mughal examples {Indian Drawings,

XX. 2 and xxrv). It is said that pictures by Mola Rama and

other Garhwal painters are still preserved in the tosi khdna.

(treasury) of Tehri Garhwal (still a Native State).
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The painting of Patyala is known to me only by the fact that I obtained thence an elaborate

picture of ^iva and Parvati in 18th-century Karjgra style (and of course possibly of Kaggra origin),

and by the reference in the Hammlr Hath of Candra ^ekhara, where it is stated by the poet that his

poem is based on a series of pictures preserved in the rajas library.

Because the Kar)gra art of the latter i8th century is almost over-ripe and leans a little towards

the romantic, it must not be inferred that it does not afford us many splendid and noble works.

There are few Rajput paintings of any type superior to the Kaliya Damana of Plate liii or the

Damayantl Svayamvara of Plate lxii. In the Kdliya Damana the characteristic agitation is entirely

appropriate to the subject, and it is well balanced and corrected by the confident power of the boyish

Krishna. Two types of movement, beside that of Krishna himself, are well differentiated, the violent

astonishment and anxiety of Krishna's friends on land, and the more graceful and very humble
worship of the naginls in the whirlpool. Nothing could be more direct than the so straightly

outstretched arms of the second naginl on Krishna's left, or could exceed the humility of her that

lays her head upon his feet. What is most noble and alluring in these works is their freedom

from all self-consciousness; none of the figures is aware that she is overlooked, but every action

is spontaneous and impulsive, and the whole energy of being enters into every movement. And thus

the human figures of the Pahari painters are veritably god-like, in the sense of Bharata,^ who says

that the actions of the gods spring from the natural disposition of the mind, while those of men depend

upon the conscious working of the will.

Perhaps I may digress here to point out one of the most striking characteristics of the Indian

epic, that both sides are so fairly represented. For example in the Rdmdyana, nothing is more

sympathetically expressed than the grief of Mandodarl, wife of Ravana, when he is slain by Rama,

and nothing more chivalrous than Rama's comforting. So here, the love of the ndginis for their

lord is rendered with even nearer sympathy than the anxiety of the people of Braja ; and in them also

is realized the Kaggra ideal of feminine loveliness, willowy, fair, serene, and passionate—a type still

to be found in Kaijgra by those whom the pictures have prepared to recognize it.

Another work of unique beauty is the Cowdust of Plate li. There are many ways of repre-

senting pastoral subjects : the secular fashion of Watteau, who represents country life as a desirable

environment for picnics,—the noble realism of Millet, who represents it as the field of labour,—and

the transfiguring idealism of popular festivals and mystic art, where everything is perfected by loving

imagination. The first is a pretence, the second an attitude of resignation, the third is ' the imitation

of things as they ought to be'. It is in this last way that the Vaisnava inspiration illumines the field

and village life of Hindustan, and discovers in everyday events the image of events in heaven. In

this picture of the returning herd, the Hindu adoration of cows and the local attachments of the

village world—the elders gravely conversing, the girls gaily dressed, the piping herdsmen, the eager

and pushing cows— ' the dun, the white, the black '—all are represented ; and all turns upon the

presence of Krishna, who was known to the milkmaids only as one of the young herdsmen. Thus

the painter has communicated in his own language an intuition identical with that of a little verse

included in the Panjabi tale of Hir and Ranjha

:

' When they troop home, our tiny street

Wears beauty like a diadem,

Though mean enough before.'

How fortunate the painter who was asked to express such ideas, and who inherited a tradition of

accomplishment and technical resource amply sufficient for his purpose! The modern artist is less

happy, for he is left to find and to solve his own problems ; he is not asked to solve the problems

of the race, and he must spend half a life in finding for himself a suitable technique.

It is interesting to compare the last-mentioned masterpiece with the very similar, and also

beautiful sketch of Plate lii, perhaps by the same hand or by a pupil. It often happens that the

^ Bharata, Ndiya-sdstra, II, 5

:

Devdndm mdnasi srstir grhesu'pavanesu ca

Yaina-bhdvd' bhinirvrtidh sarve bhdvds tu mdnusdh.
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half-completed works are more impressive than the finished picture ; but in comparing these one sees

that completion by a master hand need not involve the slightest loss of inspiration. These two

examples, and other pairs such as Plates liii, liv, a, and many more examples not here illustrated,

very well exemplify how the same subject can be treated without monotony again and again. There

is a close analogy between the set theme of the picture, and the set form of a rdga ; in each case

a skeleton, or as the Indians say, the trunk of the tree, is given, and each artist must add the leaves

and branches himself. Just as no song is ever exactly repeated, so no picture; but each fresh

rendering is closely related to the others. This is a theory of art entirely differing from the modern

conception of professional art ; there each subject treated by a master, is once for all done with,

and no other artist dare deal with it, lest he should be accused of plagiarism or lack of originality.

Thus one is misled to think of art as a treasury of masterpieces by men of exceptional genius. But

Hindu art, both hieratic and vernacular, has always been more or less a national art, determined by

the wish to have certain groups of ideas constantly re-presented.

The Rajastham and Pahan areas are divided by the Panjab plains, from Delhi to Lahore ; and

during the Mughal period this area contributed little to art, for all the energies of the Mughal impulse

were directed to the glorification of the court, and the life of this court had little to do with the

life of the people. Even the sacred city of Mathura was not exempt from the iconoclasm of

Aurangzib, and there is no evidence that any special school of paintings flourished there, except

in the fact that, like Jaipur, it is still one of the chief centres where are produced the well-known

sahjhds or paper stencils, of which examples are given here in Figures 10, 11, used for making pavement

pictures in coloured powders, on the occasion of the Dasehra festival.

But towards the middle of the i8th century the Sikh power began to be consolidated in the

districts of Amritsar and Jalandhar, and to be established in some parts of the hills in the early

part of the 19th; and there exists a corresponding group of paintings, ranging from about a. d. 1750

to 1850, which may be described as of the Sikh school. A majority of these are portraits or portrait

groups. A fine example, expressive of the true Sikh dignity, is reproduced on Plate lxxvi. Many
of the Karjgra Sikh paintings are most easily to be recognized by the fact that in them the faces of

young men are unshaven, a peculiarity that never appears in Paharl art executed for Hindu patrons; ^

an example of this Karjgra Sikh style of the early 19th century is reproduced by Mr. Havell, Indian

Sculpture and Painting, Plate LXix. The Sikh art is also to be recognized in various rather crude

' portraits ' of the Gurus, which are still produced in Amritsar, and better, in some half-obliterated

fragments of wall-painting, about a century old, within the precincts of the Golden Temple at

Amritsar. Most likely the Sikhs gave occasional patronage also to similar work in Kashmir, where

I have found little trace of any older or purer tradition. It may be mentioned also that some copies

of the ' Granth Sahib ' or Sikh scriptures are magnificent examples of austere calligraphy ; and I have

seen one fairly well illustrated, said to have been prepared in Kashmir. On the whole we may

say of Sikh painting that while a few very distinguished examples are to be found, the greater part,

compared with what has gone before, whether Rajput or Mughal, is decadent.

There can be little doubt that Rajput painting, like vernacular poetry, had definitely passed

its zenith before the beginning of the 19th century. For on the whole, and exceptions apart, the

later Karjgra is to the earlier work, as the art of Shah Jahan to that of Jaharjgir and Akbar. But

wise patronage in the 19th century could still, and especially in Jaipur and Kar|gra, have preserved

much that was worth saving. British occupation has always implied the discontinuance of patronage

and the more rapid destruction of tradition ; but the vernacular art of Hindustan, which had

flourished throughout the Mughal period, was already declining at the time when it was first affected

by Western influences. These influences never even produced a hybrid official art like some forms

of Mughal, for the British have not known how to evoke such an art; or perhaps art could no

longer persist under the shadow of Industrialism. However that may be, and even if we excuse

the moderns from deliberate destruction, we must admit that Western education, ideals of

administrative efficiency, and industrial competition, have hastened the end of traditional culture

throughout the East, and nowhere more conspicuously than in India.

' Such as the Young Warrior of Indian Drawitigs, i, Plate xiii.

E



PART II

SUBJECT-MATTER OF RAJPUT PAINTINGS

CHAPTER I

THE KRISHNA LILA

A RELIGIOUS ideal of marriage, where the duties of the home are a woman's vocation, is the

Hindu social norm, the centre upon which all family honour depends, and the very basis of social

stability. A wife is sahadharmacdrini, 'she who is associated with a husband for the fulfilment

of social and religious duties'. It is necessary to realize this spiritual status of wifehood if the

complex motifs of the Krishna Lila are to be rightly understood, for these can have no meaning
where the ties of duty are regarded lightly.

The normal Indian love-story—as the Rdmdyana, Nala-Damayanti, Sdvitri, Salt, the Meghadutd,

and innumerable folk-tales—begins with marriage and turns on the subsequent devotion of the

wife or heroism of the husband. It is, indeed, a rigid canon of dramatic art, that the wife of another

cannot be made the subject of a love intrigue. This is not a matter of puritanical and artificial

censorship, or of what is sometimes called ' decency
' ; for a play may be very outspoken without

the least offence, and yet to base its whole development upon the unfaithfulness of a wife would
even to-day be so repugnant to prevailing taste as to court immediate failure.

The Indian marriage is a matter of religious and social duty, a debt that all owe, and all

should pay. There is little free choice either of wife or husband, and therefore little courtship.^

What each expects from marriage is not primarily pleasure, but the development of character

in the fulfilment of normal duties. That two persons are thus united for purposes beyond their

own immediate gratification is probably the reason that the Indian marriage is, in general, happier

than the European marriage of free choice. The glamour which attaches in Europe to romantic

love and courtship, in India illumines the experience of wifehood. Marriage for a woman, like

a man's sva-dharma, is a vocation, an almost nun-like dedication ; and for this reason, to this day, the

home remains the centre of the inner life ; the harem is that one sanctuary where the spirit does not

need its defensive armour.

The Hindu social norm, of which this moral ideal of marriage is an inseparable part, finds full

expression in the Rdmdyana
; and this work, at the time of which we now write, had become, in

the Hindi version of Tulasi Dasa and other less famous renderings, the Bible of Hindustan. This
Rdmdyana is also the subject of a fair proportion of the Vaisnava Rajput paintings (e. g. Plates xxiii,

XLii, B, Lx). Among the pictures reproduced here, however, the ideal of wifehood finds most complete
expression in some of the Saiva works (Plates xliii, xlv) ; and most of all in the devotion of the

wife of the ndga Kaliya (Plate liii), with the thought that better is death itself than to live on when
the husband is slain.

But the essential inspiration of Rajput art, the law of its being, is rather religious than moral.^

^ But mark the old heroic svayamvara, or ' own-choice
',

represented on Plate lxii.

That is to say, its preoccupations are more often, though

not, of course, exclusively, 'Dionysic' rather than 'Apollonian'.

The meaning of the Krishna Lila is often deliberately mis-

represented by those who are interested in the disparagement

of Hindu thought. But only the merely learned will share the

error of Sir R. G. Bhandarkar, who compares in all seriousness

iyaisnavism, ^aivism, &^c., p. 87) the ethical significance of

!the Krishna Lila and of the Rdmdyana, oblivious to the fact
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Rajput art is constantly preoccupied with the one sentiment of bhakti, passionate devotion to God in

the person of His Avatar ^ri Krishna; and this Krishna is constantly represented as betraying the

milkmaids of Braja—the souls of men—from their lawful allegiance. The Irish poet (' A. E.') has

rightly understood these scriptures when he says

:

/ saw the King pass lightlyfrom the beauty that he had betrayed.

I saw him passfrom love to love ; andyet the pure allowed His claim

To be the purest of the pure^ thrice holy, stainless, without blame.

That the conflict between love and duty may be made quite unmistakable, Radha generally, and

her companion sakhis always, are represented to be the wives of the Braja herdsmen. It is when
they abandon the illusion {maya) of family, deserting their homes and their duties to follow the flute

of Krishna, that they ' attain the fruit of their birth and have chosen that good path that makes

them free. That flute is the sword that destroys their social peace

:

The blowing of thatflute diffuses poison through myframe,

Insistently I hear it sounding,

And then my soul and body melt in fear.

It is the call of the infinite, the sound of the camel bell, the command to leave father and mother

and houses and lands, and ' follow Me '.

It should be needless to point out how closely this symbolism is related to that of Christ,

who also condemned the ' illusion of family ' when he said, ' I am come to set a man at variance

against his father, and the daughter against her mother
;

' and again when he asked, ' Who is my
mother, or my brethren ?

' and disparaged dharma when he said to Martha, ' Thou art careful,

and troubled about many things ; but one thing is needful, and Mary hath chosen that good part,

which shall not be taken away from her.'

The desertion of husband and home by the milkmaids, which seems at first so foreign to Indian

modes of thought, in reality became inevitably the accepted symbol of the soul's self-surrender to

the heavenly Bridegroom, just because such a sacrifice of status, duty, and attachments, the casting

away of name and fame and self-respect involved in adulterous or secret love, is the greatest sacrifice

that a Hindu woman can imagine or make.^ In Vaisnava poetry we hear the constant refrain, ' I am
become a harlot for Thy sake

'
; this could not have been said in a society that regarded adultery

lightly.

In some cases, however, as in the songs of Vidyapati, Radha is a svakiyd heroine, whose disgrace

is that of maiden-yielding, rather than of wifely unfaithfulness ; but the principle of the surrender of

family honour {kula ki Idja ki tajavd) remains the same. When Krishna receives the milkmaids,

it is not because they have lived as respectable members of a well-ordered society, but on the

contrary, because they ' have abandoned regard for the world and the Vedas, as a Vairagi abandons

his home '.^

Those only who know by direct experience the nature of the inner life will fully appreciate

the universal significance of the Rasa Llla ; we can only say that this mystery is ' based upon undying

and eternal truths, upon the permanent relations between Jiva and I ^vara. The heart of man is

the seat of this Lila, which can be reproduced at all times, in the heart of every real Bhakta. . . . The
Llla is constantly performed in Goloka, and it is reproduced over parts of Brahmanda, according

to the will of Krishna.' ^

However deeply men may believe in action and in morality, there must ultimately come a day

that the Rdmdyana is pseudo-historical, and is designed to be

a social ideal, while the Krishna Lila is symbolic and eternal,

and Brindaban is not this world, but the heart of man. The

Rdmdyana tells how man by a righteous life may approach

to a nearer union with the Lord : the Krishna Lila explains

the very nature of union accomplished. These are different

matters.

' ' That is why love as a passion, in the big meaning of

the word, was invented for, and in, an aristocratic community

—where convention and abstinence are most severe.' Nietzsche,

The Will to Power.

^ Prema Sdgara (= Bhdgavata Purand), ch. xxxiii. A
Vairagi is a homeless ascetic.

' Purnendu Narayan Sinha, TJie Bhdgavata Purdna,

Benares, 1901, pp. 314, 315.
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for each when it will be realized that these are but a game and its rules, which the greater life

transcends : it is then that reputation becomes of no significance, the soul is made paraklyd, and
goes forth on abhisdra into the darkness of the unconditioned, to yield herself to Him who waits

at the place of trysting. And though the soul—Radha, Sophia, Besse, or by whatever name we
speak of her—may return to the world and its dharma, she will attain at last to that bhdva-sammilana

or inner union which is the sva-rupa or ' own-form ' of Krishna, and knows no severance. The
momentary ecstasies and illuminations which this life affords us are intimations of that perpetual

reality which we have temporarily forgotten. This is the significance of the Vaisnava symbolism,

which finds such full expression in Rajput art.

It is well to remember that the Krishna Lila, as the Vaisnava commentators expressly insist,

is not an historical event. No doubt the whole story, as such, is founded on pastoral folk-lore

and tradition, perhaps originally ' secular
'

; but the Vaisnavas were neither historians nor archaeo-

logists, and the Krishna Lila of Vaisnava art is eternal. As Nilakantha expresses it :
' Devaki and

other names are merely allegorical, bearing an esoteric meaning. The narration is not the real point.'

In other words, the names in the Krishna Lila are like 'Jerusalem' and other names employed
by Blake and the Western mystics to indicate states. Gokula is the earthly counterpart of Goloka,

the highest station of the plane of Vishnu, and the occult centre known as the thousand-petalled

lotus, of which Kabir sings :

Do not go seeking the garden offlowers ! for the garden offlowers is in your heart—
Take there your seat on the thousand petals of the lotus ^ there behold the Perfect Beauty.

Hence it will be seen that when we speak of such and such a Vaisnava picture as illustrating

an episode in the life of Krishna—although, perhaps, most Vaisnavas have believed as much in

an historical Krishna, as the Christians in an historical Christ—yet in effect we do not use the

word in any realistic sense, but refer only to the expression of an idea or an emotion according

to a given image.

The worship of Krishna in the Rajput period was no new element in Indian religion. The
doctrine of bhakti, devotion, is already set forth in the Bhagavad Gltd, probably some centuries before

the birth of Christ. Vaisnavism was the chief faith of the Guptas. Scenes from the Krishna Lila

—

viz. the episodes of lifting Mt. Govardhana and of the defeat of Kaliya—are represented on

a sculptured stele of about the 4th century a. d. at Mandor in Marwar,^ and also amongst the

8th century sculptures at Mamallapuram. Early Vaisnavism, however, consists mainly in the worship

of the Vasudeva Krishna of the epics ; the gestes of the child Krishna, and his relations with the

gopts are first mentioned in the Bhdgavata Purdna and the Harivamsa, although it is clear that

the child-Krishna stories were well known already before the Christian era. The great work of the

mediaeval Vaisnava revival, initiated by Ramanuja, as developed by Ramananda, Kablr, and Tulasi

Dasa, on the one hand established the cult of Rama and glorified him as the model of a human king

and the avatar of God ; and as developed by Nimbarka, and the great poets Jayadeva, Vidyapati, and

Candidas, emphasized the identification of Gopala Krishna with the older Vasudeva, and brought

into prominence the stories of Radha and the milkmaids, which are the symbols of Vaisnava

mysticism and the main theme of Rajput art. Although this identification of a popular pastoral

divinity with the Vasudeva of the epics cannot have been a sudden event, nevertheless the great

development after the nth century, of this bhdkta cult of Radha and Krishna—in some respects

the most modern and most universal development of Indian religion—has all the force of a new

revelation, compelling and inspiring a whole cycle of expression in poetry and painting, music

and drama.

Certain of the Krishna mysteries, such as the Rasa Mandala,^ may have a very remote ancestry

;

perhaps an esoteric Vaisnava tradition remained more or less secret until in the Bhdgavata Purdna

and the subsequent mediaeval Sanskrit and Hindi literature of devotion it became the leading theme

* Archaeological Survey of India, Ann. Rep., 1905-6, and possibly of common origin. Cf. G. R. S. Mead, The

pp. 135 fF. and A. S. Rep. Western India, 1906-7, p. 33. Hymn ofJesus (' Echoes of the Gnosis '), London and Benares,

* Closely resembling some of the early Christian mysteries, 1 907.
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of religious art. On the other hand, there are also many elements of a Spring Festival character,

and perhaps of sexual magic, which we must consider to have been reinterpreted when the pastoral

Divinity of the Abhiras or Gujaras was first accepted into Brahmanic culture. But we must

understand that none of this development had a pedantic character ; it is determined only by the

fact that a school of inspired mystic poets found in the matter of the Brindabana Lila just that

material best suited to the expression of their intuitions of divine love ; the poetry of the Krishna

Lila knows no distinction of form and content. Whatever had been known or hidden before, the

Vaisnava poets interpreted anew in the light of their own ardent experience.

Mediaeval Vaisnavism differed in form from classic Hinduism chiefly in the universality of its

appeal, in laying stress upon feeling rather than knowledge, in its acceptance of this everyday world

and the inner experience of every man as the fullest possible revelation of Divinity, and nearer than

any ritual ; and finally in its ultimately popular symbolism. These conditions in turn determined the

use of the language of the home and the village, rather than the classic Sanskrit, by the later writers

of Vaisnava scripture. Just as the language of the English Bible completes and crowns the evolution

of English, so that of the Vaisnava poets—Mira Bai, Vidyapati, Candidas, Kabir, Vallabha, and

Caitanya, with many others, both original poets and interpreters of the Epics and Puranas—created

and moulded the dialects of Hindustan, which are developed from the earlier Prakrits as English

from Anglo-Saxon.

But the cult of Radha and Krishna found expression in other languages than those of poetry;

and up to the beginning of the 19th century there flourished, and even now survive, now here,

now there, in Hindustan, schools of painting, music, and popular drama inseparably connected

with the art of the poets. All were alike engaged in interpreting the same ideas ; hence it is, for

example, that the paintings of Karjgra and Jammu, and the songs of Vidyapati are so identical in

content, although most likely without direct contact ; and amongst the Pahari paintings we actually

find illustrations to the Gita Govinda of Jayadeva, which we might not rightly interpret without

a knowledge of the original poem.

The work of the poets is thus of great importance to the student of this art ; to appreciate the

purely aesthetic qualities of the paintings, it is not, indeed, necessary, but it throws a great light

upon the meaning, and renders more intelligible the ^^oy of their works, and it enables the critic

to show that the painters, who depended so closely on the literary motifs, were fully conscious of

the intention of their work. That the painters did not paint to amuse themselves or their patrons,

but to express ideas with which they were deeply preoccupied, that they well understood what

significance attached to the courtship of Radha and Krishna, the Rasa Lila, and the departure to

Mathura, all this is not only clearly demonstrated by internal evidence, but also by the relation

of the painting to the literature. This relation is recognizable not only in the common subject-

matter, but quite as clearly in form. For much of the Vaisnava poetry consists of verse of only

two lines, and each couplet must be complete in itself, ' an entire picture—frame and all,' and

this poetry is an art of the 'most delicate miniature painting',^ very like the Japanese 'epigram'.

Where literature is thus pure art—and Indian rhetoricians rank narrative poetry very low, or exclude

it from the category of poetry altogether—the relations of poetry and painting can be much closer

and deeper than where poetry is thought of as essentially descriptive or didactic.

It will be useful, then, in the following pages to describe, even if briefly, the subject-matter

of some of the more typical paintings, in order that the modern spectator may share a little of

the various lore which the Hindu rasika takes for granted. We shall speak first of the Krishna Lila,

principally as related in the tenth branch of the Bhdgavata Purdna? Most of the episodes described

in some detail are illustrated by the reproduced examples ; and of the rest, none are referred to of

* Grierson, Satsdiyd of Bihari, 1896, p. 9. That what

we have said of the sources and inspiration of the Rajput

paintings is equally true of the poetry, and how each contrasts

with the sdstriya art of the Sanskrit age is plainly indicated

also in the following remark of the same writer :
' One reason

for the excellence of these little poems is their almost invariable

truth to nature, and the cause of this is that from the first they

have been rooted in village life and language, and not in the

pandit-fostering circles of the towns.'

^ The scripture of highest authority amongst Vaisnavas

;

easily accessible to English readers in Frederick Pincott's

translation of the Prema Sdgara (London, 1897).
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which I have not seen at least one picture. Hindi texts ^ are quoted wherever such are met with

on the original drawings ; the majority of these texts are by poets not identified.

The Birth of Krishna : Devaki and Vasudeva are manacled in an upper chamber, the lower

entrance to which is kept by armed guards. The divine child stands before them in four-armed

manifestation.

Krishna conveyed to Brinddban : The child is carried across the river by Vasudeva. This episode

is also the motif of a familiar brass toy, representing Krishna supported in a cup, having a siphon

so arranged that when water is poured into the cup, it never rises above the child's feet.

Krish7ids baby pranks : He steals butter, &c.^ (Some episodes are illustrated which are not

mentioned in the most familiar texts, e. g. the daily bath of Krishna and Balarama, Krishna seeing

the moon reflected in a basin, &c.)

Krishna releases Nal and Kuvar from their tree-forms.

Krishna slays various demons sent against him, as Bakasura.

The Divine Cowherd. From the time that Krishna was eight years old he went out every

day with the cowherds, to graze the cows beside the Jamuna. They spent the day in games, and

returned with the cows in the evening. This return at the time of Cowdust is represented in

the picture reproduced on Plate li. The group of cows reminds us of a description in the Prema
Sdgara, when it is related that the herdsmen called to the cows, ' black, white, grey, purple, brown,

and blue and they ran up lowing and snorting :
' at that time there was such beauty as if clouds

of many hues had been gathered together from every quarter'. Gopis who have been to the

ghat to fill their water-jars, and others crowding the balcony windows,^ fix their eyes on Krishna,

who walks behind the cows in yellow dhoti and peacock crown, playing his flute. He is surrounded

by other lads, some playing instruments of music. The cows are streaming through the gate of

the inner garth, in the upper part of which we see Nand Ji seated with other elders in a barddari,

engaged in talk. This is a work typical of the best Kar)gra craftsmanship, above all in purity

and gaiety of colour ; the ivory whites, however, are too much yellowed in the otherwise excellent

reproduction. This work also illustrates a frequent but by no means constant feature in Karjgra

art, that is to say an absence of composition, in the sense of grouping around a central figure.

The subject is not a single figure, but a link of thought, connecting many figures and many
objects in a mutual relation.* In this way Cowdust represents an idea rather than an event; the

idea is that of Krishna's daily life in the little town of Gokula. He is the Divine Herdsman,

an unknown, though beloved, god in the midst of men.

In the Tagore collection will be found an almost identical version of the present subject.

Another closely related, and perhaps by the same hand, but unfinished, is reproduced on Plate lii.

Kdliya damana, the conquest of the ndga Kaliya. A poisonous ndga, or semi-human hydra,

named Kaliya, lived in the Kalldah, a certain whirlpool of the river Jamuna, where alone he could

avoid his hereditary enemy, the Garuda. Such was the ndgds venom, that the water of the whirlpool

continually boiled, and banks of the river were wasted and barren ; on one occasion the cows and

herdsmen of Brindaban had already been poisoned, ^ri Krishna accordingly resolved to kill the

serpent. He sprang into the whirlpool and disappeared. Then the other herd-boys feared for his

life, and one went running to Brindaban, crying out: ' Sri Krishna has jumped into the very whirlpool

* The spelling of the originals is strictly adhered to.

My collection, vol. viii, f. 62.

^ This is a motif familiar in Indian literature and plastic

art from an early period, e. g. in the bas-rehefs of SafichI and

Bharhut (Maisey, Sanchi and its Remains, Plate xvi ;
Havell,

Ancient and Mediaeval Architecture of India, Plate iii,a); the

paintings of Ajanta (India Society, Frescoes of Ajanta, Plates

XXIV, xxvi), and in the works of A^vaghosa {Buddhacarita, iii,

13-24—where the lotus faces of fair women leaning from the

windows suggest that the walls of the houses are decked with

veritable flowers), and Kalidasa [Raghuvamsa, vii, 5-12—the

5ame figure). In passages of this kind the unity and continuity

of the classic tradition, which we have already (p. 14) remarked in

structure, is equally recognized in ornament. Cf. also p. 15, n. 2.

* Also in Japanese art: Sei-chi Taki, Three Essays on

Oriental Painting, London, 19 10, p. 4—'the centre of a

picture is not found in any single individual object, for the

guiding principle of the synthesis is expressed in the mutual

relations of all the objects treated . . . the inevitable outcome

of stress laid almost exclusively on subjective ideas.' The

same peculiarity is also noticeable at Ajanta, where it is often

associated with continuous narration, a method which likewise

reappears in Rajput art and is here illustrated in Plate Lxm.

Cf. Arthur Symons, William Blake, 1907, p. 213.
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of Kair. Then Rohim, Ya^oda, and Nand, with the herdsmen and milkmaids, rose and ran, and

falling and stumbling in their anxiety, they came to the river bank ; Yasoda went forward as if

she would fall into the water herself. Then it was seen that Kaliya had coiled himself round

Krishna's body to crush him. But Krishna sprang up and mounted on Kaliya's head, and assuming

the weight of the Three Worlds, he danced on the serpent's hoods. Then Kaliya began to die

;

he put forth his tongues, and streams of blood poured from his mouths. He perceived that he

was overcome by an avatar of the Eternal Man, for no other could have resisted the poison ; so

he abandoned the hope of life, and was still. At this point Kaliya's wife, with other ndginls,

worshipped Sri Krishna, with folded hands and bent head :
' Pity me, Maharaja,' she said, ' and

please release this one, or if not, then slay me with him, for death is better for a woman than to

live when her husband is slain.' Kaliya also made submission and prayed to be forgiven ; he

was allowed to depart with the naginls to Ramanaka Dipa, and assured that the mark of Krishna's

feet upon his head would protect him from the attacks of Garuda for ever. (It is interpreted that

Kaliya with his hundred hoods is the lifetime of one birth ; he could not be killed, but only banished

from Brindaban ; this is the overcoming of death for those who have received Eternal Life.)

The Kaliya-damana is a favourite subject of the Paharl painters.^ An example of peculiar beauty

is reproduced in Plate liii. The representation exactly follows the above description : in the water,

Krishna is standing victorious upon the nagds hoods, while the naginls bending to his feet are

praying for the life of their lord
;
Nanda, Yasoda, and all the gopas and gopis are assembled on the

bank, with gestures of fear and wonder. The colouring of the original is extraordinarily rich and

pure, but some of this is lost in the reproduction ; the general effect towards the left is too green,

and in the centre too pink.

Another version of the same subject, in a nearly related Pahan style (Garhwal), is given in

Plate Liv, A. But the action is here less exalted, and the actors far more conscious. A third, and

more provincial and popular treatment is given in Plate xlix,a.

I have another good version, an outline drawing similar in composition to Plate liii, but Krishna

is wrapped in the coils of the naga, and has not yet established his supremacy. Another very rough

and popular sketch represents the young Krishna welcomed back to safety by Nand and Yasoda,

while the ndgas are departing from the whirlpool for Ramanaka Dlpa ; in another part of the same

drawing is indicated the return to Brindaban. The following text, a stuti or hymn of praise

addressed by women to Krishna, is copied from a Kaliya-damana picture seen in Amritsar

:

^I^^ 'Tf^ lcj"^lSll ^ fx H

ffrwt g %^^ I

(Sanskrit :)
' O venomous Kaliya's conqueror, joy of the people !

Sun of the lotus of the Yadus, Victory ! Jayadeva ! Hari

!

(Panjabi :) O Deva, O Lord Hari, be victory yoked to Thee

!

Who didst lower the pride of this Kaliya Naga,

O Giver of Bliss to the people of all Three Worlds

!

Born in the shape of a Yadu, the sun that makes their lotus bright.'

Copper and brass images of the same subject are often met with.

The Kaliya-damana also forms the theme of a well-known Hindi poem, the Ndga-lild.

' An early representation appears on the Mandor stele

(see p. 28); and there is an interesting Javanese example,

perhaps of the loth century, in the Ethnographisches Museum

at Leiden (Juynboll, Kalalog des EthnographiscJwi Reichs-

viuseums, Bd. V, pp. 64, 65—wrongly described as Rama

struggling with Ravana).

^ The two lines of Sanskrit are taken from the first sarga

of the Gild Govinda of Jayadeva ; what follows is a Pafijabi

translation.
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Krishna sfitite. The sound of Krishna's flute, which troubles the hearts of the milkmaids, is the

voice of Eternity heard by the dwellers in Time. When Krishna plays thereon, it rains delight,

resounding like a cloud ; the gods and sages attend with their wives, and are so fascinated therewith

that they stand as still as painted images ; it is something more than a flute. One drawing ^

represents nine gopis seated in a house, bending and sighing ; Krishna is seated without, playing

his flute. One of the gopis says to the others

:

(^.) II ft JTf^^lF ^ fli ^ #f II

gf^ 3jf^ % fT^ f^»T^ ^ ¥t mfST ^ II

f^ TTi^ ^Pjft ^ Tft ^'T^ #r II

' Hearken, (my friends), why will you go back home,—for you will be struck by the arrows of Love,^

—

This is not simply the sound of a flute, but deadly venom, and fills the heart with poison :

Recollection is lost in rapture, my sister, I am sunk, as it were, in the song of thought

:

If ye would save your family honour,^ then keep your fingers in both your ears.'

Another drawing * has Krishna on the right, standing in a shady grove playing the flute, and on

the left four girls prostrate in a meadow ; the Jamuna in the foreground. The text reads

:

(^.) u "^^ ftwr ^^TRTT '^gr TTT urft^W T?t^ ^ ii

titw ^TT^TT ^f%' TT^ ^rr^ #f ^»f^ 5fi^ II

^rf^ ^igft ^^Tt ^i^'i^ ^ crr^ wt ^rft % ^i ^ ii

^ fift •n<c<iO wtwrt T^T«i<M<:iiO w^r fw^ II

' On the one side a skilful woman plies the fan, on the other side a maiden holds in her hand the

water-jar,

From behind a handmaid gives her betel to eat, and when Radha opens her mouth, then brightly

shines the scarlet.

Just at that moment the Son of Nand played on his flute, and there came upon her remembrance of

the place of those bowers (where she had known his love)

:

The water-bearer fell on the left, the fan-bearer on the right, the betel-bearer behind, and the

daughter of Vrsabhana in front.'

That is to say, Radha is walking out with three attendants, when they suddenly hear the flute,

and all fall senseless to the ground.

Two other drawings^ refer to the confusion caused by Krishna's words and the music of the

flute in the minds of the milkmaids who have gone to the ghat to fill their pots. In one drawing

Krishna is seated in a tree near the ghat, playing his flute ; in the other the figure of Krishna

is omitted. Both drawings are inscribed with the same verse in very slightly varying forms ; the

second is given here, except that the reading for ^rf^I is taken from the first

:

II ^Tlfl ^ft ^Rrd ^ ITfTT^ f^TT II

^T^ ^ 5fif '^^fTT ^ ^ ^tWT^ II

![% g JH^ 'nr % ^^ WTTim ^ ^ fwr^ II

¥t i^TrT % 'fH f^fiT <fh: ^ ^ ^ mil

' " Do you know the sapharl (fish) entered (the pot) when it saw the reflection of (your) eyes
"

When Lala thus bantered, the maidens were somewhat disturbed and could not recover their senses.

And so was their temper thereby changed, that ages passed ere they went to their homes:

They strained the water through cloths (to catch the fish), and (yet) they emptied the pots when

they came to the bank again.'

I

^ Kaggra, about 1800. My collection, vol. viii, f. 38. * A shaded drawing, Kaggra, 18th century. My collec-

* Cf. ' Only she wakes, says Kabir, whose heart is pierced tion, vol. ii, f. 9.

with the arrow of His music' ^ Kaggra, about 1800 or later. My collection, vol. ii,

" I.e. worldly respectability, as explained on p. 26. See ff. 12, 49. A very incorrect translation of the poem is given

also Vidyapati, translation, no. cxii. in my Indian Drawings, ii, p. 11, foot-note.
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Clra-karana, the SteaHng of Clothes.—Wishing to be united to ^ri Krishna, the milkmaids

invoked the aid of Gauri, and adopted a rule of prayer, fasting and bathing. One day they all

went down to bathe in the Jamuna, and leaving their clothes on the bank, they entered the water

and played and sang the praises of Hari. Sri Krishna was grazing cows near by, and, overhearing

the songs, crept up and observed the bathers ; and removing the clothes, he climbed a kadam tree

on the bank, and waited in silence. When the milkmaids found that their clothes had been stolen,

and saw in the kadam tree the thief of their hearts and their garments seated resplendent, they

returned into the water and prayed for the garments to be restored. Sri Krishna replied that

they must come to fetch them—'and if it is truly for My sake that ye have bathed, then take

them without shame.' And the clothes were only restored when the milkmaids went up with

joined hands to receive them.

This anecdote is quite in accord with the possibilities of the Indian pastoral tradition; for

to this day it is customary for women to bathe unclothed in the rivers and sacred pools of the

Panjab and Kashmir, In India generally, however, it is more usual to wear a single garment, even

when bathing in complete solitude, and this practice is invariable in the case of men. In the

Krishna Lila it is always understood that the nakedness of the gopis is an image of the poverty

and humility with which the souls of men must submit themselves to the will of God.

This subject^ is illustrated in Plate xlix, b, where the milkmaids have returned to the water,

and are asking Sri Krishna to spare their confusion. An inferior Jaipur drawing of the same
subject will be found in Brit. Mus. MS. Add. 22363, no. 8.

I have also a good Pahari drawing ^ in which the gopTs have emerged from the river naked

and are approaching Krishna's tree with gestures of submission. In the accompanying text Krishna

reproves the milkmaids for bathing naked in the river, on the day of their self-appointed fast

:

* When Krishna-deva-jl said (to the milkmaids) " It is your sin that ye bathed in the river

naked on the day of your fast " :
^ (then) having taken to heart the Lord's rebuke, they made

obeisance.'

Krishna fed by the wives of the Mathiira Brdhmans. The herd-lads being one day hungry,

Krishna sent a message humbly requesting food from the Brahmans of Mathura. These Pharisees

of the legend, occupied with their many prayers, refused all alms until their sacrifices had been

completed. Then Krishna sent again, this time to the wives of the Brahmans ; and no sooner

was the asking done, than they rose from their cooking and hastened to carry golden dishes of

food to Krishna with their own hands. The husband of one woman did not allow her to go;

yet by the fixing of her thoughts on Krishna she left her body and before all others reached and

was united to Him as water is joined with water. Then came the others to where Krishna awaited

them beneath a shady tree, and they gave Him their offerings with true devotion. Krishna received

these offerings very graciously, and the women returned home, fearful lest they might be outcast

by their husbands ; but the latter, repenting of their hardness of heart, exclaimed, ' Better than we
are the women, who without prayer, austerity, or sacrifice, bravely went and beheld Sri Krishna,

and with their own hands gave Him food.'

This episode is very well illustrated in a popular Kar)gra work reproduced on Plate lvii. It

will be noticed that this is really a procession, beginning at the lower right-hand corner, and

proceeding in three divisions to Krishna in the top left-hand corner. The lower left hand shows the

woman whose husband prevented her departure.

• My collection, vol. viii, f. 40.

^ Vata-dhdrake : vrata is any vow or ritual voluntarily

undertaken, a work of supererogation, not belonging to daily

duty ; and Krishna's not very severe reproof suggests that

a graver demeanour would have been more appropriate during

their fast. In the Bhagavata Purana (and Previa Sdgara)

the blame is laid on them because the river is haunted by

the god Varuna. These ' reasons ' represent the survival of

popular ideas in a story which has received a mystical in-

terpretation, and this instance is typical of the process by

which the whole of the Brindabana Llla has been given a

spiritual significance.

F
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The women with offerings to Krishna is the subject of very many other drawings and coloured

pictures, often of high merit (Plates xlvi, lix, a).

Kriskna-Govardhana-dhara, Krishna raises Mt. Govardhana. ^ri Krishna instructed Nanda and

the other gopas to abandon the worship of the Vedic Indra,^ and to worship Brahmans, cows, and the

hill Govardhana, Indra was much angered, and sent down on Gokula a storm of lightning, rain,

and hail ; but Krishna, easily lifting the hill Govardhana upon his little finger, sheltered all the Braja

dwellers and their flocks and herds. This is a favourite subject of the Paharl painters.

The earliest known representation of this episode appears on the Mandor pillar.

Krishna Dudkadkart, Krishna milking. In some respects the most important of all the

Rajput pictures here reproduced is that found on Plate xlv, where Krishna is represented dressed

as a milkmaid, milking a cow
;
by this trick He has found opportunity of speech with Radha. This

is an episode not specifically mentioned in the Bhagavata Purana ; one might think it an illustration

to some song of Candidas, who has much to say of the curious shifts and stratagems that Krishna

uses to effect his meetings with Radha. But there is no proof that Candidas was known in the

hills, and it is more probable that we ought to connect the pictures of this type with some such poems

as Kesava Dasa's Rasikapriya^ vii, 33, where Radha wails

:

Figure 3. 6ri Krishna Dudhadhari : Paharl drawing (Garhwal), probably mid-i 8th century. SHghtly reduced.

' Where and O where hast thou hidden thyself to-day, O Lala ? Our dear blue heifer's new-born calf

She will nowise suckle to-day, O Kesava, nor will she let me go near to her, nor come to me I

I am hurrying on and running to call thee, I am all alone in despair,

O Govinda, do not even pretend to be proud in this very Gokula village where once thou grazedst

cows

The picture shows that Krishna has come, and the blue heifer gently yields her milk. The
same subject, except that Krishna is not disguised, and three gopis are present, is illustrated in

the accompanying drawing (Figure 3) from Garhwal.^ This, too, is a work of extraordinary beauty

and passionate abandon. Whatever may be said of certain hieratic forms, here at least is an art

that is written in a universal language.^

' Just as the story of the banishment of Kaliya relates to

the substitution of the cult of Krishna for that of Nagas

formerly prevalent at Mathura, so the defeat of Indra indicates

the supersession of the Vedic yajnas wherever the Vaisnava

movement most prevailed. The Vaisnava system was on the

one hand a substitute for old animistic superstitions, and on

the other hand replaced old Vedic ritualism and orthodoxy.

' My collection, vol. v, f, 14.

^ The two works last referred to, not to speak of any

others, show that Indian artists do not ' always leave the

meaning of a picture to be apprehended indirectly, by recog-

nition of the subject-matter instead of directly through a mood
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The Rasa Llld. Here the gopls are represented as leaving their homes by night to follow the

sound of Krishna's flute, and as joining with Him in many blissful festivities.

During a part of this time Krishna bestows his favour upon Radha alone ; but conceit came into

Radhas mind, and thinking the Beloved wholly subject to her charms, she prayed Him to carry her

upon his shoulders. So Krishna smiled, and invited her to mount; but when she stretched forth

her hands to do so. He vanished.^

' As her hands were outstretched, so with extended hands she remained standing
;
just as, by

pride, lightning may have been separated from the cloud, or the moonlight, angry with the moon,

may have lingered behind ; and the brilliance from her fair form, escaping and spreading on the

earth, gave forth such beauty as though she were standing on a ground of shining gold . . . and

heaving great sighs because of the separation from her Beloved, she stood alone in the forest, and all

the beasts, birds, trees and climbing plants, hearing the sound of her sobbing, were weeping also.' ^

This subject is illustrated in the drawing reproduced on Plate lix, b, which has the following

Sanskrit inscription

:

dd^yini^ fill: m ^^(^j^fTcsm ii ii

(read for and ir^: for fni:)

'So saying. He spake to the dear one, " Come on to my shoulder", and then disappeared : she,

left lacking, suffered torment.'

Meanwhile the gopis were seeking distractedly both for Radha and Krishna : they found Radha
in distress, and returned with her to the river bank, to sing the praises of Krishna and enact his

deeds, hoping that he would return of his own free will. And when he came not, they fell down

senseless with grief

' Then in their very midst the son of Nand appeared,

As a juggler who disappears by closing the eyes (of the lookers on), and again appears.

When Hari was seen to come, each (of the milkmaids) came to life again,

As if the vital airs should descend on a corpse, and the senseless limbs revive.'

And He said

:

' Now I have tried you, you have remembered and thought upon Me,

You have increased your affection towards Me alone, like beggars newly enriched.

You have chosen my service, abandoning thoughts of the world and the scriptures,

As a Vairagi abandons his home, and gives his heart for the love of Hari.

How can I do you honour ? I cannot reward you enough

;

Though I should live for a hundred of Brahma's years, still I could not be freed of my debt.'

The most essential part of the Rasa Llla is the subsequent union of Krishna with the gopis

in the Rasa Mandala or General Dance.^ To see this sight the gods attended with their wives,

and rained down flowers, and there was such harmony of rdgas and rdginis that wind and water

ceased to flow, the moon and the stars were astonished, and six months passed while none were

aware. At the close of this time Krishna teaches the milkmaids that they must return to their

worldly duties, and must seek for Him in their own hearts and the round of their daily life.

Amongst the Rajput paintings there are many different representations of Krishna dancing.

The typical Rasa dance is the Rasa Mandala or General Dance, in which the Lord by yoga-mdyd

multiplies his forms and dances with the milkmaids in a ring, standing between each pair, as * common
to all and special to each '

:

expressed in line and form ', as has been suggested (Binyon,

The Flight of the Dragon, p. 14). On the contrary, as

Mr. Binyon says himself in another place, ' Here is a beauty

not of the senses, but of the spirit; or rather of the spirit

through the senses.' (' Quarterly Review', April, 1915, p. 526.)

* I have another drawing (vol. viii, f. 23) representing §ri

Krishna actually carrying Radha upon his back.

* Previa Sagara, ch. xxxi (= Bhagavata Purdna, where,

however, Radha is not yet mentioned by name).

' Prema Sagara, ch. xxxiv.

F 2
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' Two and two the £-o/>Is held hands, and between each pair was Krishna their friend . . .

GopI and Nanda-kumara alternate, a round ring of lightnings and heavy cloud,

The fair Braj girls and the dusky Krishna, like to a gold and sapphire necklace.'

This subject is represented in the accompanying sketch (Figure 4), probably a design for

embroidery, giving one-fourth of a circle of twelve figures.

Figure 4. Rasa Mandala, the circular dance of Krishna with the milkmaids of Brindaban. (Sketch of one-fourth of the

circle of twelve figures, Pahari, iSth-ipth century, about | original size.)

There are also many pictures ^ in which Krishna is represented as dancing with Radha in the

centre of the ring ; the central dance is either concerted, or Krishna and Radha are holding hands

and swinging round and round, their feet touching and bodies leaning apart. There may be a chorus

of milkmaid-musicians external to the ring. In other cases Krishna and Radha, or Krishna alone,

dance to the music of a chorus, and there is no ring. There is a magnificent example of the latter

type in the library of the Maharaja of Jaipur ; cartoons from the same hand are reproduced in Indian

Drawings, II, Plates i and 11, and here in Plates ix, x.

Closely connected with these subjects is the Dana Lila, or 'Taking of Toll', of which there

exist several versions in Sanskrit and Hindi. This is properly a part of the Krishna Llla, but it

is not in the Bhdgavata Purdna, and forms an episode complete in itself. The milkmaids set

out to sell their curds and milk, and on their way they have to cross the Jamuna. But when
they reach the ferry, there is Krishna with his herdsmen, and claims a toll. After much dispute,

the milkmaids offer some little gift, but they refuse to acknowledge the right of taxation. One
of the herdsmen, however, hides the boat ; the darkness is falling, and there is nothing for it but

to remain with Krishna, for the homeward path is full of danger for the belated traveller. The
milkmaids yield, and render to Krishna not the toll alone, but body and soul and goods.

The meeting of the milkmaids and the herdsmen, with Krishna, on Jamuna bank, is the subject

of two or three Pahari drawings^ in my collection, and one from Patna which has been adapted to

illustrate my edition of the Dana Llld in English.^ None of these drawings and pictures, however,

has any inscribed text.

It may be remarked here that in the course of the dispute about the levy, Radha says that

if Kams Rai hears of Krishna's exactions, he will send to arrest him as a thief; and a similar idea is

* A good example from Jaipur is exhibited framed in the ' The Taking of Toll, being the Dana Lild, translated into

rooms of the Royal Asiatic Society, London. English, by Ananda Coomaraswamy, London, 1915.

^ E.g. vol. viii, ff. 53, 67.
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elaborated in the amusing episode of Radha's attempt to take her revenge, when she appears with

a company of milkmaids (very transparently) disguised as soldiers from Mathura, and endeavours

to make the thief a prisoner. A picture of this episode, in my collection,^ is inscribed with the

following text

:

^5f^ II TT3f i^fW %^ TT^ ^ ^'TRI ^rnr »fnft »T^^ ^ tfldlR TT II

1^ 'nfr^ % ^ fwtM^ t ^H^ItsTl 4j«<*il^1in

' Putting on Radha the guise of the king's guard, the milkmaids brought her from Mathura into

Madhuban grove.

She says to Krishna, " Stop, stop, Kams Rai wants you
;
by whose leave, hark you, do you steal the

curd from our jars ?

"

Away went the elder (lads) together, and Deva Syama dashed away, but, being still a child, she

caught him by the hand :

(Yet) he got away by his clever tricks, and while the fair one looked upon him, she smoothed her

brows and smiled at his childish pranks.'

In this picture the disguised milkmaids, led by Radha, have come upon the lads in the act of

stealing curd from the sellers of milk ; Radha has caught Krishna by the wrist, while the other lads

are making off or hiding.

T/ie Slayi?ig of Sarjkhdsura. Krishna with his brother Balarama now enter upon the study of the

Figure 5. The death of Saqkhasura at the hands of Krishna. Four devas are present as spectators. School of

Jammu, i7th-i8th century. Traced from the original and slightly reduced.

Vedas, under the Rishi Sandlpani, and complete the course in sixty days. Their Guru asks as his

teacher's fee the restoration to life of his son who has been drowned in the sea. Krishna goes to the

' Kaqgra-Garhwal, late iSth-igth century. My collection, vol. viii, f. 55.
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sea and is informed that an asura, by name Sarjkhasura, ' who lives in my waters in the form of

a conch is responsible for the boy's death. Krishna enters the waters and kills the demon.^

This is a subject frequently illustrated, and I give here an example traced from a Jammu
drawing, probably of the i8th century. The same subject occurs on Rajput playing-cards

(Plate Lxxvii, b). The drawing reproduced illustrates several typical conventions of Rajput drawing,

such as the formula for water, and the curious tree, which recalls the trees represented in Jaina

paintings.

[Krishna now sends a message to the milkmaids of Brindaban, that he will not return to them as

a cowherd, but they must find him by devotion and knowledge, in their own hearts. This brings the

Brindabana section of the Krishna Lila to a natural close. It is at this point that the junction is

effected of the mystical story of Gopala Krishna, with the orthodox mythological accounts of the

Vasudeva Krishna of the Mahabharata.

[At this time the Kauravas were tyrannizing over the Pandavas, as related in the Mahabharata,

of which Krishna is made aware. Krishna is driven from Mathura by the relatives of Kans, who
attack the city with great armies ; he abandons Mathura and settles at Dvaraka on the sea. Krishna

becomes the rival of ^isupala for the hand of Rukminl, daughter of Rukma. He makes an appoint-

ment with Rukminl, and they elope together, and are married at Dvaraka.^]

The Marriage of Anirziddha. Aniruddha is the son of Pradyumna, the son of Krishna and

Rukminl. Usa, the daughter of the asura Vanasura, falls in love with Aniruddha in a dream. She

wakes, and knows not the name of her beloved. Then her sakhi Citrarekha ' called for all her

drawing materials, and took her seat ; and having propitiated Ganesa and ^arada, and meditated on

her spiritual preceptor [gicru), began to draw. At first she drew and exhibited the Three Worlds,

the Fourteen Spheres, the Seven Isles, the Nine Parts of the Earth, the Sky, the Seven Seas, the

Eight Heavens and Vaikuntha. Afterwards she severally drew and exhibited all the Devas, Danavas,

Gandharvas, Kinnaras, Yaksas, Rishis, Munis, Lokapalas, Digpalas, and the kings of every country

;

but Usa did not find the one she wished for among them. Then Citrarekha began to draw and

exhibit one by one the forms of all the Yaduvarnsis ; and hereupon Usa, on seeing the portrait of

Aniruddha, said, " Now I have found my heart's thief! " ' ^ Then Citrarekha brings Aniruddha secretly

to Usa's palace. He is discovered there by Vanasura, finally defeated in a great conflict, and

taken bound. Krishna is then informed of these events by Narada,* proceeds thither and defeats

the asura in a pitched battle. The lovers are then married with the consent of the latter.

Of these events, I have a number of pictures ^ by different hands, as follows : a partly coloured

drawing of the breaking of the banner ; one drawing, by the same hand as the Nala-Damayanti

series, representing the lovers in a tower, the base of which is completely surrounded by rdksasas ;

and two other drawings in a related style (numbered 34 and 35), representing Aniruddha bound,

and the grief of the Yaduvarnsis on hearing the news.

The Diversion of the JamiLnd. Shortly after this, Balarama visited Nand and Yasoda at Braja,

and danced with the milkmaids. One day Balarama commanded the Jamuna to flow to his feet,

that he might conveniently bathe. When the river paid no attention to his commands, he took

the plough that he bears and drew her towards him—and the bend in the river remains to this day.

This is an episode frequently illustrated.*'

* The text does not say that Krishna assumed the fish

form, but the pictures depict the Matsya Avatara form of

Vishnu. The story, however, is quite independent of that

of the true Matsya Avatar.

^ This episode has been made the subject of separate

poems ; a Rukminl Matjgal has been illustrated by Mola Rama.
^ Prema Sdgara, ch. Ixiii. This affords a very interesting

glimpse of the ritualistic aspect of the painter's art, and at the

same time of the subject-matter with which a Vaisnava artist

was supposed to be acquainted. That the handmaid of a

princess should be an accomplished artist is quite in accord

with the familiar tradition of classic Sanskrit drama. The

episode of the drawing of a portrait in the manner just de-

scribed is usually represented in the Rdgamalas as DhanasrI.

* Narada, one of the Seven Rishis, is the messenger and

counsellor of the gods. ' The first and foremost adept of this

kalpa, his mission is to spread occult knowledge, by unceasingly

playing on the seven musical notes . . . He is the only rishi

of whom the vind is a constant accompaniment' (Purnendu

Narayan Sinha, The Bhdgavata Purdna, p. 5). Narada will

be recognized by the vina amongst the Seven Rishis in the

Death of Bhisma reproduced on Plate xxxvii.

^ My collection, vol. ix, ff. 7-12.

^ Ibid., vol. viii, f. 54.
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Krishna as Arjunds Charioteer. At this time Krishna (who had already gone to the aid

of the Pandavas when they were imprisoned in Benares) was invited to a great sacrifice. On this

occasion ^i^upala abused him, and was slain by the discus. Subsequently Krishna went again to

Hastinapur to assist the Pandavas in the great war. Here he became the charioteer of Arjuna,

to whom he revealed the Bhagavad Gltd on the field of battle. He was also present at the

death of Bhisma. These events are not referred to in the Bhdgavata Purdna, but form a

common subject of Rajput painting,^ and the chariot scene often appears as the frontispiece

to manuscripts of the Bhagavad Gltd, which is also sometimes further illustrated by earlier episodes

of the Lila.

The Story of Suddmd. Sudama (Sridama) was a very poor Brahmana, but formerly a fellow

pupil with ^ri Krishna in the house of their common teacher. Sudama visited Sri Krishna at

Dvaraka, and was received with great kindness ; and on returning home, found that his own humble

cottage had been transformed into a palace. My collection includes five late Pahari illustrations

of this story, viz. Arrival at Krishna's Palace, Departure thence, Arrival Home, Welcome by his

Wife, and Life at Home. The first of these events also forms the subject of the Jammu picture

reproduced on Plate xxix, inscribed reverse in Takri characters : Sri Kisane kadha Suddmd dyd, ' Sri

Krishna rises on the arrival of Sudama.' ^

Episodes from Earlier Branches of the Bhdgavata Purdna. What has been related above

accounts for most of the paintings directly illustrating the Krishna Lila. But Vaisnava art—as

indicated also in the catalogue of subjects quoted above in connexion with the story of Aniruddha

—

is concerned with all things in the Three Worlds, alike Past, Present, and Future. Many events of

mythic history are accordingly illustrated, as for example The Birth of Brahma; in this representation

Brahma is four-headed, seated upon a lotus which rises from the navel of Narayana (Vishnu), who
reclines on the serpent Ananta, attended by Laksmi. In most examples two asuras are approaching

to attack.

Another old Pauranic subject very frequently treated is the Salvation of tlie King of Elepha^its

(^gajendra moksa), sometimes referred to as the Elephant and Crocodile {gaj'a grdhd). A striking

example is reproduced on Plate xvi, and this closely follows the type of the well-known Gupta

bas-relief at Deorgarh.^ The story runs that two great rishis, each a devotee of the Adorable, incurred

such curses from certain other saints, that one became a crocodile, the other an elephant, each forgetful

of their former faith. One day the elephant went down to drink just where the crocodile lay ; the

crocodile seized him by the leg. A struggle raged for a thousand years, till at last the elephant's

trunk alone remained above the waters. Then there came to him the memory of his former faith,

and he sought refuge with the Adorable. Breaking a lotus flower he offered it to Bhagavan, crying

to Him for aid. He took the form of Hari and, riding upon Garuda, instantly appeared, and slaying

the crocodile with the cakra, saved the elephant ; and both attained salvation by his grace. The

two are counted amongst the number of the Forty-two Beloved of the Lord, the ' Hari-Vallabhas' of

the Bhakta-mdld}

Representations of this subject vary considerably. In some the grdha is a veritable crocodile,

and holds the elephant by the trunk, in a manner inconsistent with the above account. A version

of this kind has evidently formed the basis of the cover-illustration of Kipling's Just So Stories.

In other examples the grdha is more like an octopus, with many tentacles winding about the

elephant's feet, or, as in Plate xvi, like a loathly worm with many eyes. These types fit well with

the generally understood interpretation that the elephant is the soul of man entangled in the snares

of lust and pleasure,^ powerless to save himself without the aid of the Adorable.

* My collection, vol. viii, f. 1 9 ; also Plate xxxvii, b.

' The Prema Sdgara, rendering the Bhdgavata Purdna,

says :
' When Sudama entered, as soon as ^ri Krishna saw

him, he descended from the throne, advanced forward, and

met him.'

* See Burgess, Ancient Monuinents of India, ii, Plate 252.

Also Gopinatha Rao, Hindu Iconography, Plate lxxx, 1.

* See Grierson, 'Journ. Royal Asiatic Soc.', London,

April, 1910. See also the Visnu-Bhdgavata, VII. iii. 30.

^ With grdha cf. the usage of graha as ' the seizer
',

with reference to the sense organs (Saqkara, on the Brahma-

sutra, 2. 4. 6). The 'crocodile' is plainly the principle of

desire, the devil.
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A drawing ^ of the octopus type has the following inscription :

^

'May that Hari remove the multitude of your sins, who, upon the crying of the king of elephants

seized by the crocodile, immediately appeared riding upon Garuda, hastening in burning grief, with

garland, jewels, and gear, roaring like a thunder-cloud, holding in his hands discus, arrow, sword,

conch, bow, sling (?), and eke the mace, and (with a hand) dispelling fear.'

In the drawing Hari has eight arms ; one hand is raised in abhaya mudrd, the other hands

carry the weapons mentioned. The grdha is something like a white ant with long thin tentacles.

The Churning of the Ocean. Another commonly represented subject well known in earlier

Indian art. The mountain Mandara was the churning rod, the serpent Vasuki the rope, and the

devas pulled at the head, the asuras at the tail. The first product was the world-poison, which

Siva drank out of compassion, and whence his throat is stained blue ; this is usually represented

in the paintings as a small blue spot (seen on the throat of Siva in the painting reproduced on

Plate Lxiv). Then came various treasures, and then Laksmi, who accepted Vishnu as her Lord.

Paintings are abundant, representing Laksmi risen from the ocean upon the flower of a lotus,

and bathed by the two or four elephants of the quarters (Plate xxviii, a). Next there arose a vessel

of Living Water [amrta), for which the devas and asuras contended ; Vishnu assumed the form of a

beautiful woman (Mohini}, and obtained the consent of the asuras to order its distribution herself

One asura, however, sitting amongst the devas, became immortal by the draught shared out amongst

them ; he was beheaded by the discus of Vishnu, but could not be slain, and his head is Rahu who

still pursues the Sun and the Moon at every eclipse. This subject also may be found amongst the

Pahari pictures.^

The Lotus of the Heart. I have more than once met with paintings representing a white

lotus-flower enshrining figures of Laksmi-Narayana * or Siva and Parvati.^ The flower is pendent,

like a harebell on its stalk, and the area of the pericarp is filled with fire, within which are seated

the divine figures. Such pictures may be regarded as corresponding to the poetic intuition of

' heaven in a wild flower, infinity in a grain of sand But the reference more exactly defined is

to the eight-petalled lotus of the heart, the flower of which is pendent. It is enjoined upon the

worshipper to meditate upon this lotus, and upon ' My form within the fire '.^ This is the first stage

of a meditation which is to result in abstract vision of the Unconditioned.''

Allied in character to paintings of this type are the more frequent representations of Vishnu,

alone or with Laksmi,^ enthroned upon a lotus seat {padmdsana), or of Devi ^ similarly represented.

These figures are often surrounded by the implements of ritual worship, or accompanied by

a worshipping figure (Plate vii)
;
they correspond to the dhydna mantram which are to be visually

realized in personal worship of the ista devatd.^^

The Gltd Govinda. The ' Herdsman's Song' of Jayadeva relates the separation and reconciliation

of Krishna and Radha, in the form of a lyrical drama. The Lord is entangled in the world of the

senses, represented by the gopls. He is ' reminded' by the ' messenger', and returns to Radha, whose

forgiveness is the perfect unity of soul and body. This poem is illustrated by three Early Karjgra

paintings—the remnant of a series—of which two are reproduced on Plates xxxvii, xxxviii. In the

third, not reproduced here, the figure of the poet himself is introduced, as in the actual poem.

' Kaqgra, i8th century; my collection, vol. viii, f. 6i.

^ This is a regular sdstriya dhyanam, not like the ' verses

for pictures ' chosen from vernacular poems.

* My collection, vol. viii, f. 68.

^ Ibid., f. 30.

° Ibid., vol. iii, f 36. Vide infra, p. 56.

* Bhdgavata Purdna, sk. xi. ch. 1 4.

Purnendu Narayan Sinha, the Bhdgavata Purdna,

pp. 296-7, 396.

* My collection, vol. viii, ff. 27, 51, 52.

" Ibid., vol. iii, ff. 9, 14, 26, 27, &c. and vol. ix, f. 39
(here Plate vii).

" As described by S. C. Basu, Daily Practice of the

Hindus, Allahabad (2nd ed. n. d.), pp. 48, 49, 78, 79, 140, &c.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER I: THE CULT OF SRI NATHA-JI

^ri Vallabhacarya, the son of a Tailaqga Brahman, was born a. d. 1479. He Hved at Brindaban

and Mathura, and founded a Krishna cult for the worship of the special manifestation of Sri Krishna

as Sri Natha-ji. This is mythically related in the following legend : While Vallabha was living at

Brindaban, Gopala-Krishna manifested himself on the Govardhana hill by the name of Devadamana
or Sri Natha-ji, This manifestation consisted in the discovery of a buried image, Sri Natha-ji

appeared to Vallabha in a dream and summoned him to visit him, and commanded him to erect

a shrine for himself and to preach his worship, without which there could be no access to the

Pustimarga, the Path of Divine Grace. This was the origin of the cult of Sri Natha-ji.^

In the time of Aurarjgzib's persecutions, the Vallabhacaris sought the protection of Raj Sir)gh

of Udaipur; he granted them villages, and invited them to bring the image to Udaipur. The party

was met on the frontier with all honour, but the wheels of the cart stuck fast at a place now called

Nathadvar, about twenty-four miles north of Udaipur, and this was taken for a sign that the god

wished his shrine to be erected on that spot, which was done accordingly.^

The Vallabhacaris are an influential sect throughout Western India. Pictures of ^ri-Natha-jl

are painted at Nathadvar in great numbers, and brought away by pilgrims. They may be seen,

for example, in most of the shopkeepers' booths at Mathura.

The pictures are of two main types, those illustrating the original manifestation of Sri Natha-ji

(i. e. the discovery of the image at Govardhan), and those in which he is represented as an object

of worship. The former subject is represented in Plate xiv. The buried image is seen in the

upper left-hand corner of the picture, where one of the cows of Govardhana is making an offering

of her own milk. On the right hand Sri Vallabha is in the act of establishing the image in a shrine.

Below, to the left, are other Tailar)ga Brahmans in attitudes of devotion, and a servant with a bale

of offerings for the new shrine. On the right are two princes of Udaipur, of whom the foremost

is no doubt Raj Sirjgh, and two gopis, or perhaps princesses, with offerings of milk and curd. The
foreground is occupied on the right and left by villages (with a temple on the right), and two

bathing tanks in the centre ; one of the latter is surrounded by little chatris, or stone pavilions.

The most beautiful figure is that of the foremost Brahman, a true bhakta^ whose eyes are closed

and hands outstretched in fervent adoration.

bri Natha-jl as an object of worship is represented in the two figures of Plate xv. In both

examples he is represented with the right hand raised and holding in the left hand a cup of milk

;

Radha stands at his side in an attitude of devotion. It may be observed that Dauji (Balarama,

the elder brother of Krishna) is represented in exactly similar paintings, but behind his head there

rise the hoods of a many-headed ndga!^ Dvarakanatha, on the other hand, is represented as

four-armed.

' Bhandarkar, Vatsmvism, Saivism, &'c., p. 77. ^ For the derivation of this form from that of ancient

- Tod, Annals of Rajasthan (reprint, 1914, vol. i, p. 415), ndga images see Vogel, Catalogue ofthe Archaeological Museum

at Mathura, 1910, p. 89.

G



CHAPTER II

SRNGARA

The following section, in which are described a few of the paintings made to illustrate the

extensive literature on Love-poetry, must be regarded as a continuation of the subject-matter of

the Krishna Lila ; for whenever love is spoken of, it is the love of Krishna and Radha manifest

in other bodies, and it is almost always their figures that are represented in the paintings.

We shall try to make a little clearer the Indian love-experience. Romantic love in India, as

might be expected in a land of such severe social etiquette, is a matter of love at first sight—sight

of the Beloved in a picture, in a dream, or in actual life, it matters not. The meeting is always

the meeting of Dante and Beatrice, never the gradual liking born of proximity and friendship. And
this inexplicable love at first sight is always described by the poets and the painters in terms of

physical enchantment ; for they do not know the anti-mystical conception of soul and body as separate

and warring entities, and for them the inner and the outer man are one. To love is to desire : and

because of this, and of her greater consciousness in a society where the physical aspects of love

are the symbols of religion and the theme of art, the woman is the more reserved. She is likewise

of profound humility, for it seems to her that all she has to offer is so little : here the religious motif

enters, for it seems to the soul that she is infinitely little in the presence of the infinitely great. All

these considerations go to determine the speechless shyness and submissive grace with which the

navala bald bows her head when first she is left alone with her Lord, and the utter desolation

of the virahmi. More than this, they go to explain the heroism of the Rajput warriors who donned

so often the bridal robes of death when every hope of victory had gone, certain that none of those

they loved would fall alive into the hand of any foe, but would be waiting to receive them in another

world. They help us to understand the spiritual significance of satl, when we find it constantly

employed in mystic symbolism, not merely by a court poet, such as Nau'i, but by one so human and

so gentle as Kabir

:

' More than all else do I cherish at heart that love which makes me to live a limitless life in

this world . . .

It is like a wife, who enters the fire at the bidding of love.'

Rarely has any other art combined so little fear with so much tenderness, so much delight with

such complete renunciation. If the Chinese have taught us best how to understand the life of

Nature manifest in waters and in mountains, Indian art at least can teach us how not to misunderstand

desire, for we are constantly reminded here, that the soul of sweet delight can never be defiled.

Just as in the corresponding music, we are deeply impressed that it can be possible to utter

so much passion with so little vehemence ;
^ and so far is this the case, that it is not difficult at first

sight to overlook to what extent these poems and pictures are frankly amorous. But the more one

follows this impassioned art, the more is it clear that its complete avoidance of sentimentality, the

certainty of its universal appeal, are founded in its constant reference to the physical fact. The
abstract and the spiritual are constantly proved by reference to the concrete and material, as is only

possible where it is believed that all is intertwined, and, once more in the words of Kabir, that ' All

the men and women of the world are His living forms.'

The word ' Srr)gara ' refers especially to the sentiment of love as represented in literary art.

' A. H. Fox-Strangways, The Music of Hindustan, p. 2 : without being sentimental and utters passion without vehe-

' We do not know what to make of music which is dilatory mence.'
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The Indian literature devoted to this subject is extensive and profound. One is amazed at the

combination of such intimate knowledge of the passions of the body and soul with the will to codify

and classify. But we must not be misled by such elaboration to think that all this literature is

'artificial' in any other sense than that it is the work of very skilful craftsmen using special con-

ventions ; on the contrary, it is so closely moulded on experience that it is only in proportion to

the extent of our own experience that we can appreciate its realism. What is most impressive is

that so much knowledge—such as here and now behind the Western Gates we fancy cannot differ

from familiarity that breeds contempt—should be combined with so much tenderness ; that such

unwearying research should be constantly illumined by the magic of a first kiss.

The Indian Srrjgara literature in Sanskrit is fairly accessible.^ But the literature with which

we are more concerned, though it is largely based on the Sanskrit prototypes, is written in Hindi,

and little of it is available to English readers.^ This special literature of Love and Rhetoric is,

nevertheless, of great importance to the student of Rajput art because it has provided the Rajput

painters with a constant supply of ' verses for pictures '. These verses stand in much the same

relation to a great part of Rajput painting, as the sadhanas, laksanams, and dhyana mantrams of

the Silpa Sastras to sdstrtya sculpture.^

We shall now describe the pictures which are related to the Srggara literature, classified according

to the canons of the rhetoricians.

THE EIGHT NAYAKAS

Hindu writers classify the heroes {nayakas) and heroines [ndyakds or nayikds) of literature in

many different ways. From our point of view, the most important of these classifications is that

of heroines in eight types, the Astandyakd: for sets of illustrations of the Eight Nayakas are a

favourite work of the Paharl painters. In the majority of cases these painters follow the definitions

of Ke^ava Dasa,* and very often the appropriate verse of his Rasikapriyd is inscribed on the actual

picture. The names of the Eight Nayakas are as follows :

Svadhinapatikd, she whose lord is subject to her will.

Utkd, Utkald, Utkanthitd or Virahotkanthitd, she who expects and yearns for her lover.

Vdsakasayyd or Sajjikd, she who expects her lord to return from a journey, and waits with the bed

prepared.

Abhisamdhitd ox Kalahdntaritd, she who repulses her lord when he seeks to soften her pride; she

repents when it is already too late.

Khanditd, she whose lord has spent the night away from home ; when he returns in the morning, she

reproaches him bitterly.

Prosita-patikd or Prosita-preyasl, she whose lord has gone abroad, appointing a time of return

;

the day has come, but he has not yet returned.

Vipralabdhd or Labdhdvipra, she that keeps an appointment, but night passes without her lover

coming.

Abhisdrikd, she who goes out to seek her beloved.

* E.g. Schmidt, Beiirdge zur indischen Erotik, Leipzig,

1902.

* But see Grierson, The Satsdiyd of Bihdrl, Calcutta,

1896, which includes a translation of the Bhasd-bhicsana of

Jas'vant Siijgh. The great Hindi authority, however, is Ke^ava

Dasa, who is often quoted by the Paharl painters; his two

works are the Rasikapriyd and the Kavipriyd.

' The custom of inscribing pictures with an appropriate

verse is an old one. Cf. Bhavabhuti, Mdlali-viddhava, i. 36.

It is said that certain of the Ajanta frescoes are inscribed with

verses from Arya Aura's Jdiakamdld (Winternitz, Geschichie

der Indischen Literalur, II. i, p. 214).

Ke^ava Dasa was a Brahmana of Orcha. His Rasika-

priyd, the most authoritative work in Hindi on the analysis of

love-poetry, was completed in S. 1648 (a. d. 1591). I have

published the text and translation of ch. vii (Asta-ndyakd-

vaniand), with sixteen reproductions of Paharl paintings of

the ndyakds, in the 'Journal of Indian Art', No. 128, October

1 91 4. I have also five leaves of a manuscript of the Rasika-

priyd, written about a. d. i 600, and illustrated on every page

;

but these illustrations, though purely Hindu in matter, are pre-

dominantly Mughal in manner; for this reason they are not

given in the present work, with the exception of one example

(Plate xviii, a). Other writers of ndyakd poems quoted on

Pahari pictures are : Mati Rama, Mola Rama of Garhwal, and

several not identified.

G 2
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Several varieties of the last are distinguished according to the sentiments of the ndyaka or the

circumstances of her journey, e. g. Kamdbhisdrikd, Krsndbhisdrikd, Garbhdbhisdrikd, &c.

These ndyakds are represented by the Paharl painters as follows

:

The Svadhinapatikd is seated at ease, while her lord is kneeling to tend her feet.

The Utkd waits at the trysting-place, sitting upon or standing beside a bed of leaves under a tree or

at the edge of a grove. In the foreground there is water with lotus blossoms, and at one side

the wild deer are grazing or snuffing the wind.

The Vdsakasayyd looks out expectantly from the door of her house, or is actually welcoming her

returning lord, while the maids are preparing the bed within. Sometimes a crow is introduced

into the picture, the omen of a returning lover. If the husband has actually returned, as in

the picture, given in the 'Journal of Indian Art', no, 128, fig. 13, the ndyakd should be

distinguished as Agatapatikd.

The Abhisamdhitd has repulsed her beloved, and sits on the ground in deep dejection, while he turns

his back and departs.

The Khanditd meets her late-returning lover in the early morning, and overwhelms him with

reproaches.

The Prosita-patikd is seated in company with her sakhi, and will not be comforted because her lord

has not yet returned.

The Vipralabdhd waits like the Utkd by a bed of leaves ; but dawn has come without the expected

lover, and the Jidyakd is tearing off her jewels in disgust, and casting them down.

The Abhisdrikd goes out on a dark and stormy night ;
^ some of her jewellery has fallen by the way

;

cobras twine like anklets about her ankles ; the lightning flashes, the rain pours ; and the path

is haunted by goblin-hags. Sometimes the Abhisarika is represented as just arriving at her

lover's house, or at the place of trysting.

Of these representations two only, the Utkd and Abhisdrikd, are night scenes.

The following are examples of Ndyakd-varnana texts, translated :

Utka Nayaka {Rasikapriyd, vii, 9).

(The ndyakd reflects.)

' " Or has he clean forgotten ? or has something misled him ? or does he rove astray, and cannot find

the path ?

Or is he afraid of something, O Ke^ava ? or has he met any one ? or has he fallen in love with some
amorous woman ?

Or is he coming along the road ? or has he already arrived ? howsoever it be, surely my Giver-of-

Bliss will come !

"

When Nand's son came not, she wondered for which of these reasons he delayed.'

Kamabhisarika {Rasikapriyd, vii, 35).

(The sakhl describes the ndyakd)
' Serpents twine about her ankles, snakes are trampled under foot, divers ghosts she sees on

every hand.

She takes no keep for pelting rain, nor hosts of locusts screaming midst the roaring of the storm.

She does not heed her jewels falling, nor her torn dress, the thorns that pierce her breast delay

her not,

—

The goblin-wives are asking her :
" Whence have you learnt this yoga ? How marvellous this

trysting, O Abhisarika! " '

Another verse {Rasikapriyd, vii, 31) reports the dialogue of ndyaka and ndyakd, and is appropriate

to the examples illustrated in our Plates i and xxvii, b. The dialogue runs

:

' (He.) Thou hast bought me for a price, thou hast come unasked, I know thy love.

(She.) Ah, Ghanasyama (Dark-cloud, a name of Krishna), the cloud-wreath's {ghana-mdla) calling

led me hither.

^ Cf. the Western symbol of the 'terrors of the Divine Dark'—Underhill, Ruysbroeck, 1915, p. 150.
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(He.) Lo, there must be danger, where even thy body cannot be seen (so black is the night) ! How
mightest thou see the road ?

(She.) The hghtning, O Kesava, made it plain.^

(He.) Up hill and down dale, and through the mud, have not the thorns hurt thy feet ?

(She.) Courage like an elephant's gave me great comfort.

(He.) The night is very fearsome ; and thou all alone !

(She.) Nay, Lord of my Life, my companion was love.'

The following text by a poet, not identified, is inscribed on each of the Abhisarika pictures

reproduced on Plate lxxiii. The two texts are practically identical ; that of lxxiii, b is quoted :

^ *«!!lf*T^lR«*l II

^ifTfi II ^rrft ^ ^izT *rnc^ ^f|ft% ^ft ^ft wf^Rf^ ^rO <ft^<i<, i ii

tft^ ^T^ ^TT^^ ^ft ^TtfT gn'Wff f»T^ % II

^ TTz ^ ^(^) ^rrft %^ ^rfr^ grrr t n

i[% ¥*f wr?:ffl^ tf w^ft tfr ftfift t II II

' Leaden and lowering and heavy laden clouds—dight in a robe of black—dark collyrium seen on thy

eyes,

—

All o'erspread with one dark hue—a deep black bodice on thy body—gleaming serpent—drenching

rain

—

Lovely the jet-black silken robe, and all thy gear is seemly—the black braid beauteous on thy back

let fall,—

At such a time, in such a guise, faring to meet thy Krishna—to-day hast thou finished hastily (or

neglected) thy household labours !

'

It should be observed that in Kesava Dasa's texts, and in most of the pictures, the nayaka and

ndyaka are respectively Krishna and Radha, the exemplars of all lovers. Conversely, it is possible to

regard any of the pictures as representing some episode in the history of the soul's affection for her

Lord, just as in the corresponding songs (e. g. Vidyapati, Nos. li, lxxiv, xciii, and cx).

Two of the Eight Nayakas are represented amongst the pictures here reproduced : the Utka on

Plate XLViii, B, and probably also Plate xxvi.b, and the Abhisarika on Plates xxvii,b and lxxii, and

also Plate i {Madhu-mddhavl Rdgini). Examples of all are illustrated in the 'Journal of Indian

Art', no. 128.

THE NAYAKA AS SVAKlYA, PARAKlYA OR SAMANYA

Ndyakds are also classified in three types, as Svakiyd (loving her own lord), Paraklyd (loving

one who is not her own lord), and Sdmdnyd (impartial), A Pahari drawing ^ in my collection

represents the Paraklyd ; it is inscribed with the following verse by Kali Dasa :

^

^. II ^ %Tt ^f?I 'EHT Tra Wtr 'TT 'ft^ %X ^ oRT II

^Tf^ m ^f^^ "^r^^ ^ *T^x?t^ sft ^ II

^ "^i flT^ ^ »R 1^ gwTT ^ ^Tf^ ^ m II

' She sits by her husband's side and hears the recital, (her veil and his scarf) are knotted together,*

her eyes cast down, she never behaves amiss in the eyes of other people !

O Kalidasa ! then comes Govinda to pay a visit, and the beauty, intoxicate with desires, devours

him (in her longing),

—

The shape of that hardy lover remains before her, she flashes a moment's glance through her veil,

—

Go to ! how is the woman's heart (taken up) with the new sage, while the garrulous purohit mumbles
purdnas !

'

^ Cf. Kalidasa, Meghadiita, v. 37. * Garments are also knotted in the ceremony of marriage.

' Karjgra, late i8th cenlury. My collection, vol. viii, f. 24. But here the scene is indoors, there is no fire, and it is

' Possibly Kali Dasa Tribedi of Banpura in the Doab, expressly indicated that the family priest is reading from the

who flourished about a.d. 1700; but the forms suggest Purbi. Puranas.
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This drawing is in three compartments, and represents the reading of purdnas in a Vaisnava

household. The right and left compartments are occupied respectively by men and women of the

household ; the central compartment shows the master of the house seated with his wife, while the

purohit or family priest reads and expounds from a manuscript laid before him. The scarf and veil

of the master and his wife (a gopi of Brindaban) are knotted together, marking their legitimate

union. Krishna is seated in the lower right-hand corner, and the girl is glancing at him sur-

reptitiously.

The ultimate significance of this drawing is the constant Vaisnava theme of the triumph of love

over duty : the bhaktd chooses that good part which leads her to forget the illusion of family and duty.

Subdivisions of the Svakiyd

Svakiyd heroines are also classified according to the length of their experience. The inexperienced

or artless ndyakd, the MugdJid, Mugadini or Navodhd is amongst these a favourite subject of the

poet and painter. The Mugadini stands also for the timid soul first face to face with the great

Infinite

:

At any word of dalliance, she tightly shuts her eyes.

For she has caught a glimpse of the great sea of Love.

A typical drawing ^ represents Krishna seated with Radha on a bed ; Radha s body is tightly

curled, and her head hangs, and she pushes out her hand at Krishna's touch (cf. Vidyapati xxviii).

Here Radha is Navodhd, the bride who fears the nuptial bed. The text reads

:

' The more that Lala touches her body, the more she curls her body round,

The tender babe afraid of Lala, becomes as it were, a woodlouse
!

'

^

The picture here reproduced on Plate lxxiv, b could illustrate :

What is Vidyapati to think, forsooth ?

For at the moment of embrace, she flies the bed

!

In a somewhat similar drawing,* a sakhi receives the offended girl in her arms ; there is the

following inscription

:

II ^^^ »Tft %t(t)1 I

' The injured girl is full of anger and stands and looks (at her lover).

The fawn-eyed maid heeds not the signals of his eyes, but has regard to his burning words.'

The picture reproduced on Plate lxx, b, could be an illustration to

A young thing I, unlearned in lore of love,

—

It was the messenger that led me to his side

!

It is a night scene; the dutikd is leading the navala bdla across the moonlit courtyard to her

lover's house. They are met at the door by an expectant maid, who holds in her hand a scent-spray

{attar-ddn) and a torch ; the light of the torch throws a heavy shadow behind the two girls who are

about to enter. Works of this sort exhibit passages of unsurpassed tenderness ; there are examples

in the Nala-Damayanti series, to which the present picture, from the collection of Babu Gogonen-

dronath Tagore, is closely related ; and I have seen many others.

* Kaqgra, late i8th century ; my collection, vol. viii, f. 25.

A similar picture in vol. viii, f. 47.

Navala bdla. ' Nothing can translate bald ', says

Mr. F. W. Bain, ' It means child, woman, beauty, beauU-de-

diabk. Cf. Skelton's ' I bassed that baby with harte so free.'

' Ind{r)a-badhu is a species of Acarus, the 'red velvet

insect ', but the sense is better conveyed by ' woodlouse '.

* Karjgra, early 19th century; my collection, vol. viii,

f. 42.
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VIRAHA

I. Purva Rdga

Viraka, or Love in Separation, is of three varieties. The first of these is Piirva Rdga, the

Beginning of Love, when the eyes having met, the desire of union is awakened for the first time.^

This is again a favourite subject. The Beloved may be seen first in real life, in a dream, or in

a picture. The majority of poems and paintings are concerned with meetings in real life ; a glimpse

from a balcony window, the passing vision of a radiant beauty returning from the temple at the hour

of cowdust, or the veiled exchange of glances at the bathing-ghat, and the die is cast ! A well-known

classification makes ten degrees of Love in Separation, beginning with the Meeting of Eyes, and

ending with Death.

The Meeting of Eyes is thus represented in a Paharl sketch :
^ a youth looks down from a balcony

window at a girl who is crossing the courtyard beneath, their eyes have met, and now her head

is bent, and the veil has fallen across her face in a sweeping curve. The inscription runs :

' At the meeting of eyes of the twain, she stopped and hung her head, nor lifted her veil,

(She let it drop) as a falcon lightly swoops and falls on a flock of green pigeons.' ^

Closely related to the meeting of eyes, is the case where the beloved is glimpsed or overlooked,

unknown to herself, at her bath, at her toilet, on her way to the temple, or while occupied with her

household duties. Pictures of such episodes are common, but I have seen none with inscriptions.

But most of those representing the ndyakd at her bath may be taken as corresponding to poetical

themes such as Vidyapati's

Beholding that my love was at her bath,

She pierced my heart with arrows five

!

A Rajastham type very often seen shows a group of girls bathing, as they think, in a lonely

place ; but the hero passes by, and, hearing the noise of laughter and splashing, finds for himself

a coign of vantage, whence to spy unseen. A partly Mughal version of this type is reproduced

on Plate xix. In other examples Radha is bathing at home, on a terrace or in a garden, attended

by her maidens, and Krishna, usually with the connivance of one of these, takes full advantage

of his opportunity ; but very often the figure of Krishna is left to the imagination, as in Plate lxxii.

In such cases Radha is bathing quite alone, or attended by her maidens, but not overlooked, and

these correspond to the dutikds descriptions of her charms, like Vidyapati's

Ah, Madhava ! I saw the fair one freely,

I suddenly beheld her as she bathed ...

Her jet-black hair poured down her breast.

As though a shaggy yak concealed a golden Lir)gam.

A very charming example of this type is given on Plate lxxii, a. In very many such cases the

girl has finished her bathing, and is wringing the water from her heavy hair.* These correspond to

Vidyapati's

* The meeting of eyes (e.g. Plates xxx, xliii), where it is

not a question of the first look, belongs to Love in Union.

* Kaijgra, about i8oo. My collection, vol. viii, f. 33.

^ I take gola para (perhaps for gola kara) as 'making

a circle or ' swooping '. For jure and parata understand

jure aiid parata.

^ This wringing of water from the hair is an ancient and

widespread motif of Indian art, met with also in Burma and

Siam, where it is interpreted in a Buddhist sense as repre-

senting the Earth Goddess wringing from her hair the water

of merit, when called upon by the Buddha as his witness.

A fine Siamese bronze of this subject, belonging to M. de

Margerie, was shown at the Mus^e Cernuschi in 191 3. I have

a Siamese drawing of the same subject done for me by

Bhikku P. C. Jinavaravainsa, about 1905. There are two

Burmese examples, in stone, in low relief, in the Ethno-

graphisches Museum, Munich.
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I saw my love when she was bathing,

A stream of water pouring from her hair,

—

The clouds were scattering strings of pearls

!

Rajastham and Pahari (both Northern and Southern) examples are common. A part of a large

cartoon is reproduced in Indian Drawings, II, PI. iv.

Another picture ^ shows the nayaka—always understood to be Radha—returning from a visit to

the temple at the hour of cowdust ; she carries a vessel of water, and is telling her beads, and she

wears the thinnest of muslin saris. The picture itself shows that the painter must have had in

mind the same image as had the poet, when he wrote

She left the shrine at cowdust time, passing gliding

Like a flash of lightning mated with a fresh cloud ^
. . .

Bright was her body, shining under wimple with the sheen of gold.

The same figure has been adopted by the Musulman painter Muhammad Fakirullah Khan,

in a picture showing the nayaka proceeding to her Siva puja ;
^ my own collection includes another

highly finished version of the same motif.

The charming picture reproduced on Plate lvi shows Krishna overlooking Radha at her cooking.

2. Mana

Another phase of Love in Separation is determined by Mana, and a whole series of Pahan

drawings illustrate the stages of Mana and of reconciliation. Mana implies coldness, pride and

obduracy, caprice or jealousy ; in a religious sense it is precisely that self-willing and self-thinking

whereby the soul does not hear and see nor yield herself to her Lord.* Mana is classified as laghtt, or

slight
;
madhyama, or moderate ; and guru, or heavy : the gurii-mdna, for example, can only be

melted when the lover humbles himself and falls at the lady's feet, and this is illustrated in one of the

reproductions accompanying the English version of Vidyapati.^ The Manant refuses not only the

direct prayers of her lover, but also those which he prefers through a messenger [dfUika). These

circumstances are given in Plate lxxiv, a, which could be an illustration of Vidyapati's

The wrathful face of a lily she would not turn.

She sat unmoved with averted face.

Another drawing of a Manani represents the reconciliation ; the heroine lies on her bed, and has

refused to take any notice of her lover ; but she raises herself to meet the eyes of her sakhl, while

Krishna, whom she ignores, is seated at her feet. This picture " is inscribed with the following text

:

^. II THi^ 1 »rf%' ft^i# Tft ^nre ii

WRWf ^ ^^fT ^ %'T % ifNT ^17137^1% II

1ft i^rrft 5?nft f^i ^* xr^ %^ ^Ir ttrI) ii «i ir

* Angry was the Manani, and not the least appeased by any prayers, she lay asleep in wrath and drew

the sheet above her head for spite

;

Then all of a sudden and softly treading came her sakhl on the scene ; and sending a message with

his eyes, her lover rose and sat at her feet.

^ Belonging to Mr. N. Blount
;
reproduced in Vidydpati,

19 1 5, first plate.

One of the many classical similes which persist in

Hindi poetry and Rajput painting. Cf. Bhavabhiiti's Mdlali-

mddhava, ix. 25.

' Reproduced in colours by Vincent Smith, History of

Fine Art in India and Ceylon, Plate cxxviii. If a Mughal

painter, Muhammad Fakirullah Khan had certainly inherited

Rajastham traditions; but I suspect that he was simply a

Musulman painter working in the i8th century at Jaipur.

" In early Buddhism mana ' comprises all intrusions of

the ego ' (Rhys Davids, Psalms 0/the Brethren, pp. 1 19, 220 n.).

It has the same significance in Vaisnava poetry.

^ Vidydpati, trans, by A. K. Coomaraswamy and Arun

Sen, London, 19 15, eighth plate.

" My collection, vol. viii, f. 36.
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Albeit she knew full well it was Hari's touch, she made as if she knew it not ; the newly-beloved

spake to him with a smile

—

" O my dear friend (f ), stay not apart, but come, let you and I on one bed sleep, and spread one

sheet (above us),"

'

Thus the Mananl surrenders, though not in so many words ; she intends that Krishna shall

accept the invitation nominally extended to the sakhl.

Another Mdnani drawing^ shows a girl seated on a wicker stool, with hanging head and bent

back ; her lover approaches from behind, unseen. The text reads

:

^ ^ 5?rR ^rrd Tsrrft^ % ^ tJVs'tl t ^ ii

' With trembling lips and arm with arm enlinked, a tale of love we told, and went the way of pleasure
;

Eye with eye and heart with heart consented freely, limb to limb by night and day we loved

;

Honey-sweet wert thou, who now forsooth art grown my foe
;
new-fangled this united love and hate

!

Thy looks, thy body, (hard as) brick, and in thy heart a gloomy pride : O dear one, do not turn thy

back thus back to me !

'

3. Pravdsa

The third phase of Viraha is called Pravdsa, and this is the separation of the lovers in different

countries, as, for example, when Krishna departed from Brindaban to Mathura. This is typically

illustrated in the Prositapreyasi already described. A later stage results in Vyddhi, or sickness,

when the form is wasted and the body racked by the fever of longing. Mystically interpreted,

Pravdsa corresponds to the Dark Night of the Soul. A number of pictures represent the lonely

wife or mistress whose darling has gone on a journey ; like the deserted yaksini of the Meghadiitd.

In many cases these unhappy heroines are supporting themselves by holding the branch of a tree.^

In one example ^ the moon is shining brightly, and the girl carries a fan ; she is scorched by the fire

of love, even while the cool moon is shining on her. The text reads

:

f^HRT f^rasz fw^% tI ^trt =^t^ mi iu « ^pT?i n

' For her whose darling is far away, the moonlight burns with the heat of the sun

:

For her whose darling is near at hand, the heat of the sun is moonlight-cool.' *

The sufferings of divided lovers are accentuated in the season of rain
(
Varsa). Thus Vidyapati

:

Impenetrable clouds are thundering incessantly,

And all the world is full of rain
;

Kanta is stone, and Love is cruel,

A rain of arrows pierces me

!

Here, again, it is just that which delights united lovers, which increases their suffering when

separated. This theme also may be dealt with in the Pahari drawings; in one such," for example,

a lady stands on a terrace, pointing to the stormy clouds, while she makes complaint to her sakhl

of her lover's absence. In the accompanying text, the clouds are likened to the host of mighty

elephants that were slain by Bhimasen in Bharat's fight, and the Virahinl complains that she has

* Late Kaijgra
;
my collection, vol. viii, f. 60.

^ Occasionally suggesting a Persian source. But more

likely connected with the old Indian motif of Woman and

Tree, which, if not originally Indian, was introduced into India

very early (Vincent Smith, History of Fine Art in India and

Ceylon, pp. 380-2).

' Drawing in red, Kaqgra, about 1800, vol. viii, f. 59.

* Cf. ' The moon appears melancholy to those that are

sad, and joyous to those who are happy.' (Japanese schoolboy's

essay quoted by Lafcadio Hearn.)

° Drawing in red, Kaqgra, about 1800, with eight lines

of kavitta.

H
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endured through the autumn, winter, and summer, only to suffer the more in the month of Asar.

Most likely this verse and picture belong to some set of illustrations to a Baramdsa, or poem on the

twelve months.

In another drawing * of the same kind the Virahinl or Prosita-preyasl dismisses her maids and
stands alone upon the roof, making her prayer to the passing clouds. This has the following verse

:

^ JTWt fW^^ ^ 'ffT ^ II

(1. 2 for read ^t<T^.)

' When she hears the thundering of the autumn clouds, the moon-face bids her sakhls not to go upon

the roof,

And seeing that the ground was full of drops of rain, the friendly nayakds gave ear unto the

(pleasant) crying of the peacocks and the cdtakas

:

The fawn-eyed lady wears a spotted veil that's bright of hue, and szris flowers are deftly woven in

her tresses,

With waning pride she stands and looks and prays the lightning and the leaden clouds " Give me
news of my dear Dark One."

'

A good number of drawings represent a girl offering food to a parrot that has escaped from

its cage. The parrot is the only diversion of the deserted wife. One such drawing ^ is inscribed :

^tiT II jfR^ ^Rt^ tftr n

' Since my Lord deceitfully went and has left me here on this shore,

Come quickly, O parrot, do not pain this troubled heart a second time.'

{Dvatvid/ia=-with duplicity. She begs the parrot not to add to her sorrows.)

Another phase of Pravasa called Smarana, the remembrance of past union (the third

degree of love-sickness), is exemplified in pictures where the ndyaka is represented as gazing

pensively at the amorous sport of her pet birds.

Other drawings represent the ndyakd—who is generally indicated or understood to be Radha

—

as in the later stages of love-sickness, such as the seventh, called Viyadhi, when the body is wasted

by the fever of love. A good example will be found on Plate xxvii, a. In this picture, of the early

17th century school of Jammu, the girl is stretched upon her bed, which is covered with cool lotus

leaves, and her maids are offering her cooling draughts and garlands of lotus flowers while

fanning her.

The situation is very well described by Vidyapati

:

The fire of sundering from herself devours her body in its flames . . .

To-day or to-morrow she is like to die,

Such burning love she bears !

Refreshing water, lotus leaves upon her bed.

Or oynement of sandal paste,

Each and all are flames of fire ...

All night she wends and wakes.

' Kar)gra, 19th century. My collection, vol. viii, f. 63.

* Coloured drawing, K5r)gra, about 1800. My collection, vol. viii, f. 31.
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A later picture ' very similar to this has the following text by the poet Dev

;

(^if^) II fWT? ^ ^R^T 9Tft ^ ^fr^ 55lf ^% TTf^T H

^S^fTT ^r^hR Wi ^ % tR mxjT di<*<.irH II

^tfe ^tfz Ti^f^T sfifr^ ^ t % ^ gra ^nift ^* %^ ^«TWf?f 11 '\ n

'In all her life she has not known the pain of separation from her lord, and howsoe'er (her maids) put

ice (upon her breast) she rises up at night,

And though her sakhis ply the fan, and eke in winter-time, her body trembles in her burning jealousy

of the other wife :

O Dev ! she utters only sighs, the tears are never dry (upon her cheeks), no word comes from her

mouth, her throat (is choked) with sobbing, she turns from side to side.

She turns and tumbles to and fro and lies upon the bedstead's edge, and, like a saphari (fish) that 's

out of water, jumps convulsively upon the bed.'

Another and more unusual subject is reproduced in Plate lxx, a ; the painter is shown at work,

painting upon the wall the likeness of a lonely woman and her absent lord. The painter, with a very

true appreciation of Indian ways, is represented in the accompanying text as having long delayed

to carry out the appointed work; he comes at last, however, and we see him engaged on it. We
need not suppose that anything like a realistic portrait is contemplated ; in such cases the painters

would have been quite content to represent types. In any event the picture is of considerable

interest as almost the only representation of the methods of work of the Pahan painters to be

found in any collection (there are, however, some portraits of Karjgra painters in the Lahore

Museum). The text (probably composed by the painter) inscribed on the present picture reads

as follows

:

^fTrT II ?rr^ % jftT ^* jfrr ?f^ ttot ^ttt jt?^ b

xjul; ^ g fft WRfT % ^ ^rr^ u^^' II

% ^iT^ ^Rtfr flrftfT % fMV^' II

tft f^T^ ^ M^I H

M ^ ^ II

She (Radha) :
' From evening to morning, and morning to evening the days are passing, and months

go by:

What do you know of the woes of another ? Only the sapient Krishna understands.

I gave you clean paper, fresh and shining like glass,

Ha, painter ! how many days have gone by and you have not drawn the picture of my
friend.'

He (the painter) :
' I shall so prepare the portrait of you and your friend,

That instantly shall the bodies of the divided lovers meet in the picture.'

Crow-craft. Closely related to the Prosita-preyasl, as well as to the Vasaksayyd Ndyaka, is

the heroine who draws omens of her lover's return from the behaviour of crows.

A number of Pahan pictures represent a heroine addressing a crow ; the girl stands at the door

of her house, and the bird is in a tree or on a roof. In some cases the bed is being spread for the

expected husband. The explanation of these pictures is to be found in the fact that the crow is

regarded as the messenger of separated lovers, and the crow's behaviour affords an omen.* Hence
it is that Vidyapati advises :

This is the cure for sundering's sorrow

—

Avoiding the cuckoo and taking sweets in hand.

Loudly summon the crows.

' Kaijgra, i8th century; my collection, vol. viii, f. 39. * Cf. the reference to 'crow-craft' in the Brahma-jda

sutla, 22 (Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, i, 19).

H 2
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A partly coloured Paharl sketch ^ has the following Panjabi inscription

:

^TtT?^^ 3^ xnt *raT =^1 l^^T^ H

^ ^srit Tj^ f*i% ^rit ^rst t=ii u ^TRTfi; k

' If my desire be fulfilled, on hearing the news from you I shall make your beak to be plated

with silver,

I shall give you to eat a ladle of excellent curl mixed with sugar and g'M :

Let me behold Tula Rama while yet I live, but bring him not only for a single hour

!

If you have seen my Lord a-coming home, then fly away from the cornice, thou crow
!

'

Here the heroine is, in fact, a Vdsakasayya Ndyakd ; for she stands at her door expectant, while

the bed is prepared in an upper chamber.

SAMYOGA

The phases of Love in Union—where the lover may actually see and touch the beloved—are

treated at great length by the rhetoricians : the drawings and pictures likewise are too many to

be described in detail. Typical examples occur in every series of illustrations of the Krishna Lila

;

others are to be found in the unique Nala-Damayanti series. Amongst the latter, some of the most

delightful represent the lovers seated side by side, and hand in hand, in rapturous admiration

of the setting sun or the rising moon.^ The same series, and some separate drawings by the same
hand, include also a number of love scenes of the utmost intimacy ; and in these the artist of the

Vaisnava tradition is able to combine the utmost frankness with the utmost tenderness and innocence.

Love in Union culminates in Identity; in the words of Vidyapati, ' Each is both.'

With the exception of a few ^aiva subjects treated from the standpoint of romance, the love-

scenes reproduced here properly belong to the Krishna Lila, and doubtless all depend on the work

of the Vaisnava poets. But it will be convenient to describe here those of the love-scenes which

treat of episodes not referred to in the Bhdgavata Purdna ; for here was an ample field for poet and

painter alike to represent the glory of the world according to their own experience.

The Bonds of Love. Few Pahari paintings are more attractive than the fragment reproduced on

Plate XLi. In order to understand this subject, it should be explained that a cakart, or whirligig

—

a familiar toy throughout India, from Ceylon to the Himalayas—consists of a small wooden, metal, or

ivory wheel, of which the rim is deeply grooved ; a string [caka-dord) is attached to the hub within

the groove, and by raising and lowering the hand the string is wound and unwound so that the

wheel runs up and down. For this reason the cakart is a symbol of restlessness, like the cakora and

khanjana birds. The theme of the picture now under consideration, however, is connected with the

string of the cakart, rather than with the movement of the cakart proper.

The picture shows Radha and Krishna on a terrace, with a background of meadow and lake.

Radha has just come out of the house to the right ; she stoops to loosen the string of a cakart that

Krishna has thrown to her ; the string is entangled with her bracelets, and while she seeks to loosen

it, Krishna lifts her chin.

The following text, detached from another picture, fully explains the intention

:

fft f^I^ '^^?^ PMi^Nd ff f^¥t^ ^TRifV i^rft II

'ft tTfr ^^iO(<*n fTT^ ^ ^ TTft n

* My collection, vol. viii, f. 44. Cf. ibid., f. 45. Also vol. ii, f. 96).

'Journal of Indian Art', No. 128, Fig. 12 (my collection, * Indian Drawings, x, ^.
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' Hari came forward twisting the string of a cakart, and I came forth with all my braids unbound

;

The cakarl he cast on my body and gave a jerk of its silken string about my bracelets

;

I bent to set the bracelets free, he lifted my chin and asked, " Are you freed ? " (I made reply :)

" By the word of God, heart is entangled with heart, and even though knot be loosed, the bond

may never break !

"

'

Lild-hava. In another picture^ there is illustrated the phase of love-expression described by

rhetoricians under this name. Radha and Krishna are walking towards a grove, across a meadow

:

Krishna wears Radha's bodice, veil, and skirt, Radha wears his crown, his yellow coat, and garland of

flowers, and she carries his flute and a lotus flower. The text reads

:

' The station of Radha being made Hari, and Hari Radha

:

The twain with affections reversed, even in such disguise, easily (win their) bliss.'

This exchange of clothes is a mark of love and identity, and is often referred to in this

connexion in Vaisnava poetry.^ It is the Lild-hdva of Ke^ava Dasa^ and other rhetoricians

:

Wheresoever play is enjoyed, the lover disguised as beloved,

There originates Llldhdva, says Kesava Dasa.

A somewhat similar motif is that of the Kar)gra drawings reproduced in hidian Drawings, ii,

Plate XII, where Radha's sakhls are dressing her in the clothes of Krishna. They are taking away

her dopatta, and handing over Krishna's cap and his flute.

Krishna Mana-chora. The idea of the chase of the soul, familiar to Western mysticism in

'The Hound of Heaven', is represented in the Krishna Lila under the image of seduction. Krishna

is the Great Deceiver {bare kapati), the Young Blade {chaila), the Thief of Hearts {mana-chora),

who lies in wait for the Braja girls as they go about their daily tasks. Countless songs repeat this

theme ; the following is typical

:

Whenever I fare to Jamuna^/^^/ to fill my jars

He catches hold of my dress and grips my hand,

Whenever I go to Gokula selling milk, he interferes with my affairs. . . .

He takes me by the wrist and shuts my mouth, he catches me and clasps me close,

—

I will make a complaint to Raja Kahs, then shall I fear thee nothing!

Drawings and pictures of the same type are abundant.'' In one recurring type Krishna is

represented as following Radha, but he cannot overtake her, for she will not listen to his pleading.

The example reproduced on Plate xlvii has the inscription

:

' Coming from afar, suddenly she hove in sight ; and turning her face to him with a smile, she took

the right-hand road

!

Krishna was shouting, "Wait one moment, hear my prayer", but she replied, "I hear, my Lord,

I hear, I hear ", and went away.'

In another sketch ° a similar text is given at greater length

:

(^)^ II fW ^fr Tf^ ^ TR^fiT t% ^ ^(f% f)t II

f^'W ^ ;5nrn? 'ht ^^ 'ftft fftr <i^«ri ^ ii

^ ^ frtf gf^TWrff g'ftf (t ^) FT II

' Kaqgra-Garhwal, about i8oo. Vol. viii, f. 35. * Some of these might be as well, perhaps better, classified

' Cf. Coomaraswamy and Sen, Vidyapati, 19 15, p. 176. under the heading of Purva Rdga.
' Rasikapriyd, Bhdvalaksana, 21. Dhanamjaj a, Dasa- " A rough sketch, partly shaded, Kar)gra, early jpth

rupa^ II, 60, has: "-Lild is the imitation of a lover in the century; my collection, vol. viii, f. 37.

actions of a fair-limbed maiden.'
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' Yonder blade, the Moon of Braj, as he went along, contrived to catch up with an artful maid (nayakd)

like a jasmine bud
;

Hearing his step and seeing him coming, her heart and body expanded; meeting there was, and
to-day she found both life and wealth.

Her gazing eyes were sunk in her head, and turning her face to him with a smile, the woman took

the right-hand road {g'alz)
;

Kanha stood still, and said, " Wait one moment, hear my prayer"; but she replied, " I hear, my Lord,

I hear ", and went away/

Another version ^ of a similar subject shows Radha and Krishna, again in the street {g'a/T) of

a town, and she avoids him by entering the door of her house : there is a different text, but partly

defaced, of which the first line runs :

^ftf^ % ^ jqr^ ^ B

* Afraid of Mohan, a frightened milkmaid entered the cowshed.'

Shelteringfrom rain. There is another song that begins :

' I delayed by that lovesick lad, the rain-drops pattered down, the lightning flashed, and all was

soaking wet.'

And this is paralleled in numerous pictures of Radha and Krishna sheltering from the rain beneath

a common umbrella, a single shawl, or simply a leafy tree. A drawing ^ of Radha and Krishna

sheltering under one large umbrella has the following inscription

:

(^.) II ^ ^Tn?T lER^ ?frT d)<^l1 ^ tTT^ % II

^ sli^rjir €t<T «^ aftfl ^ ^T*? #t tl ^^ZT% ^ II

cT^ ffr TTOT nfr w^^^ hit 1 wr^ \ w

' The terrible storm of the month of Magha (Jan.-Feb.) came in its strength, breaking and bending

and beating the trees,

The groves were unpleasing, cold prevailed, both were afraid, and under one cloth she clung

to ^yama,

Now did the shaft of Hari and Radha's umbrella bend aside, and then from the gathering of clouds

fell heavy rain

:

When day reappeared, there as it were in a single picture shone resplendent the Three Worlds'

beauty.'

A somewhat different composition is reproduced on Plate LViii ; here Radha and Krishna are

sheltered beneath a common shawl, and the other gopas and gopls are making the best of such

shelter as they can find. This picture has the following inscription

:

' Crying of peahens, calling of yokels, shrill crickets screaming, not a step can I take
!

'

A word is missing at the end of the line.

These pictures of Krishna and Radha sheltering from the rain must not be confused with those

of Krishna sheltering the inhabitants of Gokula from the storm of Indra, by lifting up Mt. Govar-

dhana, referred to on p. 34.

Other conditions of Samyoga are illustrated on Plates xxx, xli, xliii.

* A Kaqgra sketch, late i8th century; my collection, reproduced by A. Gayet in L'Art Persan (Paris, 1895), and

vol. ii, f. 28. absurdly entitled by him 'Adam and Eve'. It is impossible

' Karigra, 18th century; my collection, vol. ix, f. 36. If to allow that this 'Mani' could have painted in the i6th

chatra be substituted for paia in the second line of the text, century or founded a school in Persia. As a mythical Persian

it will suit the picture better; 'one cloth' is appropriate to artist Mani is perhaps to be identified with the founder of

the picture reproduced on Plate lviii. Manichaeism.

A late Rajasthani version of this subject, by ' Mani is



CHAPTER III

^IVA AND PARVATI

^AIVA and ^akta subjects are well represented amongst Rajput paintings, chiefly those of

Pahan origin.

Siva and Parvatl as Himalaya-dwellers, ^iva and Parvati are represented as they are described

in the Epics and in the classic Drama. He is above all the Himalayan Mahadeva, a fair ascetic

figure, having the crescent moon upon his brow, three-eyed, long-haired, having a blue-stained throat

and a serpent necklace, clad in a tiger or leopard skin, bearing a trident (trisula), ascetic's gourd

{kamandalu) and tabor {davmru), and his body smeared with white ashes ; he wanders with his bull

Nandi through the Himalayan valleys, poor and homeless; he eats the intoxicating fruit of the

Datura (Plate lxiv). His wife is Parvatl, the daughter of Himalaya, a purely human figure, the

ideal of a Hindu wife, as she is depicted in the beautiful dialogue of ^iva and Parvati reported

in the Mahdbhdrata (Anu^asana Parva, cxlvi). These twain are often accompanied by their children

Gane^a and Karttikeyya. They make their camp by a yogis fire. Such representations are often

informed with a warm lyrical feeling, and in particular, the whole story of diva's marriage is treated

from a romantic standpoint, strongly recalling that of Kalidasa's Kumdra-sambhava, The picture

reproduced on Plate lxv, for example, might well be an illustration to the eighth canto, where

following diva's marriage, the honeymoon is spent amongst the Himalayan forests. Parvati has

fallen asleep, even while ^iva tells her of the beauty of the night.

The full story of the marriage of I^iva and Parvatl I have seen serially illustrated in a portfolio

in the tosi-khdna at Mandi ; and the drawing reproduced on Plate lxiii, evidently by the author

of the Nala-Damayanti series (Plate lxii) of Kaijgra, is from a similar collection. Here the method

of continuous narration is employed, and three episodes are represented in one drawing. It is a night

scene, illumined by the burning torches of the attendants, and the Himalayan peaks are clear-cut

against the cloudless sky. On the left hand is the marriage pavilion, and the ceremony having been

completed, ^iva is taking freakish pleasure in tormenting the officiating Brahman
;

immediately to

the right, he makes amends, still more to the Brahman's embarrassment, by bending to take the

dust of his feet. Above this we are shown an interior scene where some other ceremonies (perhaps

a ndndi-§rdddha) are in progress
;
Himalaya and Mena, the parents of Parvati, are seated behind the

married pair, and the Brahman already mentioned, is now himself taking the dust of diva's feet,

and receiving his blessing. The whole drawing, both in respect of its partly humorous details,

characteristic of the folk-conception of ^iva, its representation of Parvati's veiled shyness, and in its

beautiful draughtsmanship, is of much interest.

Nearly all of the ^aiva and ^akta pictures are of interest from the standpoint of landscape,

for there is an intimate connexion between the deity and his mountain home, ^iva, the homeless

and wandering yogi, is essentially the genius of wild and lonely places, remote from the haunts

of men ; his are the great mountains and the wild forests, just as the flowery groves and peaceful

riverside and the village streets are the true home of Krishna. For Rudra-Siva-Mahadeva, and

Vishnu-Narayana-Vasudeva-Hari-Krishna are the two extremes of Indian theology, the aspects

under which God is apprehended in the forest and in the home. To one or to the other the soul will

turn according to its needs, only to find at last that these two are one and the same I^vara.

The mountain background, against which ^iva and Durga (the rdjasic aspect of Parvati) loom so

great, is well seen in the picture reproduced on Plate l, b, which reminds me strongly of the northern

mountain wall of the Karjgra valley. Here Durga rides upon her tiger, and she is eight-armed

and furnished with weapons, while ^iva marches in front bearing his trisula and triangular banner.
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Sivas dance. The conception of diva's cosmic dance, familiar in the south Indian figures of

Nataraja, does not appear amongst the northern paintings ; but certain other dances are represented.

In the picture^ reproduced on Plate lxvi, ^iva is dancing on the golden floor of heaven, while

Parvati is present in a rdjasic four-armed aspect, as Rajraje^vari. All the gods and rishis and the

gandharvas play the part of chorus. This appears to be the evening dance {samdhya nrttd) of ^iva

alluded to in the Bharatiya Ndtya Sdstra, iv. 13, and in the invocation of the Kathd Sarit Sdgara,^

and described as follows in the Siva Pradosa Stotra.

' Placing the Mother of the Three Worlds upon a golden throne, studded with precious gems,

Salapani dances on the heights of Kailas, and all the devas gather round him.

' SarasvatI plays on the vlnd, Indra on the flute, Brahma holds the cymbals marking time,

LaksmI begins a song, Vishnu plays on a drum, and all the devas stand round about.

' Gandharvas, Yaksas, Patagas, Uragas, Siddhas, Saddhyas, Vidyadharas, Amaras, Apsarasas,

and all the beings dwelling in the Three Worlds assemble there to witness the celestial dance and

hear the music of the divine choir at the hour of twilight.'

Sz'va and Pdrvatt enthroned. Another Kailasa picture represents Siva seated with Parvati in

a golden pavilion above the summits of the Himalayas, while amongst the mountains below

innumerable yogis and vairdgls are making their way towards their goal. This picture has the

following Sanskrit text

:

' To the divine Isvara (Siva), seated upon the summit of Kailasa, within a shrine bright as

a hundred suns, upon a gem-set throne, intent on meditation fearlessly resorted to by the Siddha

host, upon a day,

' Parvati Devi, daughter of the Mountain, humble in devotion, seated upon his left thigh, spake

this sentence for the good of all, the root of bliss : Hail to ^iva
!

'

Siva and Sakti in the lotus of the heart. The picture above referred to (p. 40),^ in which ^iva

and Parvati are seated within the pendent flower of a white lotus, has the following Sanskrit

inscription

:

f^l^WT fJT^clT^ rlWf^ TTWR^ H

fWJrR*n5 iri^

' Orn ! Let (the worshipper) with folded hands upon his head, meditate upon the Guru robed

in white, with the fragrance of white flowers, his hands in abhaya and vara pose (indicating " Fear

not " and " Bestowing "), wearing his own resplendent form, his two lotus eyes reddened by poison,

and embraced by his beloved, whose face is radiant and who bears a rose lotus in her left hand.'

The birth of Gaijgd. A favourite subject is the legend of the descent of the Ganges * ; a good

example of this subject is reproduced on Plate lxv. In pictures of this type we see Siva and Parvati

seated by a yogi fire, while a little below stands Bhaglratha, the great-grandson of Sagara, by

whose austerities the Ganges was brought down from heaven for the lustration of the slain sons

of Sagara. The river fell first upon the head of ^iva, and was lost in the wilderness of his matted

locks ; and only the further penances of Bhaglratha moved the Great God to set her free ; she is

represented as falling in a fountain from his head on to the earth below ; and truly, it is to the

god of the Himalayas that the Hindus owe the waters of their most sacred river, for were it not

for these mountains and these forests, what should draw down the waters from the monsoon clouds ?

* Reproduced in colour in Selected Examples of Indian

Art, Plate n. The original in the collection of Babu Gago-

nendronath Tagore. Another in my collection, vol. viii, f. 17.

' Kathd Sarit Sagara, translated by Tawney, Calcutta,

1880, p. I.

' My collection, vol. iii, f. 36. The text is a typical

dhydna mantram.

Valmiki's Rdmdyana, Valakandam. My collection

includes four other Pahari pictures and drawings of the same

subject (vol. iii, ff. 12, 13, 25).
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^akti. It has already been observed that Parvati may also assume the form of a rajasic many-
armed goddess, riding upon a tiger. We must understand that Siva, the great yogi, is more
contemplative than active in character, while it is his ^akti— Devi, Uma, Parvati, Durga, Kau^iki,

Kali—who is the mother of the worlds of sensation, and who fights the battles of the gods against the

demons. The essential worship of the Sakta sects is that of God as the Mother ; to these worshippers

of Sakti, the supreme deity is feminine. This view is expressed in the following verses of a hymn
included in the Devl-bhdgavata :

^

I call to mind the Mother of the whole Universe,

Who has created this world of the real and unreal,

And who by Her own energy, with its three modes,

Protects it, destroys it and plays.

I take refuge with Her, the Mother of all

Who exists in all in the form of energy.

and in the following attributed to Sarjkaracarya :

Shineth forth the Devi, born of the snowy mountains,

Her beautiful hands are like some rosy leaf . . .

It is She with whom Siva seeks shelter

:

Who stoops beneath the weight of Her breasts,

Whose words are sweet.

The Destroyer of sickness,

Ever and all pervading,

Tender vine of Wisdom and Joy.

^akti as demon-slayer. The Candi Parva of the Markandeya Purdna describes the great battles

undertaken by Devi on behalf of the devas, and in particular, her defeat of the buffalo-demon

Mahisasura.2 In older Brahmanical art, as well as in the Paharl paintings, Devi is constantly

represented in this character of MahisamardinI, the slayer of Mahisa. There is the closest

resemblance of conception between such pictures as that reproduced on Plate lxviii and the stone

relief of the same subject at Mamallapuram (yth-Sth century).^ In the Pahari painting, Durga,

accompanied by the ganas of ^iva, drives forward on her tiger-drawn car to battle with the great

buffalo who rushes against her. On her side all is light and clear, but over against her all is

overshadowed by heavy clouds and the black body of the buffalo ; from that side also the fore-wind

of the approaching storm sweeps towards the goddess, bending back the branches of the trees and

tossing the locks of the ganas. In the whole range of Pahan painting there is scarcely anything

more animated and more charming than the two groups of Siva's boy hosts, who are represented

in the literature and the older sculpture in dwarf or even less sympathetic forms.

Another picture type equally resembling older designs well known from India and Java,* recurs

more frequently
; here Durga rests her foot upon the buffalo, and is about to slay the demon himself,

as he emerges in the form of a dwarf from the buffalo's severed neck, while Durga's tiger buries

his teeth in the severed head. Gods and rishis gaze upon the scene in amazement. In many
representations Durga is aided by her tdmasic emanation Kali. In other pictures the conflict is

not with Mahisa in particular, but with the asura hosts in general. In these, the figure of Kali

is often drawn with admirable skill and understanding ; she is represented as an aged and unlovely

woman, four-armed, dark-complexioned, with pendant breasts, and a fiery tongue that she stretches

forth to lap up the demon hosts in its scorching flame.^

Another demon-slaying picture is reproduced in Plate xxvi, a. Here Durga is seated on the

flank of a dark and towering mountain, and has flung against the asura some weapon that devours

^ Skandha I, ch. ii. < Ibid., Plate xxxvii.

* See also the Mahisamardim siotra of the Tanlrasdra, ° Indian Drawings, ii. Plates xvi, a and xviL Others in

translated by Avalon, Hymns to Ihe Goddess, p. 88. my collection, vol. iii, ff. 5-7 ; also a good example belonging

' Visvakarmd, Plate xlv. to Mr. William Rothenslein.
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him in flames. The lurid colouring of the original adds to its dramatic effect, and much of this

is lost in the reproduction, where the dark mountain is not distinguished from the horizon. This

work is inscribed with the following Sanskrit text

:

^tt^ <t 'Twr'^wrrrf'^^ ii % ii

' Thus it is said : She destroyed the asura Dhumralocana (Smoke-eye),

Making the sound of Hum^ forsooth, Ambika burnt him to ashes then and there.'

Another moment of the demon-slaying Devi is represented in Plate l, a. In the Mdrkandeya
Purana it is explained that the devas were oppressed by the asuras Kumbha and Nisumbha,

and repaired to the Himalayas to invoke the aid of the goddess. Then came forth from her the

emanation known as Siva or Ambika, and said that she it was whom the gods had invoked to destroy

the demons ; she is called Kausiki, because she sprang from the kosa or frame of Devi's body. Our
picture is inscribed with the following Sanskrit text from the Mdrkandeya Purdna :

fiP3?T^: II

* Sprung from Her bodily frame, ^iva spake (and thus is Kausiki sung in every sphere), she

appeared to Canda and Munda, the servants of Kumbha and Nisumbha.' ^

In the tdmasic aspects of Devi she is essentially the Destroyer, the Terrible; and the Saktas say

that the sweet and complete resignation of the self to such dread forms of the Divine Power is

characteristic of the highest stages of spiritual development.^ ' Though the Mother beat him
',
says

Ramaprasada, 'the child cries "Mother, Mother", and clings the tighter to her garment.'* We find,

for example. Kali and Siva dancing together in the cremation ground, surrounded by half-burnt

corpses and dancing goblins. In another drawing Parvati is seated in the cremation ground beside

her Lord, stringing for him a garland of the heads of the slain—the heads of a myriad Brahmas.

Kali rejoices in the battlefield and in the deaths of men. A very beautiful picture reproduced here

(Plate Lxviii) represents her as the Power of Dissolution (Samhara-^akti) ; she has slain and devoured

a king of men, whose cast-off raiment lies by her feeding bowl, while with one of her four dark hands

she pours the water of lustration on his bones ; for all alike must fall at the hands of Time. In

this work also the relations of Purusa and Prakriti—Being and Becoming—are clearly expressed

;

for ^iva is represented by the silent liygam in the shrine, while it is the Goddess who acts and

moves.

* A terrible sound of roaring and threatening, uttered by

Devi in her battles.

^ Mdrkatideya Purdna, ch. Ixxxv.

^ ' For the Mother is only terrible to those who, living in

the illusion of separateness (which is the cause of all fear),

have not yet realized their unity with Her, and known that all

her forms are those of beauty.'—Avalon, Hymns io the Goddess,

P- 3-

Death has no terrors for the self that is one with That
' which is not slain when the body is slain '

—

na hanyate

hanyamdne sanre—but becomes a spectacle that awakens

a profound and lyrical intuition.

Cf. ' Quand il aperfoit les Stres qui se ddtruisent les uns

les autres, toute jeunesse qui se fane, toute vigueur qui fl^chit,

tout g^nie qui s'dteint, quand il voit face a face la volont^ qui

ddcrdta toutes ces sombres lois, plus que jamais il jouit de

savoir et, rassasi^ de v^ritd, il est formidablement heureux.'

—

Rodin, L'Art, ch. ii.

* Dinesh Chunder Sen, History of Bengali Literature,

p. 714.



CHAPTER IV

THE EPICS

Probably if we could survey the whole development of Indian painting from beginning to end we
should find that the Rdmdyana and the Mahdbhdrata afford its most constantly repeated themes.

Apart even from the Hindi Rdmdyana of Tulasi Dasa, the great epics represent the household

literature of India, and with the Puranas have formed the general medium of popular education.

These epics enshrine the models upon which character is shaped, and it is through their popularity

that Brahmanical culture has deeply permeated the whole community. It is in this way that the

whole nation has been raised to a level of high cultivation without feeling the necessity for universal

literacy.

THE RAMAYANA

The epic stories have been so often retold in English that it appears unnecessary to do more

than summarize them here.

In the Rdmdyana, Rama, an avatar of Vishnu, is heir to the throne of Ayodhya. By the intrigue

of his mother-in-law Kaikeyi, he is banished for fourteen years, while his brother Bharata acts as

Regent. Rama takes up his abode in the sub-Himalayan forests, with his wife Sita and brother

Laksmana. While living in the forests, Sita is carried off by the demon Ravana, who appears in the

guise of a Brahman, while Rama and Laksmana are decoyed away by a magic deer. There follows

a great war for the recovery of Sita ; in this war Rama is aided by Ravana's brother Vibhisana,

and by a great army of bears and monkeys, above all the redoubtable Hanuman. The siege of

Laqka, the stronghold of Ravana, is long and bloody ; in the end Ravana is slain and Sita recovered,

and all return to Ayodhya in triumph. The Rdmdyana was composed by Valmiki, and by him

taught to Kusi and Lava, the two sons of Sita ^ (Plate lxi).

The Siege of Laykd. The most important serial illustrations are those represented in Plates xxi-

XXIV. Of this series I have six coloured examples and nine sketches ; these measure 33 x 24 inches,

and were originally preserved in a large portfolio. They come from the Jammu area, and date from

the earlier part of the 17th century. The whole series may have extended to fifty or a hundred

numbers ; it is unique in size and historical importance. To be associated with these is the sketch

reproduced on Plate xxv.

The Ramayana subject reproduced on Plate xxi illustrates the episode of the rdksasa spies ^uka

and Sarana, and is inscribed behind with six and a half slokas of the twenty-fourth ^ chapter of the

Larjkakandam of the Rdmdyana of Valmiki ; the inscription begins :

ffr Mfd^tft fM^: II ^iffwr *4^i?^1 mA'iHOM+n u

and ends with the rubric

T<?n^ wr^% ^Tff^^r^f^iftTf^ #TTT^ft^ '^gfW^r ^r^^rr «iRdNi fMW^ ^"*«K*u-

giving the subject of the picture as 'The capture of Suka and Sarana by Vibhisana and the stern

speech of ^ri Ramacandra '.

* The Maharaja of Benares possesses an iSth-igth-century

manuscript of the Ramayana (JRamacarila-rndnasd) of Tulasi

Dasa, illustrated by many pictures, not very meritorious, and

best described as late Rajput, with Mughal influences. Repro-

ductions are given with Growse's translation, published at

Allahabad in 1883, also by Vincent Smith, History of Fine

Art in India and Ceylon, Plates xlix-lxxi. The India Office

also possesses several pages of an illustrated Ramayana of

considerable interest.

' Twenty-fifth Yuddhakandara in the translation of M. N.

Dutt.

I 2
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The story runs that Rama having crossed the ocean with all his army, was arrayed before

Larjka. Ravana sent out his two counsellors, ^uka and Sarana, disguised as monkeys, as spies to

report on the monkey army. They beheld the monkey host in countless numbers, some already

seated, some about to take their seat, an innumerable roaring host. Vibhisana detected their

disguise, and led them before Rama. Despairing of their lives, they admitted that they had been

sent by Ravana to report the numbers of the monkey host. Rama laughed, and gave them leave to

see all that they would, and to return unhurt.

Another spy episode is represented on Plate xxii, and this is inscribed behind with the long text

reproduced on p. 79.^ After receiving the report of Suka and Sarana, Ravana sent out more spies,

Sardula and another. They were again detected by Vibhisana, and Sardula was brought before

Rama. He was allowed to go free, and also the other, but not without being roughly handled

by the monkeys. On returning to Ravana, Sardula, still full of fear, communicated the result of

his journey.

In both these pictures several of Valmiki's descriptive passages are vividly realized ; the

monkeys, yellow or tawny, and some white with coppery faces, ' innumerable troops going to and fro,

leaping and resting by turns . . . long-tailed, roaring like mighty clouds, irresistible as tigers . . .

these are gazing upon Larjka, as if to lay her waste . . . and these whom thou seest there, like mighty

banks of sable clouds, like dark collyrium, puissant, innumerable, dwellers in the mountains, in the

country-side, and by the rivers, these dread bears are marching upon thee, O king. . . . Lo ! one like

to a mountain, Dhumra s younger brother, a lord of the bears, like to his brother in beauty, greater

in prowess. And this captain of leaders hight Jambavan ; mild is he, obedient to his superiors, and

fierce in fight.' ^

The half-picture reproduced on Plate xxiii has no inscribed text, but illustrates the temptation

of Sita by Ravana. Ravana entering the Asoka grove, came before Sita and assured her that Rama
had been defeated and slain, and invited her to become his wife, ' the mistress of all my wives '.

' And bring hither,' he added, ' O Vidyajjibha, from the battlefield the head of Rama.' This forms

the subject of the next picture in the series, not reproduced, where the head and the bow—illusory

forms created by magic—are shown to Sita, who is made to believe in Rama's death, and herself

desires to die.

The remaining pictures and drawings in my collection, from this series, follow the course of the

many battles of the siege of Larjka. One is reproduced on Plate xxiv, and illustrates the moment

where Indrajit, the son of Ravana, himself remaining invisible by magic art, overpowered both Rama
and Laksmana with showers of arrows. In vain the monkeys ranged the sky in search of the hidden

archers. The bodies of Rama and Laksmana were wholly covered by the furious arrows of Indrajit,

which changed into serpents, and streams of blood were pouring from their wounds ; bound by the

shafts, they knew no rest. There was not so much space upon their bodies unpierced as could

be measured by a finger, they were wounded with arrows up to the tips of their fingers. Bristling

with arrows, they fell like heroes. Breathing low, they lay upon the field in pools of blood, and the

leaders of the monkeys—after the battle— sat around them with tear-charged eyes.^

The latter phase is represented in succeeding drawings, as also the arrival of Garuda, the friend

of Rama and vdhana of Vishnu, at whose presence the arrow-serpents slide away in terror, and

the heroes are restored.

The Forest Exile. From Kar)gra I have seen only isolated pictures, of which by far the best is

the forest scene of Plate xlii, b, A more romantic treatment is represented in Plate lx, where

Laksmana is extracting a thorn from Rama's foot.

Rama enthroned. An extremely familiar subject, met with in all localities, is that of Rama and

Sita enthroned, attended by Laksmana with a chauri, and by Hanuman, who kneels at Rama's feet.

An 1 8th- 19th-century Jaipur work of this type is reproduced by Mr. Havell, Indian Sculpture and

Painting, Plate lii.

^ The last four and a half slokas correspond to the * Chaps, xxxi, xxxii in the same,

opening of chapter xxx of the Yuddhakandam in the translation ^ Chaps, xliv seq. of the Yuddhakandam, in the trans-

of M. N. Dutt. lation of M. N. Dutt.
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# THE MAHABHARATA

The Mahdbhdrata turns upon the wars of the Kurus and Pandavas. The Pandavas, or Five

Sons of Pandu, are respectively Yudhisthira, Bhima, Arjuna, Nakula, and Sahadeva ; their bhnd

uncle Dhrtarastra rules in Hastinapur, and has a hundred sons, the Kurus, of whom the chief is

Duryodhana ; but Yudhisthira is appointed heir-apparent. The five Pandavas are banished at the

instance of Duryodhana. They become allied to Drupada, and marry his daughter Draupadl. They
return to Hastinapur and receive a share of the kingdom. They found Delhi, and become prosperous

;

but the jealousy of the Kurus is as strong as ever. The story runs that the Five Pandavas were

invited to a festival at the Kuru court, and while there, Yudhisthira was persuaded to gamble with

Sakunl ; the latter played unfairly, and won in succession Yudhisthira's wealth and kingdom, his

brothers, himself and Draupadi. Draupadi was dragged before the court by the evil Duhsasana,

with Duryodhana's approval. Duhsasana attempts to strip her naked. The Pandavas are beside'

themselves with rage, but helpless. But Draupadi, calling upon Krishna, was preserved by a miracle,

for as garment after garment was unwound, another appeared beneath. Meanwhile a bitter argument

was carried on, as the result of which it was at last admitted that Draupadi could not be staked

by one who had already lost his own freedom. She stood free, and was given two boons by

Dhrtarastra ; she chose the freedom of Yudhisthira and his brothers. But it is agreed that all

must go into exile for thirteen years. The prophecy is made that at the end of that time the

Pandavas will utterly destroy the Kurus, and this was fulfilled in the eighteen days' battle which

concludes the story of the Great War.

The Gambling Scene. In my experience, Mahdbhdrata illustrations are comparatively rare

amongst the Rajput paintings, though I have no doubt that many examples exist.^ In the present

work I am only able to reproduce three, but these are of great importance. The ' Gambling

Scene', both as the crisis of the Kuru-Pandava quarrel, and from an Indian standpoint the most

tragic of events, and perhaps also because this is one of the points in which the cult of Krishna

is specially emphasized—Draupadi herself being one of the Forty-two Beloved of the Lord (Hari-

vallabhas)—has deeply impressed the Hindu imagination. I reproduce in Plates xxxvi, xxxvii, a

two examples, both Early Kaijgra, and perhaps by the same hand, and both of the first rank.

The larger of these, in the collection of Mr. W. Rothenstein, bears the following inscription :

II ^if^ II 5fNr f^TRR f ^ ^ ^ ^TT^ ^HiO ^ H^rrft f ii

HwrT^ 3T% ftRi xnT«i %* ^ 'ftt ^ f'Tfrft % ii

^x^ ^ w?; wr: wtvr »ft^^ ^n^r ^i!t ^wt 1ft frft % ii

^r. (^T^) II % ^^jwr^ ^ %^ ^rdr ^^rft ii

»fhRT ^ ^ 1ft II

»pIT Nflt ^^fW 5^ ^T^t^TR f^ft II

WTrl 1 fMf1H< g ^fT II ^ II

^ffTI!I 9T^"R ^ff! ^ WRrT fwt II II ^ II

' Drupada's daughter cries aloud in her distress, " O thou Protector of the weak, this vile Duhsasana

has seized my dress.

While Partha (Arjuna) my love, forsaking might of manhood, does not stir, and Bhima looks upon

the ground with hanging head and full of fear."

(Then Krishna, saith the poet) Bamsi Dhar, increased the cloth until it reached the sky, and Bhisma,

Karna, Drona, and the whole assembly stared astonished, (asking)

" Whether is the woman in the cloth, or is the cloth in her, or is she made of clothing, or is it

(nothing but) the woman's dress ?
"

' I have not thought it necessary to refer here to the Exhibition, 1883, vol. iv), for this is an almost purely Mughal

well-known illustrated Razmndmah {Mahdbhdrata) at Jaipur, work. Some reproductions are given also by Vincent Smith,

(dated by Abul Fazl's Preface, a. d. 1588, and well known by loc. cit., Plate Lxv.

Colonel Hendley's reproductions in Memorials of the Jeypore
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' " I am a woman all too weak, and base Duhsasana roughly drags the garment from my body "
;

Bhisma, Karna, Drona's hearts are hardened ; all are gazing upon Bhima
;

With lifted arms is Draupadi seen, (and cries) " Why dost Thou tarry ?
"—(saith the poet) RamaGum

—

" My dress is falling and I am wellnigh naked ; save Thou my honour, O my Lord, the Wearer of

the Yellow Cloth."

'And in that assembly did the Blessed One protect the honour of Draupadi.' ^

The Death of Bhisma. At more than one point in the Eighteen Days' Fight of the Mahdbharata

there is an interlude, where voices are heard above the battlefield, speaking both of earthly duty and

of things beyond death ; once in the dialogue of Krishna and Arjuna, known as the Bhagavad Gitd,

and once in the Death of Bhisma. The former event has been often illustrated, but I know of no

important example. The Death of Bhisma, however, is represented with adequate grandeur in

the example reproduced on Plate xxxvii, b. It should be understood that Bhisma was the friend

and preceptor alike of the Kurus and Pandavas, but fought for the former. Bhisma fell on the

tenth day, seeking death by his own wish. ' There was not in his body
',
says the book, ' a space

of even two fingers' breadth not pierced by arrows.' When Bhisma fell, the hearts of all sank

with him. Pierced all over with arrows, his body did not touch the ground, but he lay on a bed

of arrows
;
there, ' having recourse to that Yoga which is taught in the great Upanisads, and occupied

with prayer, he remained at peace, expectant of his hour.' He would not die while the sun remained

in the southern solstice, but waited for its turning northward. A truce was called, and the kings

of either party, putting off their armour, went to honour the dying knight ; and amongst themselves

they conversed in friendly fashion, as of old. Bhisma's head hung down, he asked for a pillow

;

and when he had refused soft cushions, Arjuna took three straight arrows and supported Bhisma's

head on these. ' Thou hast given me, O Pandava,' said Bhisma, ' a pillow that becomes my bed

;

even so should a Ksattriya sleep on the field of battle on his bed of arrows.' Bhisma prayed

Duryodhana to be reconciled with Yudhisthira, and to restore his lands ; but Duryodhana would

yield nothing. So the kings took their leave and went to their tents, to join the battle again on

the morrow, leaving Bhisma well protected, abiding the hour of his death, ' like the sun about to set
',

or ' a fire about to go out '.

^ The last line is Pafijabi prose. It is remarkable that

Draupadi does not here appeal to Krishna by the name of

Dvarakanatha, as in the usual versions. The verses are by

two poets, Barnsi Dhar and Rama Guni. The former, in

collaboration with a poet of the name of Dalapati Rai (of

whom I possess a good late Mughal portrait inscribed Munshi
Dalpat Rai of Farokhabad) produced a work entitled Alam-
kdra Ratndkara in Sainvat 1791 (a.d. 1734). From this, if

we assume the inscription to be contemporary, we may infer

that the picture cannot be earlier than the beginning of the

1 8th century. The poet Rama Guni has not been identified.

The following corrigenda, for which I am indebted to

Pandit Shyam Bihari Misra, are assumed in the translation :

1. I, for ^TJT; 1. 2, for 3T%, for ?Tft,

^^1r for ?flt%; 1. 3, #f f^^T;

1. 4, for the third %, and ending TT^^ ^T^t %

;

1. 6, before cfiill read and oR^ "^K for ^¥t; 1. 7, before

^T^T 3pft read f%51, and ending for ^i^Tt; 1. 8,

ftfft ^ for ftrl, omit ^, and read ^f?f for tHT.



CHAPTER V

BALLAD AND ROMANCE

Hammir Hath. It can hardly be doubted that the great Rajput epic known as Pritvirdj

Rasdu has been illustrated at some period by Rajput painters ; but I cannot refer to any extant

examples. Nor have I ever seen any old illustration of the story of Padmavati of Chitor, the subject

of the beautiful allegory of Malik Muhammad. But another tale of Rajput chivalry, the history

of Hammir Deb of Ranthambhor has been often illustrated by Pahan painters. Hammir's dogged

valour and heroic death at the hands of Alau'd-din Khilji have given rise to innumerable proverbs,

and have been celebrated in poetical works in many languages of India. The earliest and most

popular of these are the Hammir Rasa and Hammir Kdbya of Sararjg Dhar. The story goes that

one of Alau'd-din's generals incurred the displeasure of his master, and took refuge with Hammir
Deb. Alau'd-din consequently besieged the fortress of Hammir Deb, and the siege lasted three

years. When the last straits were reached, the refugee implored the king not to destroy his kingdom

and lose his life for the sake of one stranger. Hammir would not entertain such a thought for

a moment, and it was arranged to make a last sally. The queen and all the women of the palace

at the same time determined to take their own lives, rather than fall into the hands of the enemy, or

remain alive after the death of their husbands. The sally succeeded in putting to flight the remnants

of Alau'd-dln's army ; but Hammir was killed by an arrow. ' Few there are ', says the poet, ' who
would thus abandon a magnificent palace, a young, beautiful and devoted queen, and endless treasure,

to protect the life of a refugee.'

I have seen at Mandi a considerable series of pictures illustrating this story ; and my own
collection includes an incomplete set of seventeen unfinished drawings, and one complete, and two

from other sets. Of the former, no. i6 has the short legend . . . Sri Raja Habirde djhd ledd (His

Majesty Hamblr Deb takes leave) ; this drawing shows the Raja taking leave of the queen, before

making the last sally. In subsequent drawings the fight is proceeding, while the women of the

palace take their own lives, fulfilling the terrible rite of ihejauhar.

The vitality of this tradition, and the reaction of poetry and painting, one upon the other, are

illustrated in the following particulars of a later version. The Benares Nagarl PracharinI Sabha has

published two poems on Hammir, of which one is the Hammir Hath of Chandra ^ekhar of Patyala,

who was born a.d. 1798, and died in 1875. The poem was composed in 1845. The poem is based

on a series of pictures in the Patyala library. The circumstances of the Raja's commission are

related in vers. 3-5 of the poem, as follows :

' ^ri Narendra Simha Raja, always the ocean of kindness, considering my lack of means, bestowed his

kindness on me, he the great and.the good.

Calling me near, he laid on me his commands :
" Here is a Hammir Hath, do you compose the

beautiful story in excellent verse."

By the Maharaja's order, just as I found it painted in the pictures, so ^ekhar has composed in

Bhasa
;
my dear friends, find no fault with it.'

These pictures I have had no opportunity of seeing, but most likely they are still preserved

at Patyala ; and it would be a pleasing task to publish the pictures, together with a translation

of Chandra ^ekhar's composition.

Nala-Damayanti. The old story of Nala and Damayanti has been retold in several vernaculars,

and apparently illustrating some such version is the incomplete but very important series of forty-

nine unfinished drawings in my collection; the last of these is numbered 112, A few from the same

series are to be found in the Calcutta School of Art collection. These drawings, of which a typical

example, the ' Svayamvara of Damayanti ', is reproduced on Plate lxii, exhibit late Karjgra art at its
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best. Considered as compositions, indeed, they often lack unity ; but separate groups, such as are

reproduced in Indian Drawmgs, II, Plates ix, x, are of unsurpassed charm and dignity. The manner
of the whole work recalls the Botticelli drawings to Dante. Apart from their aesthetic qualities they

afford a detailed picture of the daily life of a Rajput court of the Panjab Himalayas, such as is

available nowhere else. The series seems to end without representing any later events than the

young lovers' honeymoon, and for this reason I suppose it is not directly based on the old form of

the tale, which is included in the Sanskrit Mahdbharata of Vyasa.

Sohnl-Mahmwal. The Panjabi folk-tale of Sohni and Mahmwal I have never seen illustrated by

a series of consecutive pictures, but is a favourite subject of what in this case had best, perhaps, be

Figure 6. Sohni-Mahlhwal. Traced from a Panjabi drawing of the i8th century. Sohni crossing the river to join her lover

(whose figure is here omitted owing to awkward retouching in the original) beside the fire lit for her guidance. Reduced.

called Panjabi artists.^ The usual Sohni-Mahlnwal pictures (including one in my collection bearing

the inscription quoted in Fig. i, no. ii), indicate a night scene; on one side a hermit by his hut,

in the middle of the picture a river, across which Sohni is swimming, supported by an earthen

pot inverted, and on the other side a buffalo-herd, Mahmwal, seated under a tree, and playing on

his pipe. Most of these are interesting, but I have never foynd a really good example. The outline

drawing here given in Fig. 6 is traced from a simpler version, where no buffaloes are indicated,

and there is no hermit ; the treatment is more archaic, and indeed exceedingly beautiful. The figure

of Mahmwal is omitted, as it had been interfered with in the original, and could not be faithfully

traced. The crisis of the story, it should be mentioned, turns on the discovery of the girl's nightly

visit to her lover ; her brothers substitute for the baked earthen pot one of unbaked clay ; and when

this melts away in the water she sinks and drowns.

Padumdvati. A late manuscript of Malik Muhammad's poem, in the India Office Library, is

lavishly illustrated.

Laild-Majnun. This subject is occasionally treated, in imitation of Persian or Mughal originals.

Sassl-Punun. I have seen one Panjabi version.

• The reader must not allow the necessary use of the arrangements Jammu is a part of Kashmir, Karjgra is in the

word Pahari to obscure the fact that a large part of Rajput art Pafijab, and Gahrwal belongs to the United Provinces,

could properly be described as Pafljabi. Under present political



CHAPTER VI

ragmalAs

What Indians regard as the essential basis of music is rdga. This term is sometimes translated

as 'melody-mould'. A rdga is a selection of notes—in Northern India, from the scale of twenty-two

—

combined in certain characteristic progressions, and with certain notes more emphasized than others.

Rdginls are modes of the rdgas in which certain notes are omitted and the progressions and emphasis

differ. These rdgas and rdginls are the foundation of every art-song ; to sing, is to improvise within

the limits of the appropriate rdga or rdgint. What is most important to observe is that each rdga

and rdgini has a definite sentiment or ^^oy : it is also definitely associated with a certain hour of

the day, and sometimes with a particular season. It has been shown that there is a real musical

basis for this association of rdgas with a particular hour and sentiment.^ It may be remarked

that the rdgas and rdginls have originated in more than one way; the four sources generally

recognized are (i) folk-song, (2) poetical works, {3) devotional songs of the yogis, (4) the composition

of professional musicians. These origins are often indicated in the rdg names, such as Pahdri

(mountain), Hindola (a swing), Jogl (ascetic), and Sdrayg (from Sarar)gdeva, a musician of the

13th century). Other names refer to the sentiment of the rdga or rdgini, or to their effects or

appropriate hours, as Vasanta (spring), and Dipaka (lamp). Thus it is that each rdga and rdgini

has more or less definite associations.

The rdgas are personified, like the devatd of a mantram ; so that to mis-sing a rdga or rdgini

is to break the limbs of a god or goddess. The rdginls are the wives of the rdgas. According

to the system of Hanuman in most general use, there are six fundamental rdgas, and each has

five rdginls. But the number of systems is considerable ; in some, beside the rdgas and rdginls,

there are also hybrids, called putras or sons. All these are described in the technical works on

music, of which the earliest extant is the Ndtya-sdstra of Bharata (5th century). The early works

are all in Sanskrit ; whether these were ever illustrated, as is very likely, we do not know. But

from the second half of the i6th century, or even earlier, onwards, it became the fashion to compose

Rdgmdlas, or sets of verses describing the rdgas or rdginls, in Hindi, and these works are constantly

illustrated. Many of the illustrated Rdgmdids are full of confusion, but the early examples are more

authentic, and it would probably be easy to compile a ' correct ' edition of the more important and

most frequent types.

These illustrations have been made the subject of unnecessary mystery. They are simply

intended to express pictorially the ^^09 of the rdga or rdgini represented. The picture does not

necessarily represent the rdga or rdgini as a visible devatd ; it represents the circumstances appropriate

to his or her invisible presence. ' Our songs ', says Rabindranath Tagore, ' speak of the early dawn
and the embroidered starry midnight sky of India; our song is the world-sundered separation pain

of dripping rain, and the wordless ecstasy of the deep madness of the early Spring, as it reaches the

utmost limits of the forests.' ^ It is in this way that the associations of the rdgas and rdginls

afford ample material for illustration. The pictures are, as it were, a commentary on the modes, a

sort of musical analysis or criticism interpreting the modes to those whose language is more visual

than musical. It is true that in Europe we are nowadays accustomed to such interpretations only

in words, and more recently also in dancing ; but there is no reason why they should not be as

well or better given in pictorial paraphrase.^ It should be noted that most of the rdgas and rdginls

' A. H. Fox-Strangways, The Music of Hindustan, 19 14,

p. 154.

Jibansmrti, p. 175.

' That there is nothing unique in the paraphrasing of

K
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have for their burden some phase of love, either in union or separation ; in such cases, as in the

pictures of ndyakds, the lovers represented are always Radha and Krishna, and the art is essentially

religious. The same names constantly recur in the words of the same songs. Thus each song

of the Gttd Govinda is sung to a particular rdgint, and a picture of the same circumstances could

be a picture of the rdgint. Nor is there here any mystery ; since art is essentially expression, it

follows that one and the same passion may be expressed in every art.

The representation of certain of the best known rdgas is fairly constant. The following are

easily recognizable : Bhairava is the form of Siva so called ; Bhairavl is a Siva puja. Khambdvatl

is a Brahmd puja (Plate vi).^ Hindola, as indicated in the name, is a swinging scene, the swingers

are usually Radha and Krishna. Tori is a woman playing the vtnd, and deer are attracted by the

music (Plate xii, b). Dcsdkhya is an acrobatic scene. Dhandsrl is a girl drawing the portrait of

a man, which she shows to the heroine, who recognizes her beloved ; as in the story of

Aniruddha and Usa, where Citrarekha paints a picture of the former (Prema Sdgara, ch. Ixiii).

Vasanta is a dance, or the representation of the Holi festivities (Plate iii, b). Megha-malldra is

a dance of Krishna in heavy rain (not unlike Plate xviii, a). Gujari is a woman playing music

to a peacock. Bibhdsa is a love scene, the man shooting a flower arrow from the bow of Love.

Many of the others are less constant; in this respect, practically the same could be said of

the pictures as of the rdginls themselves. A majority are love scenes or Orphic motifs ; several

of the types shade off into one another, just as the absolute distinctness of the actual rdga may
be blurred by the introduction of even a single foreign note. On the whole the most reliable sources

for identification available to me have been the British Museum MS. Or. 2821, and my own collection

of twenty-three ; these are in fair agreement, but not without discrepancies.

The following is a typical list of rdgas and rdginls ; the six rdgas are those universally regarded

as fundamental (though sometimes known under other names), while the names of the rdginls are

somewhat more variable

:

Bhairava Rdga : with the Rdginls Bhairavl, Nata, Mdlavl, Patamanjarl, and Lalita.

Mdlakatisa Rdga : with the Rdginls Gaurl, Khambhdvail, Mdlasrl, Rdmakall, and Gunakall.

Hindola Rdga : with the Rdginls Vildval, Tori, Desdkhyd, Devagandhdrl, and Madhu-mddhavi.

Dlpaka Rdga : with the Rdginls Dhandsrl, Vasanta, Kdnhrd, Vardrl, and Purvl.

Megha-malldra Rdga : with the Rdginls BdTjgdll, Gujjarl, Gaura-malldra, Kakhubhd, and Bibhdsa.

Sri Rdga : with the Rdginls Pancam, Asdvarl, Seta-malldra, Keddrd, and Kdmodinl.

This system is followed in the important British Museum MS. Or. 2821; this is 17th century

Rajastham, resembling my Plates v and vi. British Museum MS. Add. 26,550, has an almost

identical arrangement, but different text, apparently by a poet of the name of Abhirama.

Two examples in the style of MS. Or. 2821 are reproduced here; there is another of the

same series in the British Museum, and I have a fourth. The inscriptions have been painted

over with clouds, but this alteration has been almost contemporaneous with the original painting.

All these are especially remarkable for their rendering of architecture, which is of the characteristic

Rajput type, and the basis of 17th century Mughal. Nowhere else is the architecture represented

with so much sympathy and understanding; and this special interest compensates for a certain

lack of vitality in the figures. The same types of composition and architectural detail are found

pictures into music and vice versa appears in the facts that (i)

this method is employed by the North American Indians to

communicate their tunes, (2) Beethoven is said to have worked

to a 'picture in his mind', and (3) Moussorgsky, Rakhmaninov,

and Liszt all composed works inspired by particular pictures

('Athenaeum', Feb. 6 and Sept. 4, 19 15). Observe also

the use of one and the same terminology in the criticism

of European music and painting, as in the case of ' Nocturne '.

Millet's 'Angelus', like the Chinese 'Temple Bell', shows

correspondence between visual and aural images. As

regards the colour symbolism, it may be noted that each

of the 'nine Rasas' or emotions—Love, the Heroic, the

Disgusting, &c.—has its proper colour, a notion that also

reappears in Chinese mythology, and even in Europe where

we speak of black wrath, of seeing red, and of green-eyed

jealousy. Needless to say, the pictorial illustration of music

adds nothing to its meaning, but it may sometimes help to

make the meaning clearer to the mind that is not typically

musical.

^ The constant recurrence of this subject in the Rdgmalds

forms one of several indications of the considerable antiquity

of such representations.
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in the Ragmala already often referred to, British Museum MS. Or. 2821. Of the two reproduced

here, the snake-charming scene (Plate v) represents Rdgini Asdvart. This is like no. 35 of the

British Museum volume.

The second example (Plate vi), representing a Brahma puja, is Khambdvati Rdgini, like no. 19

(which should be no. 9) of British Museum MS. Or. 2821, and others in many collections.

An earlier and finer work in the same style is the Gaurakarl Rdgini of Plate iv, like no. 27

of the British Museum volume.

Even more important than any of the above-mentioned series is an imperfect set of twenty-three

rdgas and rdginis from which examples are given in Plates i-iii. These were obtained in Delhi,

and are Rajastham of the i6th century. The name of the master rdga is inscribed on the front

of each, and on the back is written in a later hand a descriptive Hindi verse.

These dohds correspond in most cases with those of British Museum MS. Or. 2821, but the

latter gives for each rdga ten lines of caupdi in addition to the dohd. Thus the text for Vasanta

Rdgini ivi British Museum MS. Or. 2821 reads

^^^nt II ^ ^ n

^ wrrt jwft 'ilTTt II

jj^ g^hii xrrtxjT ^M*iO ft^ ^ f^^wff ^mc^ h

^tfT II TRrT f*?f^ ^^T^^ II

ftRi ^hr^ ^^ ^^ II II

of which the dohd only is inscribed on the back of the original of our Plate iii, b.

Translation

:

' The pleasant Vasanta is a giver of bliss, my friend,

She enacts the plays of the season of Spring,

Putting on the shape of Purusa,^ what is the song she sings ?

And with all her companions has made herself fair.

Unparalleled colour, mangos in flower.

Settled upon them are the swarms of deep-murmuring bees,

Soft are the scented zephyrs, and the waters very pleasant,

Women disport in delight beside their lovers.

Her comrades sing with the kokil's voice

To the excellent noise of the tune of the music.

Singing and dancing, absorbed in pleasure, roaming through groves and forests deep,

Keeping her beloved Dlpak in her heart, a great heap of bliss is in that Vasanta!

The following dohd is inscribed on the Madhu-madhavi picture reproduced on Plate i.

Obverse : ffrifr^, 5. Reverse : ?Twn^ft TTfM^ ft^l^ ^

:

^ iTT^ ^ »^ f^JKK II

' Madha-madhavi (" Honey-sweet") Ragini, of Hindola:

A woman fares on abhisdra to her lord and king Hindola

:

The eye sees less than all, and eye is at variance with thought (so dark it is).

In other words, the sentiment of this rdgim is that of the Abhisdrikd ndyakd. British Museum
MS. Or. 2821 has a different picture and text for JVIadha-madhavi. The two other rdginis reproduced

from this series are Mdlkaiis (Plate iii, a) and Gaurai^malldrd) (Plate 11).

* Purusa, the ' Eternal Male
',

represented as Krishna.

I have another very similar version of Vasanta Ragini in the

style of the above. The British Museum MS.(Or. 2821) example

shows Krishna with milkmaids enjoying the Holi festival,

throwing coloured powders, &c. The cult of Krishna is closely

associated with the spring festivals.

K 2
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There remain to be noticed a series of rdga pictures of the Dogri Pahari or Jammu group.

These very provincial drawings are far from rare, though I do not know any in Europe outside

my own collection and Mr. W. Rothenstein's. The Ragmala usually illustrated is evidently one

of the more elaborate types, for it includes rdgas, rdginis {bhdrajds), and putras. The versions differ

considerably from those already noticed. As examples, it may be mentioned that Gujari Rdginl,

wife of Dipaka, is a single girl with a vind in a grove (another version has a second girl and two

deer) ; Rdniakall Rdginl, wife of ^rl Rdga, is a girl holding out cups of milk to a number of cobras

emerging from two sandal trees
;
Rdga Bhamardnanda, son of Mdlakaus is a yogt dancing violently

to the drumming of a girl with a tambourine (the only representation of a tambourine I have seen

in any Indian painting). Ahirl Rdgini, wife of Hindola, shows girls before a house, offering milk

to cobras emerging from earthen pots. Devagl {Devagandhdri) Rdgini, wife of Hindola, is a ^iva puja.

It should be noticed that amongst the numerous Mughal paintings of Hindu subjects there

are many founded on the pictures of rdgas and rdginis, treated from a more romantic and less

symbolic standpoint. A partly Mughal version of Kakubhd Rdgini is reproduced on Plate xvii, r.

Bhairavl Rdgini, converted into a romantic Siva piija night scene, is also a favourite subject.^

* E.g. Selected Examples of Indian Art, Plate i, which subject. Pictures of this sort should be classified as Mughal,

was then erroneously described as ' Rajput ' on account of its notwithstanding they are derived from Rajput prototypes.

#



CHAPTER VII

SEASONS, ANIMALS, LANDSCAPE

Among the themes of Rajput painting we must not omit to mention the Seasons, as described

in the Bdramasa poems of the Hindi singers. An example of such a series of paintings, illustrating

poems by Ke^ava Dasa, forms a part of the British Museum MS. Add. 26550; but as these works,
' apparently of the 1 9th century ', have little merit, and I have not met with any others, no example

of a Bdramasa (Twelve-Months) or Kliat-ritu (Six-Seasons) painting could be given here. But

the general character of such art is indicated in the pictures reproduced in Plates xvii, a, and lviii
;

and a work more properly of this type but with some Mughal elements, is reproduced in colours

in Mr. Havell's Indian Sculpture and Painting, Plate lxviii.

We do not find in Rajput art any of those beautiful portraits of individual animals which are

a feature of 1 7th century Mughal ^ ; and even of less individual studies I can hardly recall a single

example except the late Rajasthani drawings of a Rhinoceros and Elephants reproduced in Indian

Drawings, ii, Plate xxii. We do find a few examples of animal combats, but many of these are

derivative from Persian or Chinese prototypes ; some brilliant late examples are to be found in

certain 19th century Jammu (?) drawings of conflicts of panther and boar.^

The conflict of elephant and crocodile has already been referred to (Plate xxi and p. 39) ; and

this subject very well illustrates how in Rajput paintings, as generally in Hindu art, animals

are made the symbols of general ideas
;

while, on the other hand, in Mughal paintings they are

represented with greater curiosity and without arriere-pensee? The Hindus, like the Japanese,* were

constantly attracted to the representation of certain aspects of nature ; not from any romantic point of

view, but because by association or by some virtue of their own such other forms of life served to

evoke a vivid mental image. ^ And thus, when the key is given, we can recognize in many themes

which might at first glance seem to be trivial or merely genre, an unexpected content of introspective

thought. A PaharT picture of a girl with a fawn is reproduced on Plate lxxi, a (also xlviii, a),

amongst many examples of the same subject, of which the verse inscribed gives the clue :

' Who has escaped the net of nature, O bewildered deer ?

The more you would warily run, the more are you tangled therein
!

'

The pet deer, though it has escaped the dangers of the chase and the pitfall, is yet attached

to the beautiful maiden, and is likened to the soul entangled in mdyd. This thought recalls the

Vedanta use of the terms mrga-jala and mrga-trsna, 'deer-water' and 'deer-thirst', that is to say

mirage, or illusion. In the Psalm of the Buddhist Ratthapala, too, the individual who seeks not

the pleasures of this world but the Abyss {nibbdna), is likened to the deer for whom the trapper

* E. g. Indian Drawings, ii, Plate xxiv.

^ My collection, vol. viii, f. 29.

' Havell, Indian Sculpture and Painting, Plates lxi, lxii.

Of certain animals brought from Goa, Jahangir wrote, ' Among
them were a few animals which excited my curiosity and

which I had never seen before ... as the animals now before

me were of such exquisite rarity I wrote a description of them

and ordered that their pictures should be drawn in the

Jahangirl-nama with a view that their actual likenesses might

afford a greater surprise to the reader than a mere description

of them' (Elliott, History of India, vi. 331).

* Sei-ichi Taki, Three Essays on Oriental Painting, 1910,

p. 14, 'The Japanese adore natural objects not so much on

account of their external beauties as for their efficacy in

suggesting mental reflections.'

" Thus in early Indian literature we find similes of the

great man as undefiled like the lotus, unshakeable as a

mountain, patient as the earth.
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lays his net in vain.^ In the same way in various pictures of women watching wild or tame birds

there is an unmistakable preoccupation with the thought of Transience, as if it could not be forgotten

that

Nought here abides, here standes no thing stabill,

For this false world aye flittes to and fro.

Thus the following inscription was seen on a picture of a lady at play with a partridge

{cakora) on a marble terrace

:

(xn^ for tr¥7T)

' Hither thence, and thither hence, not a moment stopping,

Never resting, like a cakarl, turns and comes and turns and goes.' ^

Cakarl is a wheel-top that runs up and down a string (cf. Plate xli and description on p. 53).

The thought that naught abides is also, I think, reflected in 'Watching the Wild Cranes', of

which I have several versions, one by Mola Ram inscribed :

^

II ^IZT^^ ^ I

gWTT^ g'l ^ Tft Tft TTT^ 11 ^ II

' Ascending the balcony, regarding the clouds, the flashing and moon-like woman
Holding before her face the necklace of pearls, "Stay, O stay", she prays the cranes!'

The picture shows a girl looking up from a high balcony at the passing cranes, silhouetted

against the black clouds, and she holds up her pearl necklace, as if to bribe the birds to linger.

The flight of birds has appeared to Indians from very early times, a strange and beautiful

phenomenon. Thus they are likened to men who have attained their freedom :
' Men who have seen

Nibbana', says the Dharmnapada (92), 'their path is difficult to understand, like that of birds in the

air.' The same metaphor occurs also in Mahdbhdrata, xii, 6763. One of the Buddhist hermits

sings :
*

Whene'er I see the crane, her clear bright wings

Outstretched in fear to flee the black storm-cloud,

A shelter seeking, to safe shelter borne

Then doth the river Ajakarani

Give joy to me.

It is scarcely necessary to dwell on the important part that is played by the cows that are

constantly represented in the Krishna paintings. These sacred cows for their part share to the full

the milkmaids' rapturous adoration of Krishna. ' Shall not the cows be loved as mothers—the cows

whose milk was greedily sucked by the divine child of Devaki, as it flowed from their udders at

the sight of Him, in even greater tenderness than for their own young ?'^ Hinduism is sometimes

called the worship of cows and Brahmans ; and not without truth. ' He
',
says Manu, ' who giveth up

his body and his life, in defence from danger, of the Brahman, and the cow and the woman and

the child, he, though he be a Sudra, shall attain forthwith to the perfection of soul that even Brahmans

attain only by long practice oiyoga.' ^

With kindred sympathy is represented Nandi, the old bull which is the vehicle of ^iva, or who

* C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Psalms of the Brethren, p. 313.
^ Cf. the poem of Buson

:

The movement of the world of men,

Is ceaseless as the wagtail's tail.

Gci'xaA^txX'ixn, Japanese Poetry
, p. 239.

^ My collection, vol. v, f. 20.

* C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Psalms of the Brethren, p. 186.

But it must not be supposed that in every picture where

white birds are seen in flight, outlined against the black

clouds, a special significance attaches to the birds; for this

motif is often merely incidental. In the drawing referred to

on p. 49 for example, though birds are represented, it is the

clouds, and not the birds which give the key to the subject.

In Plate viii the treatment is decorative.

^ Vishnu Bhdgavata, x (i), vi. 38.

* Manu, X. 62.
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bears the load of wood for his yogi's fire ; his fellow may be seen every day in the narrow streets of

any Indian city, wandering up and down like a family pet, and perfectly at home. Buffaloes are

introduced in pictures of the Sohni-Mahmval legend ; and from quite another standpoint the great

buffalo form of Mahisasura stands for the powers of evil in the typical representations of Durga-

Mahisamardim (Plate lxviii). She rides herself upon a tiger, and she fights for the Devas against

the Asuras in their battles.

The sensibility of serpents, deer, and peacocks to the strains of music is proverbial, and forms

the theme of many of the raginl pictures. Monkeys, of course, are represented with special sympathy

in all the Rdmdyana paintings, as animal in their impetuosity and human in their love. Hanuman is

counted amongst the ' Forty-two Beloved of the Lord'.

It will be seen that in almost all these cases the representation of animals is not from motifs of

curiosity, but as embodying certain general ideas. Thus, the standpoint, though very sympathetic, is

also apparently anthropocentric ; and this affords a parallel to the treatment of animals in Indian

folklore, where they are always made to think and act like human beings.^

Figure 7. Hanuman fighting the raksasas of Larjka ; from a Jammu drawing of the 17th century.

Rajput art in these respects seems to be nearer to European (especially Early Italian and

Gothic) than to Chinese art, where landscape is regarded as the highest theme, and the constant

aim is to lead out man's thouofht from self into the universal life around him. But the Indian

anthropocentric attitude is not really litH the European, for the European consciousness has never

been able to realize intuitively the unity of all life, and is hampered by the old Semitic animism
that discovers in man a soul that does not exist in animals and trees. European art assumes for the

human personality a distinction not merely of degree, but of kind, and so divides the consciousness of

Man from that of Nature. The Indian artistic tradition is that of a race that finds the undivided Self

in every living thing, and even in what some would call the inanimate, and so it easily recognizes

and sometimes even exaggerates the essential likeness of animals and men.^

We have said that in Indian literature the animals are made to act and think like human beings,

and the same tendency appears in the sculptures and paintings, such as the yogi cat at Mamallapuram,^

or the talking geese of the Hamsa Jdtaka at Ajanta. But where European art only accomplishes

' It has been pointed out by Benfey (Einleitung zur behave as animals according to their own nature.

Panschatanira) that in this respect the Indian fables differ ^ Ci.'Dt\is%en, Philosophy 0/ the Upanishads, ^t. 198.

from the ^sopic stories. In the Indian stories animals ' Visvakarmd, Plate lxxxv.

behave as men in animal forms; in the ^sopic stories they
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a similar reading of human attributes in the life of non-human creatures as a sentimental tour deforce—
sentimental because all the time an essential difference of constitution is assumed—Indian art is

inspired with the deep conviction that human and animal life differ only in degree, and that all must

travel on the same road towards the same goal of ultimate knowledge of the Brahman. Animate

and inanimate must alike be sensitive to the accomplishment of spiritual purposes. It is thus with

deep sincerity, rather than conscious humour, that Indian animals are made to play the part of men,

and often to surpass their human fellows in nobility and faith.

There is, indeed, another way of representing Nature, where the whole significance of wild

life and mountain scenery is found precisely in what they really are in themselves, apparently inde-

pendent of edification and symbolism. This supreme and universal art is illustrated in such works as

the Indian Monkey Family of Mamallapuram,^ and those of the great Chinese painters of mountains.

But here, too, a more penetrating study reveals philosophic conceptions underlying the interpretation

of Nature—and were it otherwise we should be dealing rather with illustration than art. The philosophic

study of Nature has only been made possible for Europe by the development of modern science ;
^

here also, though in another way, the mind has learnt to escape from the circle of its own thought,

to realize the impartiality of Nature, and to overcome the naive belief that it is for man alone that

the earth yields her fruits, and for his service that the animals were specially created. For these

reasons, European animal and landscape art, in any case a late development, has never achieved

results that are comparable with the Nature-art of the Far East, especially the art inspired by Taoist

and Zen Buddhist thought. Even Indian art, though it excels in the representation of animals, has

never created a school of landscape painting comparable with that of China.

In Indian representations of animals, however, the practical considerations most often predomi-

nate ; such and such an animal is a protector from demons, or the vehicle of such and such a god. To
these considerations Rajput painting offers no exception. The birds and deer are symbols of general

ideas, and landscape is always background for the human or divine actors.

In Indian poetry we find much mention made of flowers, seasons, murmuring bees, the beauty of

the silver moonlight, and the savour of the southern zephyrs. But in general, this is not from the

standpoint of disinterested contemplation, but arises from the influence which Nature exercises upon

human sentiment. When, in the Nala-Damayanti drawings,^ we see the lovers seated hand in hand

rapturously watching the rising moon, the painter is more concerned to represent their common
happiness, than to put before us an interpretation of Nature, otherwise than as the nature of the

hearts of men. When the poet speaks of flowers, it is to find a wealth of similes for the perfections

of his heroine. When Krishna praises the forest trees, it is for the shelter they afford to other

creatures, and their patient suffering of the sun and rain :
' Lo ! these are come into the world, and

how much they have taken upon themselves, and what happiness they bestow on men !

' When
Radha weeps at Krishna's loss, as she stands in the woods all alone, ' Hearing the sound of her

crying, all beasts, all birds and trees and climbing plants were weeping too.'

The elephant is a symbol of grace, the wagtail of a rolling eye ; the dark clouds and the tamdla

trees are like the body of Krishna ; the peacock rejoices in the rain, the ' peewit ' cries, ' My love,

my love '. The lotus is now a lover's toy, now the image of a woman's hands or the feet of a divinity
;

and again the secret flower in the heart of man ; or beneath the feet of any deva, or as a spiritual

throne, it marks an other-worldly origin and immaterial purity.

Thus in Rajput art it is not through landscape or through animal painting that the highest uni-

versality is reached. There is no such philosophic interpretation of Nature, as we recognize in Chinese

representations of mist and mountain, dragon and tiger. The universalism of Vaisnava art is attained in

another way ; its philosophic language is that of human love ; its pairs of opposites—Mist and Mountain,

Yin and Yang, Being and Becoming, Rest and Energy, Spirit and Matter—are typified by Man and
Woman. All the interplay of their relationships is the history of the courtship of soul and body, and
involves the ultimate recognition of their unity. In this convention of its own, so different from and

' Visvakarmd, Plate lxxxiii. " E.g. Aliotta, The Idealistic Reaction against Science, London, 1914, p. 460.

^ Indian Drawings, ii, Plate x, 4.
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complementary to that of Chinese Art, the Vaisnava art of Hindustan is none the less the Indian

equivalent of Ch'an or Zen Buddhistic culture of the Far East. Each in its own way achieves the

union of Nirvana and Samsara, renunciation and pleasure, religion with the world, Man with Nature.

The representation of Nature, on the other hand, is never from a romantic point of view.

It is not for picturesque effect, but because He is the Great God of the mountains, and ParvatI

is the daughter of Himalaya, that these twain are represented as dwellers in the Himalayan forests,

and that snow-clad peaks rise up about them ; not for the sake of effect that the lightning flashes

in the inky sky, and the rain pours down in torrents, but because the representation of the darkness

and the storm emphasize the self-forgetful courage of the Abhisdrikd ; it is not as scenery that

Mt. Govardhan is represented, but because the image of Sri Natha-ji was discovered there ; it is not

a sentimental intention that represents the deer as listening to the music of the vina, but because

for these believers music had actual power to charm the shyest of the shy, and to change the face

of the outer world. Nothing points the distinction of Rajput from Mughal painting more clearly than

the fact that when the Rajput subjects are imitated or repeated by the Mughal artists, picturesque

elements are immediately developed, and the meaning is forgotten ; the religious art is secularized.

It is none the less true that the landscape elements in Rajput art exhibit great variety, and

might well afford materials for a separate study. On the whole there is a movement from an early

formal and decorative treatment to the more naturalistic art of Karjgra. But comparing Plates ii

and IV we see that even in the i6th century there existed side by side very different degrees of

convention
;
while, on the other hand, some of the oldest formulae have survived in full vigour

almost to the present day.

That the Rajput landscapes are essentially Indian, not like the typical Persian mountains that

are derived from Chinese prototypes, no one can fail to recognize who knows the sandy plains of

Rajputana and the Panjab, the little hills and swift rivers of the sub-Himalayan valleys, and the snowy

peaks of the inner ranges. So with the trees and flowers : mango, plantain, palm, and lotus are

all Indian, and so are the dark tamdla trees and flowery creepers of the groves of Brindaban. Only

the cypress and the ' weeping willow ' may be Persian borrowings. The deodar is only very rarely

represented, for Rajput art belongs to the plains and the outer valleys, not to the inner hills.

What is the source of the Indian sympathy with infra-human lives ? It is to be found in the

ideals and in the culture of the Forest-dwellers. Rajput art does not differ from other expressions

of Indian sentiment in laying much stress on the Vanasrama, the life in forest hermitages. These
asylums were the abode of peace and learning, where reside the sages ' crowned with asceticism, and

resembling smokeless flames
' ; there the wild deer go to and fro at will, and fiercer creatures are

as gentle as the deer themselves. There man lives in perfect harmony with nature ; and from that

source is derived the essential inspiration of Indian culture and the illumination of everyday life.

The affection with which every Indian looks upon the ideal life of the forest hermitages, as it is

represented in the Aranyakandam of the Rdmdyana and in Sakuntald, is reflected equally in pictures

such as are here reproduced on Plate lxi, representing the forest home of Kusi and Lava, and

Plate Lx : in the words of Rabindranath Tagore, ' The hermitage stands forth as the place that

has done away with man's aloofness from plants and creepers, birds and beasts. . . . The Hindu sages

did not shut themselves up in brick and iron cages of their own making ; where they dwelt the vast

universal life had unfettered communion with their life. . . . Thus it was that they could realize their

own life by connecting it with the vaster life all around them. To them their environment was not

dead, vacuous, or detached.' ^

* The Springhead of Indian Civilization, translated by Jadunath Sarkar, 'Modern Review', December, 19 12.

L



CHAPTER VIII

PORTRAITURE '

Portraiture is the typical mode of Mughal painting. Its predominance there and comparative

subordination in Rajput art, exactly reflect the characteristic bias of the Mughal and the Hindu

culture—the one deeply interested in individual character and in passing events, the other in ideal

types and symbols. Even human figures—such as those of the milkmaids of Brindaban—stand

essentially as symbols of general ideas. It is just this difference which makes the Mughal art so

relatively easy of comprehension to modern students and the religious art more difficult. The
Mughal art at its best very adequately exhibits the dignity of man. But in the main it simply reacts

to an objective magnificence, and represents the splendid pageantry of royal luxury and sartorial

refinement ; it is distinguished because its material is distinguished. Rajput art is inspired by

a supernatural generosity which transfigures common and everyday experiences and homely events.

These broad generalizations are subject to certain exceptions, and in a large collection of Rajput

paintings we meet with more and more interesting portraits than might have been expected. If many of

these are plainly influenced by Mughal fashions, they have none the less a well-marked character of

their own ; never so prudent or so meticulous as the common run of Mughal work, they are simpler

and more monumental in design ; but they never, or hardly ever, attain the marvellous refinement of

the true Mughal delineation—perhaps the highest level that miniature portraiture has ever reached

—

nor its penetrating insight into the character of the individual represented.

Some characteristic Rajput portraits from Jaipur are reproduced in my Indian Drawings, ii.

Plates XVIII, XIX, and xx (i, 3). In the present work these are supplemented only by a small series

of Dogra works from the Jammu district (Plates xxxiii-xxxv), and a late Kaggra group of goldsmiths

(Plate Lxxv, a). These examples, together with the sensitively drawn Boy-warrior oiIndian Drawings, \,

Plate xiii, may be taken as typical for the Pahari types. A good example of the Sikh assemblies is

reproduced on Plate lxxvi.^

* The following reference to Sikh portraiture is of interest : 'Von Orlich in 1842 was present at a durbar of Shir Singh's,

at Lahore, and takes notice of the presence of native artists whose employment then, as it had been from the time of the first

Mogul emperor, was to take portraits of the different personages composing the court. " On occasions of this kind," writes

Von Orlich, " it is customary for the Indian nobles to bring the artist attached to the court to take portraits of those present.

The painter of Shere Singh was, therefore, incessantly occupied in sketching with a black lead pencil those likenesses which

were afterwards to be copied in water colours, in order that they might adorn the walls of the royal palace ; and some of them

were admirably executed. I was among the honoured few, and the artist was very particular in making a faithful representation

of my uniform and hat and feathers." '—Quoted by H. H. Cole, Catalogue of the Objects of Indian Art . . . South Kensington

Museum^ London, 1874, p. 64. Observe here the general dependence of Sikh portraiture on Mughal tradition, the introduction

of the lead pencil, and the interesting fact that the portraits were designed for palace walls.



PART III. ALLIED ARTS AND THE PRESENT DAY

CHAPTER I

ALLIED ARTS

Poetry, music, and dancing have already been alluded to as inseparably associated with Rajput

paintings. It will be desirable to refer here also to certain minor arts more closely allied to painting,

and more amenable to illustration. One of these arts is the cutting of paper stencils, as practised in

Mathura, Delhi, and Jaipur, and probably in many other cities of Hindustan. The stencils are used

in the preparation of temporary pictures upon any smooth horizontal surface, by means of coloured

powders, just as a design is transferred by pouncing through a pricked cartoon.

If the design is to appear in more than one colour, a like number of stencils must be prepared,

and accurately registered by means of side notches.

The subject-matter is generally Vaisnava, but any Hindu theme may be dealt with ; one finds

also many frames and elaborate patterns, and realistic animals, buildings, flowers, and trees. These

stencils are often very brilliant in design and execution, a fact the more surprising when it is realized

that most of the available examples are of late 19th century workmanship. Their character is so

clearly indicated in the accompanying reproductions (Figs. 10, 11) as to need no further comment. In

many respects they represent a later stage of Karjgra realism.

Closely allied in effect to the stencils just referred to are certain lithographed illustrations (Figs. 8, 9),

resembling woodcuts, found in the Hindi printed chap-books. Very often these follow closely old

Rajput designs, as in the case of the Krishna subject here reproduced from a pamphlet printed in 1864.

It must be confessed that in many cases these lithograph illustrations are of little merit, and

they are not to be compared with the brilliant drawings of a century earlier, such as the example

reproduced in Fig. 3. Nevertheless, they show considerable appreciation of the principles of book-

illustration, and have a good decorative effect in place on the pages. In exceptional cases, such as the

accompanying ' Well of Love ', these illustrations become truly beautiful, and are comparable with

good Italian woodcuts of the 15th century. It can hardly be doubted that if printing had been

introduced into India before the decadence of Rajput art, and had the early Rajput draughtsmen

known how to cut their drawings on wood (as might easily have been the case by a slight adaptation

of the widely practised art of industrial block-cutting for cotton-printing and embroidery), books

of the highest aesthetic value might have been produced. We must look upon this possibility as an

opportunity that was just missed.

The mere writing or printing of the Nagari character, however, if at all skilfully accomplished,

by itself produces a page of great nobility. The example given here (Fig. 1 2) is of average merit,

neither very poor nor especially good. It is important to bear in mind that Nagari and other Hindu
scripts are never treated from the standpoint of calligraphy, nor is there any intimate connexion

between writing and draughtsmanship, such as exists in China and Persia. Fresco painting was

already well developed before the writing down of sacred texts became at all general.

Another art, in some respect more closely connected with Rajput painting, is that of embroidery

as practised in the hills. I refer especially to the embroidered scarves and handkerchiefs {rumais), in

silk on cotton, formerly made in Chamba and Karjgra. These reproduce exactly the subjects and

mannerisms of Karjgra paintings, and in some cases the pictorial matter of the needlework is

accompanied by appropriate texts in stitchery. Vaisnava themes predominate, but some examples

L 2



Figure 9. The Well of Love. Lithograph illustration from the title page of the Dilbahalaval Hindika (n. d., but late

1 9th century). The subject is perhaps ' Fair maids, who haunt the well of Love ' (Vidyapati) ; and cf. Kabir, ' There Love is filling

her pitcher from the well

Lithograph Book-illustrations following Rajput tradition.
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8o SUBJECT-MATTER OF RAJPUT PAINTINGS

are of geometrical design, and resemble samplers. The work is executed in satin stitch, and follows

a brush outline drawn on the cotton surface, just as the painting follows the drawing on paper. ^

Kashmir embroidery is of a different type. In Jaipur, however, will be found a school of chain-

stitch silk embroidery on cotton, best exemplified in the gaddis or shield cushions, which protect the

knuckles from the interior of the shield. There is a very fine collection of these in the Maharaja s

armoury at Jaipur. The subject-matter of the embroidery is mainly Hindu. Very similar in technique

to this art, again, though not having the ground completely filled, is that of the silk-embroidered

cotton floor-coverings, which are occasionally met with in Jaipur, and are frequently represented

in Kaijgra paintings, chiefly in portraiture. All the embroidery here referred to is in one way or

another closely related to Rajput painting, but especially so in the case of the Pahari rumals}

Crafts that fully and properly belong to Rajput painting are the decoration of playing-cards, and

that of the lacquered shields of Bikaner. Examples of the former are given on Plate lxxvii, a and b.

The nearest actual parallel to Rajput painting, which perhaps we ought to regard only as a

special sectarian phase, is seen in the decoration of Jaina books.^

Mediaeval sculpture comparable with Rajput paintings can here be only glanced at. Speaking

generally, the two arts are not very closely connected, and the sculpture is inferior to the painting.

This is partly explicable by the fact that in sculpture the old Brahmanical types predominate,

representing, just as in contemporary Jaina and Sinhalese Buddhist art, the continuation of an

old tradition without fresh inspiration. In Nepal, however—the 'Central Pahari' area immediately

East of Garhwal—a vigorous imager's tradition in cast and beaten copper gilt has survived almost to

the present day. Most likely, when more material is available, it will be possible to trace a continous

development in Nepalese art, beginning with the early types of about the 9th century, which show

well-marked Gupta characteristics, passing with change, but comparatively little loss, through the

more abundant work of about the loth century, to the careless productions of the present. This

history will afford some parallels to Rajput painting.

Nepalese art, or the same art on the borders of India proper, is partly Vaisnava. Thus my own
collection includes not only an early Vishnu of the sdstrlya type, in the style of the Avalokitesvara of

Visvakarma (Plates xi, xii),but also a later, perhaps i6th century, beaten copper-gilt relief of Krishna

with Radha (Plate lxxvii, c), extremely like a Rajput painting. Krishna wears the typical pointed

crown, the points lotus-tipped, and he carries a tasselled flute and wears a garland of flowers ; but

he is four-armed and attended by Garuda, features which do not appear in Rajput drawings.

The Vaisnava brasses of Hindustan rarely exhibit a similar vitality; but some of Bala-Krishna,

a crawling child with a pat of butter, are meritorious. Certain early figures of Krishna with the flute

(Plate LXXVII, c), attended by gopis and cows, however, exhibit real feeling, and seem to belong as

much to the neo-Rajput as to the old sdstrlya traditions.

For stone images, Jaipur is still the great centre of production for all Northern India, supplying

impartially all sects. But the tradition is of little immediate vitality, and the Krishna figures are

insipid.

Thus there is some evidence to show that a school of sculpture related to Rajput painting,

and inspired by the same movements of thought, has existed : but the number of good paintings,

so far as known at present, greatly exceeds the number of good brasses.

We have not yet spoken of architecture, which is of some importance for our study, not only

because the white walls of Rajput buildings have been constantly painted, but because the buildings

themselves have been very faithfully depicted in many of the smaller drawings. It cannot be too

clearly emphasized that the characteristic civil architecture of Hindustan is essentially old Hindu

and Rajput. The arguments for this have been so fully set out by Mr. E. B. Havell {Indian

Architecture, 19 13) that they need no recapitulation here. It suffices to point out that this

architecture under Rajput patronage attained a splendour that has never been surpassed in the

history of forts and palaces.

' See my Arts and Crafts of India and Ceylon, Fig. 149 ; and Watt, Indian Art at Delhi, p. 379 and Plate 48, 6.

* Notes on faina Art, ' Journal of Indian Art no. 127.
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Moreover, just as in the case of Mughal painting, so in that of architecture as it is seen at

Fathpur Sikri, and only less conspicuously in Agra, Hindu elements predominate. It is scarcely

an exaggeration to say with Mr. Havell that the buildings of Fathpur Sikri 'belong almost

exclusively to the Buddhist-Hindu tradition'. The same architecture remains a living art in the

hands of masons descended from those who built for Rajputs or Mughals, in accordance with demand.

This Rajput architecture is represented in the paintings, and indeed, by reference to the Mughal

time-scale, often affords an important clue to date. Thus it is easy to distinguish the i6th and

early 17th century work in the manner of Gwaliar and Orcha, from the more feminine building

represented in the later drawings of Karjgra.

Remains of early Rajput palaces are very few, for so many capitals have been destroyed by

invading armies or in the course of internal wars ; and in times of peace each successive ruler

altered his predecessor's work and made additions. But Gwaliar, Amber, Datiya, Orcha, Jodhpur,

and Udaipur, and even the 19th century palaces along the Ganges bank at Benares remain to

rank with anything that Mediaeval Europe has to show in the same kind. These buildings prove

what strength of body and mind inspired the rulers of Rajasthan. But it may be doubted whether

any plastered surface older than the 17th century remains intact, and for this reason no mural

paintings now exist older than those in the old palace at Bikaner.

We ought not to omit referring to another art in which the Rajput clans excelled, the art of

costume. A whole work could be written on this subject, and admirably illustrated from the

contemporary paintings. The Rajput costume, especially in the case of women, was very widely

adopted in Mughal circles, in the time of Akbar, and we observe a gradual reduction of the Persian

forms as Mughal art proceeds. After the i6th century it is very rare to see the typical Bokhara

turban with both ends hanging free, or the peaked cap of the Afghans ; and the Persian coat

fastening down the middle is replaced by the looser coat which fastens at one side, like the gown

of a Chinese mandarin. In early Mughal times this garment, whatever may be its source, was

worn alike by Rajputs and Mughals ; and with the small double turban which accompanies it, it

is still occasionally worn by old-fashioned Brahmans in the hills. I have little doubt that these

coats and turbans, as well as the coloured trousers which are so characteristic in, for example, my
series of 'twenty-three rdginis' , and which are worn also by women of the Pafijab alternatively

to the skirt, were in common use before the i6th century.

M



CHAPTER II

TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW

Thus Rajput Painting does not stand alone. It is but one of many aspects of the mediaeval

Hindu renaissance: it is an immediate expression of Hindu life as it survived and continued little

affected by the contingent Mughal courts. Life and art formed a single unity. Architecture and

painting, poetry, music and dancing were all created by one and the same people, to satisfy their own

taste, and to express their own ideas. The time had not yet come when a wealthy Indian found

it needful to hang a Royal Academy picture on the walls of a Clapham villa to prove himself an

educated man. India was not yet governed by movable officials, ignorant, if not contemptuous

of all that most engages the hearts and minds of the people. Rajput princes were men of

cultivation. Their letters (says Tod) ' exhibit abundant testimony of their powers of mind : they

are sprinkled with classical allusions, and evince that knowledge of mankind which constant collision

in society must produce. . . . When they talk of the wisdom of their ancestors, it is not a mere figure

of speech. The instruction of their princes is laid down in rules held sacred, and must have been

far more onerous than any system of European university education, for scarcely a branch of human
knowledge is omitted.' So much could rarely be said of the modern prince, and hardly ever of

the foreign official who in British India inherits the position of a prince, without respecting its

obligations. However efficient a modern Government may become, whether in British India or

in Native States—between these, from our standpoint, there is little to choose—it must remain,

with modern ideals and modern education, a ciass government of cultivated peasants by uncultivated

kings.

No bureaucracy can patronize art, because a bureaucracy cannot feel enthusiasm. The patronage

of art is possible, not when museums are established, but when the rulers and the ruled are both

of one mind. It was an ideal of Indian kingship that the king should be 'one with the religion

and the people V and it has been laid down that kings who acquire new territory ' should follow

the people in their faith with which they celebrate their national, religious, and congregational

festivals and amusements'.^ Ideals such as this go far to explain the impressive unity of such an

art as that of Rajasthan.

The founding of at least one national Museum of Indian Art is one of the greatest needs of

the present moment, for modern India has already forgotten the past, and opportunities are passing

quickly, of which European and American collectors are not slow to avail themselves. The greater

part of a magnificent collection of Jaipur enamels which the Nizam of Haidarabad (a multi-millionaire)

disposed of lately at half their real value, to be exchanged for the latest manufactures of Birmingham
and Bond Street, was secured by the agents of American Museums. M. Goloubew's collection

of Indian paintings has gone to the same country. The existing Indian Museums have been made
by men better acquainted with the culture of the hill tribes than with the culture of an old Rajput

court. When we consider that much the same is true of Indian collections in England, and that

the history of art has not a single chair in any Indian University, it is not surprising that modern
Indians refuse to believe that such a thing as Indian art has ever existed.

But however ardently I wish that justice should be done to masters of craft who are nameless,

dead and gone, we ought to remember that the widest knowledge of a former or another art is

not the least guarantee of present power; the final proof of artistic sensibility is not to be found

' Mahdvamsa, ch. xix. * Arthasasira of Kautilya, Bk. XIII, ch. v ('Indian Antiquary', 1910, p. 164).
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in museums or in books, but in the nature of the demand we make on living men, and the

opportunities we allow them of response.

Doubtless it is true that art is essentially the proof of a religious inspiration, the outward

sign of inward and spiritual grace, and no one knows when the Indian consciousness may be fired

afresh. But this will not arise from the importation of Western academic art or academic belief.

I cannot imagine any serious revival of Indian creative power within the present century, though

the earliest roots of such a development may be struck already. India must needs suffer, and

perhaps needs to endure an Industrial age and an age of criticism, before she can expect to recover,

as Europe is beginning to recover, her power of choice.

When India gave the world a great art, her people were essentially of one mind, and the same

art flourished everywhere, little dependent upon individual genius, while affording opportunity to

every power. That 'one mind' found expression just as surely in a printed cotton or a brazen

bowl, as in any painting or gilded image ; it was more than one or ten men deep, and had its roots

far back in racial experience. The future of Indian art will not depend upon the excellent taste

of any group of artists in our day, but upon our attitude to life. We cannot leave it to a single

group of even the wisest and most accomplished artists, or most sincere critics, to achieve the task

of a whole race ; artists or not, all are individually and collectively responsible.

The problem is not merely Indian. For the modern world can never again move forward

or fall back in parts. Whatever is achieved, whatever lost, must be achieved or lost, in the main,

by all humanity, rather than by any nation as a nation. For a wave of thought that once required

centuries to cross a continent, now circles the world within a decade, sometimes within a year. No
race can live unto itself in an age of swift and easy intercourse. The future of art in India depends

upon Europe and America as much as upon India, and the future of art in Europe and America

depends upon India, for East and West together are co-responsible for the post- Industrial age.

The possibility of a renewed Indian inspiration will be created first when India begins to realize

that Europe and America are faced with spiritual problems which she must also face, and to

understand that the future of humanity is in the making here and now. There has never been

propounded a more vicious lie than the statement ' East is East, and West is West, and never the

twain shall meet'. It is much more certain (slightly adapting the admirable words of Mr. E. B.

Havell) ' that East met West very long ago in the fellowship of art, and when a great religious

impulse comes again in Europe and in Asia the meeting ground will be the same '.^

When on the one hand an age of criticism and research shall have made her mistress of herself,

and on the other, she knows that she is called upon to act, for humanity,—because if she is not with

Europe in the future she must be against her,—then India may be able once again to identify religion

and life, and of this unity create the flower of art.

' Ancient and Mediaeval Archiieciure of India, I9i4> P- 76- Cf. also Lethaby, Mediaeval Art, 1904, p. 7.
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